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Abstract
Predictions From Eternal Inflation
by
Stefan Leichenauer
Doctor of Philosophy in Physics
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Raphael Bousso, Chair
We investigate the physics of eternal inflation, particularly the use of multiverse ideas to
explain the observed values of the cosmological constant and the coincidences of cosmological timescales. We begin by reviewing eternal inflation, the multiverse, and the resulting
measure problem. Then follows a detailed study of proposals to solve the measure problem,
both analytical and numerical, including an analysis of their predictions for cosmological
observables. A key outcome of this investigation is that the traditional anthropic calculations, which take into account the necessity of galaxies and heavy elements to produce
observers, are redundant in our framework. The cosmological coincidence problem, the
seemingly coincidental equality of the timescales of observation and of vacuum domination,
is solved for the first time without appeal to detailed anthropic assumptions: very general
geometric considerations do the job automatically. We also estimate a 10% likelihood that
evidence for eternal inflation will be found in upcoming measurements of the energy density
of the universe.
Encouraged by this success, we go on to construct a modified version of the lightcone time measure which has conceptual advantages but also reproduces the phenomenology
of its predecessor. We complete our study of the measure problem by noting that for a
wide class of proposed solutions, including the one developed here, there is an implicit
assumption being made about a catastrophic end to the universe. Finally, as a by-product
of this research program we find geometries which violate some of the accepted common
knowledge on holographic entropy bounds. We point this out and conjecture a general
result.
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The virial density is independent of curvature and has a simple scaling dependence on ρΛ . For positive ρΛ , ρvir asymptotes to 16ρΛ at late times. For
negative ρΛ , the virial density formally goes to zero at t = πtΛ , which the
latest possible time the universe can crunch. As we discuss in the text, our
approximation (and, we shall assume, structure formation) fails when the
virial density drops below the background matter density, which diverges
near the crunch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Comparison of our calculated SFR (solid) with the fossil model of Nagamine
et al. [84] (dashed) and the HS model [63] (dotted). The right plot contains,
in addition, the SFR of Hopkins and Beacom [64] (dash-dotted). The data
points in the right plot are from astronomical observations and were compiled,
along with references to their original sources, in [84] . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The SFR for universes with greater cosmological constant (top) and more
curvature (bottom) than ours. All other parameters remain fixed to the
observed values, with curvature assumed to be open and just below the observational bound. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The total stellar mass produced per comoving volume, as a function of open
spatial curvature and the cosmological constant. (a) Curvature: Integrated
SFR as a function of the number of efolds of inflation, relative to the observational bound on open spatial curvature. For ∆N ≳ −2, star formation
is unaffected. More curvature (less inflation) suppresses star formation, as
expected. (The small irregularities in the asymptotic regime are numerical
artifacts.) (b) Positive cosmological constant: ρΛ is given in Planck units; the
observed value, ρΛ0 ≈ 1.25 × 10−123 , is indicated by the position of the vertical
axis. Decreasing ρΛ has no effect on star formation. Larger values interfere
with structure formation, and star formation becomes suppressed. (c) Negative cosmological constant: Enhanced structure formation leads to more star
formation for negative vacuum energy compared to positive vacuum energy
of equal magnitude. (d) Positive and negative values of the cosmological
constant shown on a linear plot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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2.5

The SFR with negative cosmological constant. In each figure we consider
two different universes whose parameters are identical except for the sign
of ρΛ . (a) Changing the sign of the observed cosmological constant would
have made little difference to the SFR. However, in universes with a higher
magnitude of cosmological constant (b), or more highly curved universes (c),
a negative cosmological constant allows more star formation than a positive
one of equal magnitude. The apparent symmetry in (c) is accidental. . . . .
2.6 The SFR for different values of the primordial density contrast, Q. The upper
plot shows the great sensitivity of the SFR to relatively small changes in Q.
Compton cooling plays no role here. The lower plot shows a larger range of
values. The universal slope of −1 in the log-log plot corresponds to the 1/t
drop-off in the Compton cooling regime. When Compton cooling becomes
ineffective at around 1 Gyr, most of the SFRs experience a sudden drop.
The spike at early times for large values of Q arises from the sudden influx
of baryons after recombination. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.7 In our model, total star formation increases with the density contrast. This
increase continues until we can no longer trust our SFR due to the dominance
of large-scale structure at recombination. As discussed in the text, a more
refined model may find star formation inhibited in parts of the range shown
here. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.8 The integrated SFR as a function of curvature (∆N ) and positive ρΛ , shown
in a 3D plot (a) and in a contour plot (b). (The strength of density perturbations, Q, is fixed to the observed value.) Analytically one expects star
formation to be suppressed if tpeak > tc or tpeak > tΛ , where tpeak is the peak
star formation time in the absence of vacuum energy and curvature. These
catastrophic boundaries, log10 ρΛ = −121 and ∆N = −3.5, are shown in (b). .
2.9 The integrated SFR as a function of positive ρΛ > 0 and Q, at fixed spatial curvature, ∆N = 0 . The contour plot (b) also shows the catastrophic
boundary tpeak (Q) > tΛ expected analytically. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.10 The integrated SFR as a function of ∆N and Q, at fixed ρΛ = ρΛ0 . The contour plot (b) also shows the boundary tpeak (Q) > tc expected analytically, but
this analytic boundary is not a good approximation to the true catastrophic
boundary. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.11 The linear growth factor for three different universes: a flat ρΛ ≠ 0 universe
(solid), a curved ρΛ = 0 universe (dot-dashed), and a flat, ρΛ = 0 (unsuppressed) universe (dshed). The former two universes have been chosen so
that tc = tΛ ≡ tcrit , and the time axis is given in units of tcrit . In the ρΛ
case, the growth factor can be well-approximated as being equal to the unsuppressed case up until t = tcrit , and then abruptly becoming flat. This
approximation is manifestly worse for the curvature case. In the curvature
case, the growth factor starts to deviate from the unsuppressed case well before t = tc , and continues to grow well after t = tc . This effect makes the case
of strong curvature harder to approximate analytically. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3.1

The causal patch (shaded triangle) is the past of the future endpoint of a
geodesic (vertical line) in the multiverse. The causal diamond (dark shaded)
is the intersection of the causal patch with the future of the point B, where
the geodesic intersects a surface of reheating (dashed). The portion of the
patch which lies outside of the nucleated pocket universe is just an empty de
Sitter space with large cosmological constant, and so we neglect that region
in our calculations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.2 Λ > 0, Causal Diamond, Entropy Production. This is the only model studied
which produces a peak in the Q distribution of the 2nd plot. . . . . . . . . .
3.3 Λ < 0, Causal Diamond, Entropy Production. Unlike for Λ > 0, the probability density increases monotonically with curvature (3rd and 6th plot).
However, the range allowed by observation (∆N > 0) overlaps with the central 1σ region (unshaded). This good agreement is not an artifact of our
lower cut-off, ∆N > 3.5, because the probability is about to be suppressed
by the disruption of structure formation for slightly smaller ∆N . This can
be seen by studying the distribution over ∆N at Q = 10−0.5 Q0 in the 7th and
10th plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.4 All values of Λ, Causal Diamond, Entropy Production. Λ < 0 is preferred
over Λ > 0 by a factor of 25 (11) in the 1st (2nd) plot. The observed values
of (Λ, Q) lie outside 2σ, but within 3σ, in the 6th and 9th plot. . . . . . . . .
3.5 Λ > 0, Causal Diamond, 5 Gyr delay time. The preferred value of Λ is
independent of Q, as seen in the 9th and 12th plots. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.6 Λ < 0, Causal Diamond, 5 Gyr delay time. Note the peculiar feature around
Q = Q0 in the 2nd plot. (It can also be seen in the 7th plot.) The increasing
probability towards small ∆N in the 3rd and 6th plot is not a runaway; see
the caption of Fig. 3.3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.7 All values of Λ, Causal Diamond, 5 Gyr delay time. As with entropy production, Λ < 0 is preferred over Λ > 0 (here, by a factor of 13). The observed
values of (Λ, Q) lie outside 2σ, but within 3σ, in the 6th and 9th plot. . . . .
3.8 Λ > 0, Causal Diamond, 10 Gyr delay time. As with the 5 Gyr delay, we find
a monotonic distribution over Q (2nd and 5th plot). The preferred value of
Λ is independent of Q, and is somewhat smaller than with the 5 Gyr delay. .
3.9 Λ < 0, Causal Diamond, 10 Gyr delay time. The 3rd and 6th plots show
an increase in probability toward small ∆N . This is not a runaway; see the
caption of Fig. 3.3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.10 All values of Λ, Causal Diamond, 10 Gyr delay time. As usual, Λ < 0 is more
likely than Λ > 0. In the 9th and 12th plot, the observed values of (Λ, Q) lie
outside 2σ but within 3σ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.11 Λ > 0, Causal Patch, Entropy Production. The probability density goes to a
constant for Λ ≪ t−2
c . This runaway is indicated by arrows. With ∆N > 0,
curvature dominates so late that the runaway is not evident even at the
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background and Goals

A sufficiently large region of space with positive vacuum energy will expand at an
exponential rate. If the vacuum is stable, this expansion will be eternal. If it is metastable,
then the vacuum can decay by the nonperturbative formation of bubbles of lower vacuum
energy. Vacuum decay is exponentially suppressed, so for a large range of parameters the
metastable vacuum gains volume due to expansion faster than it loses volume to decays [59].
This is the simplest nontrivial example of eternal inflation. String theory, in particular,
gives rise to an enormous landscape [30, 67] of metastable vacua. Each of these vacua has
different effective low-energy physics, so the resulting spacetime becomes a patchwork of
regions which locally are wildly different from one another. This is called the multiverse,
and is a generic product of an eternally inflating theory.
In this context, it is natural to make predictions by counting. The relative probability of two events (for example, two different outcomes of a cosmological or laboratory
measurement) is defined by their relative abundance,
p1 N1
=
,
p2 N2

(1.1)

where N1 is the expectation value of the number of times an event of type 1 occurs in the
multiverse.
There is ambiguity in computing the ratio N1 /N2 : naively, both numbers are infinite. Starting from finite initial conditions, eternal inflation produces an infinite spacetime
volume in which everything that can happen does happen an infinite number of times,
usually in widely separated regions that remain forever outside of causal contact. This
undermines the basis for probabilistic predictions of local experiments. If infinitely many
observers throughout the universe win the lottery, on what grounds can one still claim that
winning the lottery is unlikely? To be sure, there are also infinitely many observers who do
not win, but in what sense are there more of them? In local experiments such as playing the
lottery, we have clear rules for making predictions and testing theories. But if the universe
is eternally inflating, we no longer know why these rules work.
To see that this is not merely a philosophical point, it helps to consider cosmological
experiments, where the rules are less clear. For example, one would like to predict or explain
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features of the CMB; or, in a theory with more than one vacuum, one might wish to predict
the expected properties of the vacuum we find ourselves in, such as the Higgs mass. This
requires computing the relative number of observations of different values for the Higgs mass,
or of the CMB sky. There will be infinitely many instances of every possible observation,
so what are the probabilities? This is known as the “measure problem” of eternal inflation.
In order to yield well-defined probabilities, eternal inflation requires some kind of
regulator. Here we shall focus on geometric cutoffs, which discard all but a finite portion
of the eternally inflating spacetime. The relative probability of two types of events, 1 and
2, is then defined by
p1 ⟨N1 ⟩
=
(1.2)
p2 ⟨N2 ⟩
where ⟨N1 ⟩ is the expected number of occurences of the first type of event within the surviving spacetime region. (We will drop the expectation value brackets below for simplicity
of notation.) Here, 1 and 2 might stand for winning or not winning the lottery; or they
might stand for a red or blue power spectrum in the CMB. The generalization to larger or
continuous sets of mutually exclusive outcomes is trivial.
Weinberg’s prediction [114] of the cosmological constant [91, 95] was a stunning
success for this type of reasoning. In hindsight, however, it was based on a measure that was
ill-suited for a landscape in which parameters other than Λ can vary. Moreover, the measure
had severe phenomenological problems [15]. This spurred the development of more powerful
measure proposals in recent years [11,13,17,45–49,73–75,77,79,88,90,101,111,112,116–118].
Surprisingly, some of these measures do far more than to resolve the above shortcomings.
As we shall see, they obviate the need for Weinberg’s assumption that observers require
galaxies; and they help overcome the limitation of fixing all parameters but one to their
observed values.
In this dissertation, we will see many different measure proposals, including the
causal patch measure, the causal diamond measure, the fat geodesic measure, and the
apparent horizon measure. Their individual definitions and features will be defined as
needed below. Our first goal will be to perform the most detailed calculation to date in the
style of Weinberg, assuming that observers require star formation to live. In the course of
this investigation we will develop a model of star formation applicable for universes with
cosmologies drastically different from ours. Once we have accomplished this, we will see
that many of the gross features can be explained without the anthropic assumptions or
detailed calculations, which shows the power of these measure proposals.
Our second goal is to give a critical analysis of the measure proposals, as well as
attempts at improvement. We will re-examine the causal patch measure (in the guise of the
lightcone time measure) and find that a revised definition in terms of the future boundary
of spacetime has the same successes but is much cleaner and more elegant. We also show
that all of these measure proposals suffer from the “end of time” problem, which is to say
that they all effectively make the universe finite by instituting a universal doomsday. This
is an implicit assumption in these proposals which had not been appreciated before this
work.
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1.2

Outline

In Chapter 2 we develop a simple semi-analytic model of the star formation rate
(SFR) as a function of time. We estimate the SFR for a wide range of values of the cosmological constant, spatial curvature, and primordial density contrast. Our model can predict
such parameters in the multiverse, if the underlying theory landscape and the cosmological measure are known. In Chapter 3 we use this model to compute trivariate probability
distributions in the landscape, scanning simultaneously over the cosmological constant, the
primordial density contrast, and spatial curvature. We consider two different measures for
regulating the divergences of eternal inflation, and three different models for observers. In
one model, observers are assumed to arise in proportion to the entropy produced by stars;
in the others, they arise at a fixed time (5 or 10 billion years) after star formation. For
each combination of observer model and measure, we display all single and bivariate probability distributions, both with the remaining parameter(s) held fixed, and marginalized.
Our results depend only weakly on the observer model but more strongly on the measure.
Using the causal diamond measure, the observed parameter values (or bounds) lie within
the central 2σ of nearly all probability distributions we compute, and always within 3σ.
This success is encouraging and rather nontrivial, considering the large size and dimension
of the parameter space. The causal patch measure gives similar results as long as curvature
is negligible. If curvature dominates, the causal patch leads to a novel runaway: it prefers
a negative value of the cosmological constant, with the smallest magnitude available in the
landscape.
In Chapter 4 we develop simple explanations of the gross features of these results.
We show that the geometry of cutoffs on eternal inflation strongly constrains predictions for
the timescales of vacuum domination, curvature domination, and observation. We consider
three measure proposals: the causal patch, the fat geodesic, and the apparent horizon
cutoffs. We impose neither anthropic requirements nor restrictions on landscape vacua. For
vacua with positive cosmological constant, all three measures predict the double coincidence
that most observers live at the onset of vacuum domination and just before the onset
of curvature domination. The hierarchy between the Planck scale and the cosmological
constant is related to the number of vacua in the landscape. These results require only mild
assumptions about the distribution of vacua (somewhat stronger assumptions are required
by the fat geodesic measure). At this level of generality, none of the three measures are
successful for vacua with negative cosmological constant. Their applicability in this regime
is ruled out unless much stronger anthropic requirements are imposed.
Chapter 5 begins our top-down study of the measures, starting with an improved
version of a previously used measure. We propose to regulate the infinities of eternal inflation
by relating a late time cut-off in the bulk to a short distance cut-off on the future boundary.
The light-cone time of an event is defined in terms of the volume of its future light-cone on
the boundary. We seek an intrinsic definition of boundary volumes that makes no reference
to bulk structures. This requires taming the fractal geometry of the future boundary, and
lifting the ambiguity of the conformal factor. We propose to work in the conformal frame
in which the boundary Ricci scalar is constant.
We explore this proposal in the FRW approximation for bubble universes. Remarkably, we find that the future boundary becomes a round three-sphere, with smooth
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metric on all scales. Our cut-off yields the same relative probabilities as a previous proposal
that defined boundary volumes by projection into the bulk along timelike geodesics. Moreover, it is equivalent to an ensemble of causal patches defined without reference to bulk
geodesics. It thus yields a holographically motivated and phenomenologically successful
measure for eternal inflation.
To conclude our study of measures, in Chapter 6 we point out that, for all geometric
cutoff measures, some matter systems reach the cutoff in finite time. This implies a nonzero
probability for a novel type of catastrophe. According to the most successful measure
proposals, our galaxy is likely to encounter the cutoff within the next 5 billion years.
Chapter 7 contains an interesting by-product of our work outside of eternal inflation. The covariant entropy bound states that the entropy, S, of matter on a light-sheet
cannot exceed a quarter of its initial area, A, in Planck units. The gravitational entropy of
black holes saturates this inequality. The entropy of matter systems, however, falls short of
saturating the bound in known examples. This puzzling gap has led to speculation that a
much stronger bound, S ≲ A3/4 , may hold true. In this note, we exhibit light-sheets whose
entropy exceeds A3/4 by arbitrarily large factors. In open FRW universes, such light-sheets
contain the entropy visible in the sky; in the limit of early curvature domination, the covariant bound can be saturated but not violated. As a corollary, we find that the maximum
observable matter and radiation entropy in universes with positive (negative) cosmological
constant is of order Λ−1 (Λ−2 ), and not ∣Λ∣−3/4 as had hitherto been believed. Our results
strengthen the evidence for the covariant entropy bound, while showing that the stronger
bound S ≲ A3/4 is not universally valid. We conjecture that the stronger bound does hold
for static, weakly gravitating systems.
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Chapter 2

A model for star formation
2.1

Introduction

In this chapter, based on [28], we study cosmological models that differ from our
own in the value of one or more of the following parameters: The cosmological constant, the
spatial curvature, and the strength of primordial density perturbations. We will ask how
these parameters affect the rate of star formation (SFR), i.e., the stellar mass produced per
unit time, as a function of cosmological time.
There are two reasons why one might model the SFR. One, which is not our
purpose here, might be to fit cosmological or astrophysical parameters, adjusting them
until the model matches the observed SFR. Our goal is different: We would like to explain
the observed values of parameters, at least at an order-of-magnitude level. For this purpose,
we ask what the SFR would look like if some cosmological parameters took different values,
by amounts far larger than their observational uncertainty.
This question is reasonable if the observed universe is only a small part of a
multiverse, in which such parameters can vary. This situation arises when there are multiple
long-lived vacua, such as in the landscape of string theory. It has the potential to explain the
smallness of the observed cosmological constant [30], as well as other unnatural coincidences
in the Standard Model and in Standard Cosmology. Moreover, a model of star formation
can be used to test the landscape, by allowing us to estimate the number of observers
that will observe particular values of parameters. If only a very small fraction of observers
measure the values we have observed, the theory is ruled out.
The SFR can be related to observers in a number of ways. It can serve as a
starting point for computing the rate of entropy production in the universe, a well-defined
quantity that appears to correlate well with the formation of complex structures such as observers [11]. (In our own universe, most entropy is produced by dust heated by starlight [27].)
Alternatively, one can posit that a fixed (presumably very small) average number of observers arises per star, perhaps after a suitable delay time of order billions of years.
To predict a probability distribution for some parameter, this anthropic weighting
must be combined with the statistical distribution of parameters in the multiverse. Computing this distribution requires at least statistical knowledge of the theory landscape, as
well as understanding the measure that regulates the infinities arising in the eternally in-
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flating multiverse. Here, we consider none of these additional questions and focus only on
the star formation rate.
We develop our model in Sec. 2.2. In Sec. 2.3 we display examples of star formation rates we have computed for universes with different values of curvature, cosmological
constant, and/or primordial density contrast. We identify important qualitative features
that emerge in exotic regimes.

2.2

Model

2.2.1

Goals

Our goal is not a detailed analytical fit to simulations or observations of the SFR
in our universe. Superior models are already available for this purpose. For example, the
analytic model of Hernquist and Springel [63] (HS) contains some free parameters, tuned
to yield good agreement with simulations and data. However, the HS model only allows
for moderate variation in cosmological parameters. For example, HS estimated the SFR in
cosmologies with different primordial density contrast, Q, but only by 10%.
Here we are interested in much larger variations, by orders of magnitude, and not
only in Q but also in the cosmological constant, Λ, and in spatial curvature. A straightforward extrapolation of the HS model would lead to unphysical predictions in some parameter
ranges. For example, a larger cosmological constant would actually enhance the star formation rate at all times [35].1
In fact, important assumptions and approximations in the HS model become invalid under large variations of parameters. HS assume a fixed ratio between virial and
background density. But in fact, the overdensity of freshly formed haloes drops from about
200 to about 16 after the cosmological constant dominates [108]. Moreover, HS apply a
“fresh-halo approximation”, ascribing a virial density and star formation rate to each halo
as if it had just been formed. However, large curvature, or a large cosmological constant,
will disrupt the merging of haloes. One is left with an old population of haloes whose density
was set at a much earlier time, and whose star formation may have ceased due to feedback
or lack of baryons. Finally, HS neglect Compton cooling of virialized haloes against the
cosmic microwave background; this effect becomes important if structure forms earlier, for
example because of increased Q [109].
All these effects are negligible at positive redshift in our universe; they only begin to
be important near the present era. Hence, there was no compelling reason to include them
in conventional, phenomenologically motivated star formation models. But for different
values of cosmological parameters, or when we study the entire evolution of the universe,
these effects become important and must be modelled.
On the other hand, some aspects of star formation received careful attention in
the HS model in order to optimize agreement with simulations. Such refinements are unnecessary when we work with huge parameter ranges, where uncertainties are large in any
case. At best, our goal can be to gain a basic understanding of the quantitative behavior
1

This effect, while probably unphysical, did not significantly affect the probability distributions computed
by Cline et al. [35].
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of the SFR as parameters are varied. We will mainly be interested in the height, time, and
width of the peak of the SFR depend on parameters. In currently favored models of the
multiverse [11, 37], more detailed aspects of the curve do not play an important role. Thus,
our model will be relatively crude, even as we include qualitatively new phenomena.
Many extensions of our model are possible. The most obvious is to allow additional
parameters to vary. Another is to refine the treatment of star formation itself. Among the
many approximations and simplifications we make, the most significant may be our neglect
of feedback effects from newly formed stars and from active galactic nuclei. In addition,
there are two regimes in our model (high Q and negative Λ near the Big Crunch) where
we use physical arguments to cut off star formation by hand. These are regimes where the
star formation rate is so fast that neglected timescales, such as halo merger rates and star
lifetimes, become important. An extended model which accounts for these timescales may
avoid the need for an explicit cutoff.

2.2.2

Geometry and initial conditions

Our star formation model can be applied to open, flat, and closed FriedmanRobertson-Walker (FRW) universes. However, we will consider only open geometries here,
with metric
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2 (dχ2 + sinh2 χdΩ2 ) .
(2.1)
Pocket universes produced by the decay of a false vacuum are open FRW universes [36];
thus, this is the case most relevant to a landscape of metastable vacua. The above metric
includes the flat FRW case in the limit where the spatial curvature radius a is much larger
than the horizon:
a ≫ H −1 ,
(2.2)
where H ≡ ȧ/a is the Hubble parameter. This can be satisfied at arbitrarily late times t,
given sufficiently many e-foldings of slow roll inflation.
The scale factor, a(t), can be computed by integrating the Friedmann equations,
H2 −

1
a2

Ḣ + H 2

8πGN
ρ,
3
4πGN
= −
(ρ + 3p) ,
3
=

(2.3)
(2.4)

beginning at (matter-radiation) equality, the time teq at which matter and radiation have
equal density:
π2 4
ρm (teq ) = ρr (teq ) ≡ ν Teq
,
(2.5)
15
where
21 4 4/3
ν =1+
( ) ≈ 1.681
(2.6)
8 11
accounts for three species of massless neutrinos. The temperature at equality is [108]
Teq = 0.22ξ = 0.82 eV ,

(2.7)
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and ξ is the matter mass per photon. The time of equality is
√
2−1
−1/2 −2
teq = √
≈ 0.128 GN Teq
= 4.9 × 104 yrs .
3πGN ρm (teq )

(2.8)

The total density and pressure are given by
ρ = ρr + ρm + ρΛ ,
ρr
p =
− ρΛ .
3

(2.9)
(2.10)

Among the set of initial data specified at equality, we will treat three elements as
variable parameters, which define an ensemble of universes. The first two parameters are
−2
the densities associated with curvature, G−1
N a(teq ) , and with the vacuum, ρΛ ≡ Λ/8πGN ,
at equality. We will only consider values that are small compared to the radiation and
matter density at equality, Eq. (2.5); otherwise, there would be no matter dominated era
and no star formation. The third parameter is the primordial density contrast, Q, discussed
in more detail in the next section.
We find it intuitive to trade the curvature parameter a(teq ) for an equivalent
parameter ∆N , defined as
a(teq )
∆N = log [
] ,
(2.11)
amin (teq )
where
1/3

45 Ωm
amin (teq ) = (
)
3
4 H
ν 8π GN Teq
0

−1/2
(Ωmax
= 1.13 × 1024 m = 37 Mpc ,
k )

(2.12)

is the experimental lower bound on the curvature radius of our universe at matter-radiation
equality. (Consistency with our earlier assumption of an open universe requires that we use
the upper bound on negative spatial curvature, i.e., on positive values of Ωk . We are using
the 68% limit from WMAP5+BAO+SN [69], Ωk = −0.0050+0.0061
−0.0060 . We use the best fit values
H0 = 68.8 km/s/Mpc and Ωm = 0.282 for the current Hubble parameter and matter density
fraction.)
∆N can be interpreted as the number of e-folds of inflation in excess (or short) of
the number required to make our universe (here assumed open) just flat enough (Ωmax
=
k
0.0011) for its spatial curvature to have escaped detection. Requiring that curvature be
negligible at equality constrains ∆N to the range ∆N > −5. Values near this cutoff are of
no physical interest in any case: Because too much curvature disrupts galaxy formation, we
will find that star formation already becomes totally ineffective below some larger value of
∆N .
We hold fixed all other parameters, including Standard Model parameters, the
baryon to dark matter ratio, and the temperature at equality. We leave the variation of
such parameters to future work.
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2.2.3

Linear perturbation growth and halo formation

Cosmological perturbations are usually specified by a time-dependent power spectrum, P, which is a function of the wavenumber of the perturbation, k. The r.m.s. fluctuation amplitude, σ, within a sphere of radius R, is defined by smoothing the power spectrum
with respect to an appropriate window function:
2

∞ 3 sin(kR) − 3 kR cos(kR)
1
σ = 2∫ (
) P(k)k 2 dk .
2π 0
(kR)3
2

(2.13)

The radius R can be exchanged for the mass M of the perturbation, using M = 4πρm R3 /3.
Starting at teq , once all relevant modes are in the horizon, the time development of σ can
be computed using linear perturbation theory. In the linear theory, all modes grow at the
same rate and so the time dependence of σ is a simple multiplicative factor:
σ(M, t) = Q s(M ) G(t).

(2.14)

Here Q is the amplitude of primordial density perturbations, which in our universe is observed to be Q0 ≈ 2 × 10−5 . G(t) is the linear growth function, and is found by solving
d2 G
dG
+ 2H
= 4πGN ρm G
2
dt
dt

(2.15)

numerically, with the initial conditions G = 5/2 and Ġ = 3H/2 at t = teq . This normalization
a(t)
is chosen so that G ≈ 1 + 32 a(teq ) near t = teq , which is the exact solution for a flat universe
consisting only of matter and radiation. For s(M ) we use the fitting formula provided
in [108]:
s(M ) = [(9.1µ−2/3 )

−0.27

+ (50.5 log10 (834 + µ−1/3 ) − 92)

−0.27 −1/0.27

]

(2.16)

with µ = M /Meq , where
Meq = GN

−3/2 −2

ξ

= 1.18 × 1017 M⊙

(2.17)

is roughly the mass contained inside the horizon at equality, and ξ = 3.7 eV is the matter
mass per photon. This fitting formula for s(M ) and our normalization convention for G(t)
both make use of our assumption that curvature and ρΛ are negligible at teq .
We use the extended Press-Schechter (EPS) formalism [70] to estimate the halo
mass function and the distribution of halo ages. In this formalism the fraction, F , of matter
residing in collapsed regions with mass less than M at time t is given by
F (< M, t) = Erf ( √

δc
)
2σ(M, t)

(2.18)

with δc = 1.68 the critical fluctuation for collapse. δc is weakly dependent on cosmological
parameters, but the variation is small enough to ignore within our approximations.
Given a halo of mass M at time t, one can ask for the probability, P , that this
halo virialized before time tvir . As in Ref. [70], we define the virialization time of the halo
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as the earliest time when its largest ancestor halo had a mass greater than M /2. To find
P , we first define the function
β(M1 , t1 , M2 , t2 ) = Erfc

⎛
⎞
1
δc
1
√
(
−
) .
⎝ Q 2(s(M1 )2 − s(M2 )2 ) G(t1 ) G(t2 ) ⎠

(2.19)

Then the desired probability is given by
P (< tvir , M, t) = ∫

M

M /2

M dβ
(M1 , tvir , M, t) dM1 .
M1 dM1

(2.20)

The virialization time further determines the density, ρvir , of the halo. We will
compute the virial density by considering the spherical top-hat collapse of an overdense
region of space. Birkhoff’s theorem says that we may consider this region to be part of an
independent FRW universe with a cosmological constant identical to that of the background
universe. As such, it evolves according to
H2 =
∣ρ ∣ 1/3

8πGN ρm 8πGN ρΛ k 8πGN ∣ρΛ ∣ 1
κ
+
− 2 =
( 3 ±1− 2)
3
3
a
3
A
A

(2.21)

2

Λ
)
and κ ≡ 8πG3N ∣ρΛ ∣ ( Aa ) k. We neglect the radiation term, which will be
where A ≡ ( ρm
negligible for virialization well after matter-radiation equality.
Assuming that κ and ρΛ are such that the perturbation will eventually collapse,
the maximum value of A is obtained by solving the equation H = 0:

±A3max − κAmax + 1 = 0.

(2.22)

The time of collapse, which we identify with the halo virialization time tvir , is twice the
time to reach Amax and is given by
√
Amax
dA
3
tvir = 2
.
(2.23)
√
∫
1
8πGN ∣ρΛ ∣ 0
± A2 − κ
A

To obtain the virial density, we follow the usual rule that ρvir is 8 times the matter density
at turnaround. In other words,
∣ρΛ ∣
(2.24)
ρvir = 8 3 .
Amax
Note that according to this prescription, ρvir (t) has no explicit dependence on the
curvature of the background universe. Changing ρΛ results in a simple scaling behavior:
ρvir (t/tΛ )/∣ρΛ ∣ is independent of ρΛ , where
tΛ ≡ (3/8π GN ∣ρΛ ∣)1/2 .

(2.25)

In practice this means that one only has to compute ρvir (t) for two values of ρΛ (one positive
and one negative). In Fig. 2.1, we show the ρΛ -independent part of the virial density.
The virial density determines the gravitational timescale, tgrav , which we define to
be
1
tgrav = √
.
(2.26)
GN ρvir
This is the timescale for dynamical processes within the halo, including star formation.
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Figure 2.1: The virial density is independent of curvature and has a simple scaling dependence on ρΛ . For positive ρΛ , ρvir asymptotes to 16ρΛ at late times. For negative ρΛ , the
virial density formally goes to zero at t = πtΛ , which the latest possible time the universe
can crunch. As we discuss in the text, our approximation (and, we shall assume, structure
formation) fails when the virial density drops below the background matter density, which
diverges near the crunch.

2.2.4

Cooling and galaxy formation

Halos typically virialize at a high temperature, Tvir . Before stars can form, the
baryons need to cool to lower temperatures and condense. Cooling proceeds by bremsstrahlung,
molecular or atomic line cooling, and Compton cooling via scattering against the CMB.
For bremsstrahlung and line cooling, the timescale for the baryons to cool, tcool , is
tcool =

3Tvir m2p
2fb µX 2 Λ(Tvir )ρvir

(2.27)

with µ = 0.6 mp the average molecular weight (assuming full ionization), X = .76 the hydrogen mass fraction, and Λ(Tvir ) the cooling function, which encodes the efficiency of the
bremsstrahlung and line cooling mechanisms as a function of temperature. For T ≲ 104 K,
Λ(T ) is effectively zero and cooling does not occur. When T ≳ 107 K, bremsstrahlung cooling is the dominant mechanism and Λ(T ) ∝ T 1/2 . For intermediate values of T , Λ(T )
has a complicated behavior depending on the metallicity of the gas [105]. For our purposes, however, it suffices to approximate the cooling function as constant in this range. To
summarize:
⎧
⎪
0,
for T < 104 K,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
for 104 K < T < 107 K,
Λ(T ) = ⎨Λ0 ,
(2.28)
⎪
⎪
1/2
⎪
T
7
⎪
⎪
⎩Λ0 ( 107 K ) , for 10 K < T ,
with Λ0 = 10−23 erg cm3 s−1 .
We need to include the effects of Compton cooling separately. In general, Compton
cooling depends on the temperature of the CMB, TCMB , the temperature of the baryonic
matter, and the ionization fraction of the matter [115]. But the dependence on the gas
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temperature drops out when Tvir ≫ TCMB (which is always the case), and we will assume
that the gas transitions from neutral to completely ionized at Tvir = 104 K. With these
approximations, Compton cooling proceeds along the timescale
tcomp =
2

45me
,
4π 2 σT (TCMB )4

(2.29)

2

e
where σT = 8π
3 ( me ) is the Thompson cross-section.
The Compton timescale is independent of all of the properties of the gas (provided
4
Tvir > 10 K). So this cooling mechanism can still be efficient in regimes where other cooling
mechanisms fail. In particular, Compton cooling will be extremely effective in the early
universe while the CMB is still hot. We define τcomp as the time when tcomp is equal to the
age of the universe. τcomp is a reasonable convention for the time beyond which Compton
cooling is no longer efficient. While we compute τcomp numerically in practice, it is helpful
to have an analytic formula for a special case. In a flat, ρΛ = 0 universe we obtain
8/3 3/5

⎛ 4π 2 σT (Teq )4
teq
√ )
τcomp =
(
45me
⎝
2− 2

⎞
⎠

≈ 0.763 (

Teq −4/5
)
Gyr ≈ 0.9 Gyr.
eV

(2.30)

Turning on strong curvature or ρΛ will tend to lower τcomp .
Before τcomp , all structures with Tvir > 104 K can cool efficiently and rapidly, so star
formation will proceed on the timescale tgrav . After τcomp , some halos will have tcool < tgrav
and hence cool efficiently, and some will have tcool > tgrav and be “cooling-limited”. We take
it as a phenomenological fact that the cooling-limited halos do not form stars. (One could
go further and define a “cooling radius” to take into account the radial dependence of the
baryonic density [115], but this effect is negligible within our approximations.)
In the absence of Compton cooling, then, we will consider only halos for which
tcool < tgrav , which have masses in a finite range:
Mmin (tvir ) < M < Mmax (tvir ) .

(2.31)

The minimum halo mass at time tvir corresponds to the minimum temperature Tvir = 104 K:
Mmin (tvir ) = (

5 × 104 K
)
GN µ

3/2

(

1/2
3
)
,
4πρvir

(2.32)

where we have used the relation between virial temperature, density, and mass for a uniform
spherical halo derived from the virial theorem:
Tvir =

1/3
GN µ 4π
( ρvir M 2 )
.
5
3

(2.33)

(A non-uniform density profile will result in a change to the numerical factor on the RHS
of this equation, but such a change makes little difference to the result.)
The maximum mass haloes at time tvir satisfy tcool = tgrav . For T < 107 K, this
mass is given by
3/2

6 1/2 ⎛ 5 fb X 2 Λ0 ⎞
Mmax (tvir ) = ( )
π
⎝ 3 G3/2 m2 ⎠
N

p

1/4

ρvir .

(2.34)
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Note that halos with mass Mmax (t) have virial temperatures less than 107 K for t ≳ 0.24 Gyr,
which is well before τcomp . This means that in our calculations we can safely ignore the
decreased cooling efficiency for extremely hot halos.

2.2.5

Star formation

For halos satisfying the criterion tcool < tgrav , the hot baryonic material is allowed
to cool. Gravitational collapse proceeds on the longer timescale tgrav . We will assume that
the subsequent formation of stars is also governed by this timescale. Thus, we write the
star formation rate for a single halo of mass M as
dM⋆single
Mb
fb M
(M, tvir ) = A
=A
,
dt
tgrav (tvir )
tgrav (tvir )

(2.35)

where Mb is the total mass of baryons contained in the halo and fb is the baryon mas
fraction. We fix fb to the observed value fb ≈ 1/6.2
The order-one factor A parametrizes the detailed physics of gravitational collapse and star formation. The free-fall time from the virial radius to a point mass M
is (3π/32)1/2 tgrav , and so we choose to set A = (32/3π)1/2 . The final SFR calculated for our
universe is not very sensitive to this choice. Notice that the single halo star formation rate
depends only on the mass and virialization time of the halo.
The next step in computing the complete SFR is to average over the virialization
dM avg
times of the halos in existence at time t. Define dt⋆ (M, t) to be the star formation rate
of all halos that have mass M at time t, averaged over possible virialization times tvir . Now
we need to consider the possible virialization times.
It may happen that some halos in existence at time t are so old that they have
already converted all of their baryonic mass into stars. These halos should not be included
in the calculation. Furthermore, feedback effects reduce the maximum amount of baryonic
matter that can ever go into stars to some fraction f of the total. (f is a free parameter of
the model, and we shall fix its value by normalizing the integrated SFR for our universe;
see below.) We should then only consider halos with tvir > tmin , where tmin is a function of
t only and satisfies
1 dM⋆single
t − tmin = (
(M, tmin ))
f Mb
dt

−1

=

f
tgrav (tmin ) .
A

(2.36)

Though an explicit expression for tmin can be found in some special cases, in practice we
will always solve for it numerically.
We still need to account for the fact that some halos existing at t formed at tvir
with masses outside the range Mmin (tvir ) < M < Mmax (tvir ). Since Mmin is an increasing
function of time while Mmax is a decreasing function of time, this condition on the mass
range is equivalent to an upper bound on tvir : tvir < tmax , where tmax satisfies either
M = Mmax (tmax )
2

(2.37)

It would be interesting to consider variations of fb in future work; see Ref. [43] for an environmental
explanation of the observed value.
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or
M = Mmin (tmax ) ,

(2.38)

or else tmax = t if no solution exists. Recall that the condition M < Mmax is a condition on
cooling failure, and so is only applicable for tvir > τcomp . Halos with tvir < τcomp have no
upper mass limit. Like tmin , tmax is found numerically. Unlike tmin , tmax is a function of
both mass and time.
Now we can use the distribution on halo formation times deduced from Eq. 3.26
to get
tmax
dM⋆avg
Afb M ∂P
[
(tvir , M, t)] dtvir .
(2.39)
(M, t) = ∫
dt
tgrav (tvir ) ∂tvir
tmin
The final step is to multiply this average by the number of halos of mass M existing at
time t and add up the contributions from all values of M . Equivalently, we can multiply
avg
1 dM⋆
the normalized average star formation rate, M
dt , by the total amount of mass in halos
of mass M at time t and then add up the contributions from the different mass scales. The
Press-Schechter formalism tells us that the fraction of the total mass contained in halos
∂F
of masses between M and M + dM is ∂M
dM , where F (M, t) is the Press-Schechter mass
function defined in Eq. 2.18. So restricting ourselves to a unit of comoving volume with
density ρ0 (sometimes called the reference density), we find that the SFR is given by
ρ̇⋆ (t) = ρ0 ∫ dM ∫

tmax

tmin

dtvir

∂F
Afb
∂P
(M, t)
(tvir , M, t) .
∂M
tgrav (tvir ) ∂tvir

(2.40)

Normalizing the SFR Our model contains the free parameter f representing the maximum fraction of the total baryonic mass of a halo which can go into stars. We will impose
a normalization condition on the SFR for our universe to fix its value. Nagamine et al. [84]
normalize their “fossil” SFR so that
∫

0

t0

ρ̇⋆ dt =

fb ρm
,
10

(2.41)

with t0 = 13.7 Gyr the age of the universe. In other words, the total amount of mass going
into stars should be one tenth of the total baryonic mass in the universe. Due to the
phenomenon of recycling, this number is more than the actual amount of matter presently
found in stars. We find that with f = 0.35, our model satisfies this normalization condition.
Early and late time cutoffs Even after t = teq , baryonic matter remains coupled to
photons until t = trec ≈ 3.7 × 105 yr. So even though dark matter halos can and do begin
to collapse before recombination, stars will obviously be unable to form. After t = trec , the
baryons are released and will fall into the gravitational wells of the pre-formed dark matter
halos. Some time ∆t (of order trec ) later, the baryonic matter will have fallen into the
dark matter halos and can form stars normally. In our model, we account for this effect
by placing further conditions on tmin . First, if t < 2 trec then the SFR is set to zero. Then,
provided t > 2 trec , we compute tmin according to Eq. 2.36. If we find that tmin < 2 trec < t,
then the computation of ti is flawed and we set tmin = teq to reflect the fact that dark matter
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halos have been growing since equality. If tmin > 2 trec , then the computation is valid and
we keep the result.
For ρΛ < 0 there is an additional cutoff we must impose. One can see from Fig. 2.1
that halo virial density in such a universe continually decreases over time even as the
background matter density increases (following turnaround). Eventually we reach a point
where halos virialize with densities less than that of the background, which is a signal of
the breakdown of the spherical collapse model.
The problem is that formally, the virial radius of the halo is larger than the radius
of the “hole” that was cut out of the background and which is supposed to contain the
“overdensity”. Thus, virialization really leads to a collision with the background, and not
to a star forming isolated halo. Physically, this can be interpreted as a breakdown of the
FRW approximation: sufficiently close to the crunch, the collapsing universe can no longer
be sensibly described as homogeneous on average.
Therefore, it makes sense to demand that the halo density be somewhat larger than
the background density. To pick a number, we assume that under normal circumstances,
a halo would settle into an isothermal configuration with a density proportional to 1/r2 .
Therefore the density on the edge of the halo will only be one third of the average density.
If we demand a reasonable separation of scales between the density of the halo edge and
that of the background matter, an additional factor of about 3 is not uncalled for. So we
will impose the requirement that the average density of the halo be a factor of ten higher
than the background matter density.
We set the SFR to zero in any halos which do not satisfy this requirement. We
implement this through a modification of the computation of tmax . The true tmax , computed
at time t, is actually the minimum of the result above (Eqs. 2.37–2.38) and the solution to
ρvir (tmax ) = 10 ρm (t) .

2.3

(2.42)

Results

In this section, we apply our model to estimate the star formation rate, and the
integrated amount of star formation, in universes with various amounts of curvature, vacuum
energy, and density contrast.

2.3.1

Our universe

We begin by considering our own universe. Figure 2.2 shows the SFR computed
by our model as a function of time (left) and of redshift (right). At intermediate redshifts,
our model is in good agreement with the data. At other redshifts, our model appears to
be slightly off, but not by a large factor, considering its crudeness. For comparison, we
show the SFR predicted by the models of HS [63], Nagamine et al. [84] and Hopkins and
Beacom [64], which contain a larger number of fitting parameters.
The shape of the SFR can be understood as a result of the interplay between
competing forces. First, there will be no star formation until structure forms with Tvir >
104 K. Once a significant amount of structure begins to form at this critical temperature,
however, the SFR rises rapidly and soon hits its peak.
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of our calculated SFR (solid) with the fossil model of Nagamine
et al. [84] (dashed) and the HS model [63] (dotted). The right plot contains, in addition,
the SFR of Hopkins and Beacom [64] (dash-dotted). The data points in the right plot are
from astronomical observations and were compiled, along with references to their original
sources, in [84]
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We can estimate the peak time, tpeak , of the SFR by asking when the typical mass
scale that virializes is equal to Mmin :
δc
√
=1 .
2σ(Mmin (tpeak ), tpeak )

(2.43)

√
(There are ambiguities at the level of factors of order one; the factor 2 was chosen to
improve agreement with the true peak time of the SFR.) For the parameters of our universe,
this calculation yields tpeak = 1.7 Gyr, close to the peak predicted by our model at about
1.6 Gyr.
After t ≈ tpeak , the SFR falls at least as fast as 1/t because tgrav ∝ t. Once the
typical virialized mass exceeds the cooling limit, Mmax , the SFR falls faster still. These
considerations generalize to universes besides our own after accounting for the peculiar
effects of each of the cosmological parameters. In particular, as explained below, we should
be able to accurately estimate the peak time by this method for any universe where the
effects of curvature or the cosmological constant are relatively weak.
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Figure 2.3: The SFR for universes with greater cosmological constant (top) and more
curvature (bottom) than ours. All other parameters remain fixed to the observed values,
with curvature assumed to be open and just below the observational bound.
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2.3.2

Varying single parameters

Next, we present several examples of star formation rates computed from our
model for universes that differ from ours through a single parameter.
Curvature and positive cosmological constant In Fig. 2.3, we show the SFR for our
universe together with the SFRs computed for larger values of the cosmological constant
(top) and larger amounts of curvature (bottom). One can see that increasing either of these
two quantities results in a lowered star formation rate.3 Essentially this is because structure
formation as a whole is inhibited in these universes. Star formation is obstructed by the cosmological constant starting at the time t ∼ tΛ ≡ (3/Λ)1/2 . Open spatial curvature suppresses
3
star formation after the time of order tc = 0.533 8π
3 ρeq a(teq ) , when Ω = 0.5 in an open universe with ρΛ = 0. Not shown are SFRs from universes which have a smaller cosmological
constant than our universe, nor universes that are more spatially flat than the observational
bound (∆N > 0). The SFRs for those choices of parameters are indistinguishable from the
SFR for our universe.
In Fig. 2.4(a), the integrated star formation rate is shown as a function of ∆N .
It is apparent that extra flatness beyond the current experimental bound does not change
star formation. Indeed, the curve remains flat down to about ∆N ≈ −2, showing that
the universe could have been quite a bit more curved without affecting star formation.
Integrated star formation is suppressed by a factor 2 for ∆N = −3.5 and by a factor 10 for
∆N = −4.
These numbers differ somewhat from the catastrophic boundary used in Ref. [44],
∆N = −2.5. This is because the observational upper bound on Ωk has tightened from the
value 20×10−3 used in Ref. [44] to 1.1×10−3 . The observationally allowed region corresponds
to ∆N ≥ 0. Future probes of curvature are limited by cosmic variance to a sensitivity of
Ωk ≳ 10−4 or worse, corresponding to ∆N ≲ 1 at most. The window for discovery of open
curvature has narrowed, but it has not closed.
The string landscape predicts a non-negligible probability for a future detection of
curvature in this window. (This prediction is contingent on cosmological measures which do
not reward volume expansion factors during slow-roll inflation, such as the causal diamond
measure [11] or the scale factor measure [37]; such measures are favored for a number of
reasons.) Depending on assumptions about the underlying probability distribution for ∆N
in the landscape (and on the details of the measure), this probability may be less than 1%
or as much as 10% [29]. However, the fact that curvature is already known to be much less
than the anthropic bound makes it implausible to posit a strong landscape preference for
small ∆N , making a future detection rather unlikely.
In Fig. 2.4(b), the integrated star formation rate is shown as a function of (positive)
ρΛ . The observed value of ρΛ is right on the edge of the downward slope, where vacuum
energy is beginning to affect star formation. Integrated star formation is suppressed by
3

This differs from the conclusions obtained by Cline et al. [35] from an extrapolation of the HernquistSpringel analytical model [63]. This model approximates all haloes in existence at time t as freshly formed.
Moreover, it does not take into account the decreased relative overdensity of virialized halos in a vacuumdominated cosmology. These approximations are good at positive redshift in our universe, but they do not
remain valid after structure formation ceases.
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a factor 2 for ρΛ = 36ρΛ0 and by a factor 10 for ρΛ = 225ρΛ0 . To obtain a probability
distribution for ρΛ from this result, one needs to combine it with a cosmological measure [29].
Negative cosmological constant In Fig. 2.5 we see the SFR in some universes with negative cosmological constant. It is instructive to compare universes that differ only through
the sign of the cosmological constant. The universe with negative vacuum energy will eventually reach a Big Crunch, where star formation ends along with everything else. Yet, it will
generally have a greater star formation rate than its partner with positive vacuum energy.
This is because in the positive case, structure formation is severely hindered as soon as
vacuum energy comes to dominate, at t ≈ tΛ , due to the exponential growth of the scale
factor. In the negative case, this timescale roughly corresponds to the turnaround. Structure formation not only continues during this phase and during the early collapse phase,
but is enhanced by the condensation of the background. Star formation is eventually cut
off by our requirement that the virial density exceed the background density by a sufficient
factor, Eq. (2.42). This is the origin of the precipitous decline in Fig. 2.5(b) and (c).
The integrated star formation rate as a function of negative values of the cosmological constant is shown in Fig. 2.4. As in the positive case, sufficiently small values of
∣ρΛ ∣ do not affect star formation. A universe with large negative ρΛ will crunch before stars
can form. For intermediate magnitudes of ρΛ , there is more star formation in negative than
in positive cosmological constant universes. The amount of this excess is quite sensitive to
our cutoff prescription near the crunch, Eq. (2.42). With a more lenient cutoff, there would
be even more star formation in the final collapse phase. A stronger cutoff, such as the
condition that ρvir > 100 ρm , would eliminate the excess entirely. Clearly, a more detailed
study of structure and star formation in collapsing universes would be desirable.
Density contrast In Fig. 2.6 we see the effect of increasing or decreasing the amplitude
of primordial density perturbations, Q. Note that even relatively small changes in Q have a
drastic impact on the SFR. Increasing Q has the effect of accelerating structure formation,
thus resulting in more halos forming earlier. Earlier formation times mean higher densities,
which in turn means higher star formation rates.
Of course, higher Q also leads to larger halo masses. One might expect that cooling
becomes an issue in these high-mass halos, and indeed for high values of Q the SFR drops
to zero once Compton cooling fails, at t = τcomp . However, for t < τcomp , cooling does not
limit star formation, and so in high Q universes there tends to be a very large amount of
star formation at early times. For the highest values of Q that we consider, there is a spike
in the star formation rate at t = 2 trec coming from the sudden infall of baryons to the dark
matter halos. The spike is short-lived and disappears once that initial supply of gas is used
up.
In Fig. 2.7 we show the integral of the SFR as a function of Q. The increase in
total star formation is roughly logarithmic, and in our model the increase keeps going until
most structure would form right at recombination, which signals a major regime change
and a likely breakdown of our model.
A universe with high Q is a very different place from the one we live in: the densities and masses of galaxies are both extremely high. It is possible that qualitatively new
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phenomena, which we are not modelling, suppress star formation in this regime. For example, no detailed study of cooling flows, fragmentation, and star formation in the Compton
cooling regime has been performed. We have also neglected the effects of enhanced black
hole formation.

2.3.3

Varying multiple parameters

We can also vary multiple parameters at once. For example, let us hold only Q
fixed and vary both curvature and (positive) vacuum energy. The integrated star formation
is is shown in Fig. 2.8. If either curvature or ρΛ get large, then structure formation is
suppressed and star formation goes down. When the universe has both small ρΛ and small
curvature, then structure formation is not suppressed and the SFR is nearly identical to
that of our universe. Here “large” and “small” should be understood in terms of the relation
between tΛ , tc , and tpeak computed in a flat, ρΛ = 0 universe (an unsuppressed universe). In
the case we are considering, namely Q = Q0 , the unsuppressed peak time is tpeak = 1.7 Gyr.
The conditions tpeak = tΛ and tpeak = tc translate into ρΛ ≈ 100 ρΛ0 and ∆N ≈ −3.5 . These
lines are marked in Fig. 2.8(b), and one sees that this is a good approximation to the
boundary of the star-forming region. (We will see below that this approximation does not
continue to hold if both curvature and Q are allowed to vary.)
If we also start to vary Q, the story gets only slightly more complicated. Increasing
Q causes structure formation to happen earlier, resulting in more star formation. In the
multivariate picture, then, it is helpful to think of Q as changing the unsuppressed tpeak . For
the unsuppressed case, the universe can be approximated as matter-dominated. Looking at
Eq. 2.43 and recalling that G ∼ a ∝ t2/3 in a matter-dominated universe, and neglecting for
the sake of computational ease the dependence on Mmin , we see that tpeak ∝ Q−3/2 . Now
we can quantitatively assess the dependence of star formation on Q and ρΛ , for instance.
We know that tΛ = tpeak when Q = Q0 and ρΛ = 100 ρΛ0 , and this condition should generally
mark the boundary between star formation and no star formation. Therefore we can deduce
that the boundary in the two-dimensional parameter space is the line log10 ρΛ /ρΛ0 = 2 +
3 log10 Q/Q0 . This line is shown in Fig. 2.9(b), where it provides a good approximation to
the failure of star formation.
We can repeat the same analysis for the case of fixed cosmological constant with
varying curvature and perturbation amplitude. In Fig. 2.10 we show the integrated star
formation rate as a function of ∆N and Q for fixed ρΛ = ρΛ0 . The dashed line in Fig. 2.10(b)
marks the boundary tc = tpeak , where the time of curvature domination equals the time of
the unsuppressed peak (again computed according to Eq. 2.43). In this case the line is
given by (2∆N + 7) log10 e = − log10 Q/Q0 , owing to the fact that tc ∝ exp(3∆N ). Unlike
the case of ρΛ , this line obviously does not mark the transition from structure formation
to no structure formation. The reason has to do with the details of the nature of the
suppression coming from curvature versus that coming from the cosmological constant. In
the case of the cosmological constant, it is a very good approximation to say that structure
formation proceeds as if there were no cosmological constant up until t = tΛ , whereupon it
stops suddenly. Curvature is far more gradual: its effects begin well before tc and structure
formation continues well after tc . Fig. 2.11 illustrates this point clearly. There we see that
while perturbations are suppressed in both the high curvature and large ρΛ cases, it is
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only in the ρΛ case that the naive approximation of a “sudden end” to structure formation
is valid. For the curvature case there is no simple approximation, and the full model is
necessary to give an accurate assessment of the situation.
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Figure 2.4: The total stellar mass produced per comoving volume, as a function of open
spatial curvature and the cosmological constant. (a) Curvature: Integrated SFR as a function of the number of efolds of inflation, relative to the observational bound on open spatial
curvature. For ∆N ≳ −2, star formation is unaffected. More curvature (less inflation) suppresses star formation, as expected. (The small irregularities in the asymptotic regime are
numerical artifacts.) (b) Positive cosmological constant: ρΛ is given in Planck units; the
observed value, ρΛ0 ≈ 1.25 × 10−123 , is indicated by the position of the vertical axis. Decreasing ρΛ has no effect on star formation. Larger values interfere with structure formation,
and star formation becomes suppressed. (c) Negative cosmological constant: Enhanced
structure formation leads to more star formation for negative vacuum energy compared
to positive vacuum energy of equal magnitude. (d) Positive and negative values of the
cosmological constant shown on a linear plot.
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Figure 2.5: The SFR with negative cosmological constant. In each figure we consider two
different universes whose parameters are identical except for the sign of ρΛ . (a) Changing
the sign of the observed cosmological constant would have made little difference to the SFR.
However, in universes with a higher magnitude of cosmological constant (b), or more highly
curved universes (c), a negative cosmological constant allows more star formation than a
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Figure 2.8: The integrated SFR as a function of curvature (∆N ) and positive ρΛ , shown
in a 3D plot (a) and in a contour plot (b). (The strength of density perturbations, Q, is
fixed to the observed value.) Analytically one expects star formation to be suppressed if
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contour plot (b) also shows the boundary tpeak (Q) > tc expected analytically, but this
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Figure 2.11: The linear growth factor for three different universes: a flat ρΛ ≠ 0 universe
(solid), a curved ρΛ = 0 universe (dot-dashed), and a flat, ρΛ = 0 (unsuppressed) universe
(dshed). The former two universes have been chosen so that tc = tΛ ≡ tcrit , and the time axis
is given in units of tcrit . In the ρΛ case, the growth factor can be well-approximated as being
equal to the unsuppressed case up until t = tcrit , and then abruptly becoming flat. This
approximation is manifestly worse for the curvature case. In the curvature case, the growth
factor starts to deviate from the unsuppressed case well before t = tc , and continues to grow
well after t = tc . This effect makes the case of strong curvature harder to approximate
analytically.
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Chapter 3

Applications of the star formation
model
3.1

Introduction

It is legitimate to consider only a subset of the landscape, defined by one variable
parameter (such as Λ), with all other parameters fixed to their observed values. If our
observations are highly atypical among the set of observations made in this restricted class
of vacua, then the theory is ruled out. If they are typical, then the theory has passed a first
test. We can then move on to test the theory further, by predicting a second parameter—for
example, the primordial density contrast, Q. If this succeeds, we have yet another chance to
falsify the theory by computing a joint probability distribution over both parameters: now
we might find that our universe is very unlikely compared to one in which both parameters
differ. If the theory is still not ruled out, we can consider a third parameter (in the present
chapter, the amount of spatial curvature), and compute yet more probability distributions.
Each new probability distribution we compute is another chance for the theory to fail.
In this chapter, based on [29], we present the first detailed computation of a trivariate probability distribution in the landscape. We display all single-variable and bivariate
distributions that can be extracted from it.
The computation of such probability distributions is complicated by a number of
challenges. What are observers? Given a model for observers, can we actually compute how
many observations will be made as a function of the scanning parameters? In this chapter,
we consider three models for observers, all of which require computing the rate at which stars
form, as a function of time. We have recently developed a numerical tool for computing the
star formation rate in vacua with different values of Λ, Q, and spatial curvature [28]. Here,
we apply our star formation model of the previous chapter to the challenge of estimating
the rate of observations made in this three-parameter space of vacua. As far as we know,
this is the first time that the cosmological and astrophysical evolution of other vacua has
been modeled at such level of detail.
Here, we consider two closely related but inequivalent members of the surviving
group of measures: the causal diamond cut-off [11, 27] and the causal patch cut-off [11]. A
particularly interesting discovery has been that these two measures provide a novel catas-
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trophic boundary on parameter space, beyond which observations are suppressed—not for
dynamical reasons, like galaxy formation, but geometrically.1 For example, for some values
of a scanning parameter, the cut-off region may have exponentially small comoving volume,
and for this reason alone will contain a very small number of observers. This geometric
effect provides a stronger upper bound on Λ than the disruption of structure [27]. (This
result is reproduced here as a special case.) It also provides a stronger constraint on the
ratio of dark matter to baryonic matter [43]. In both cases, geometric suppression has
significantly improved agreement between theory and observation. The results presented
here will reflect the effects of geometric suppression in a larger parameter space, and we
will highlight these effects in the discussion of our results (Sec. 6.5).
Scope and method We consider three cosmological parameters: the cosmological constant, Λ; the primordial density contrast, Q ≡ δρ
ρ ; and the spatial curvature. We parametrize
spatial curvature by the logarithmic quantity ∆N , which can be thought of as the number of inflationary e-foldings minus the minimum number required to explain the observed
flatness of our universe. We scan over the three-dimensional parameter space
10−3 Λ0 <
10 Q0 <
−1

∣Λ∣

< 105 Λ0

(3.1)

Q

2

< 10 Q0

(3.2)

<∞ ,

(3.3)

−3.5 < ∆N

where Λ0 and Q0 are the observed values. For each combination (Λ, Q, ∆N ), we compute a history of structure formation and of star formation in the corresponding universe.
We use our own model of star formation [28], which was designed to handle variations of
these parameters over several decades. The upper limit on Q is motivated by a change of
regime found in Ref. [28]: For Q < 102 Q0 , most of the star formation happens well after
recombination, where we can trust our model; for larger values, we cannot not.
We obtain single- and multivariate probability distributions by computing the
expected number of times each parameter combination (Λ, Q, ∆N ) is observed in the multiverse. We consider three different models for observers. One model assumes that the rate
of observation tracks the rate of entropy production by stars [11, 27]. The other two are
based on the assumption that the rate of observations follows the rate at which stars are
produced, with a delay of five or ten billion years.
Our computation is numerical. Even an elementary treatment of the physics of
structure formation and star formation involves a complex interplay of different phenomena. In our own universe, several of these processes, such as structure formation, radiative
galaxy cooling, Compton cooling of galaxies, galaxy mergers, observer evolution, and vacuum domination, happen roughly on the same time scale, a billion years to within about
one order of magnitude. (The lack of any known symmetry that could explain this multiple coincidence is itself evidence for a multiverse [25].) The parameter range we consider
includes values in which curvature, too, comes to dominate at a time comparable to the
previously mentioned scales. Coincidences of scales preclude a separation into well-defined
analytic regimes, necessitating a numerical computation.
1

We will argue in Chapter 6 that this catastrophe actually has a dynamical origin, namely the end of
time.
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Coincidences of scales arise not just for our own universe, but persist on certain
hypersurfaces of the parameter space we consider. The time of structure formation scales as
Q−3/2 ; the radiative cooling time as Q−3 ; the time of vacuum domination as Λ−1/2 ; and the
time of curvature domination as exp(3∆N ). So, for example, in universes whose parameters
lie near a certain hypersurface of constant Q3 /Λ, the beginning of structure formation and
its disruption by vacuum domination will not be well separated. In the neighborhood of
such surfaces, analytical arguments are very imprecise, and numerical treatment is essential.
Numerical computation is somewhat complementary to analytical arguments. Our
code becomes unstable when certain separations of scales become too large. This limits the
parameter range we can consider numerically. Strictly speaking, our results pertain only
to the subset of the landscape defined by the above range of parameters. But for the
same reason—a good separation of scales—we can often extrapolate analytically to a larger
range. Near some boundaries of our parameter range, the probability density is negligible,
and analytic arguments tell us that it will continue to decrease. In these cases, we can safely
neglect the missing part of the probability distribution. We can also do so if the probability
density is increasing towards the boundary, but there is a catastrophic change of regime
at the boundary that sharply suppresses the number of observations in universes beyond
the boundary. (For example, if we increase Q and Λ while holding Q3 /Λ fixed, eventually
vacuum domination will occur before recombination. Since star formation can begin only
after recombination, when dark matter halos are exponentially dilute, such universes have
negligible probability of being observed.) However, near some boundaries, the probability
distribution is increasing and there is no change of regime at or near the boundary. In
this case, the probability distribution may be dominated by regions outside the parameter
range we consider numerically. In general, we can use analytic arguments to understand
its behavior in this regime. An example is the runaway towards small values of ∣Λ∣ that we
find with the causal patch measure.
Results Our results are fully displayed in Sec. 3.4. Its six subsections correspond to the
six combinations of measure and observer model we consider. For each model, we show
about 30 plots corresponding to different combinations of parameters that are varied, held
fixed, or integrated out. We discuss our results in Sec. 6.5, where we highlight several
interesting features. We provide a qualitative understanding of these features, and we
explain how probability distributions depend on the measure and the observer model. Most
of our results do not depend strongly on how observers are modeled.2 However, they do
depend on the measure, allowing us to discriminate between the causal diamond and the
causal patch. Let us briefly describe our most important findings.
We find that the causal diamond measure is in good agreement with observation
for all parameter combinations, independently of details of the landscape (see Figs. 3.2–
3.10). The observed values are within3 2σ in all plots, except if Λ is scanned over both
positive and negative values, and Q is simultaneously scanned; in this case, they lie within
2

The case where both Q and Λ vary is an exception. When observers are modeled by a time delay, larger
Q does not lead to a preference for larger Λ; with entropy production, it does. In neither case, however, do
we find that our values of Q and Λ are very unlikely.
3
In some plots they appear just outside of 2σ, but by a margin that is negligible compared to the
uncertainties in our computation both of probabilities and of the confidence contours.
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2σ or 3σ. This is in large part because the negative range, Λ < 0, is between 12 and 25
times more probable than the positive range, depending on the observer model.
The causal patch measure, on the other hand, yields a nonintegrable probability
distribution near ∣Λ∣ = 0 in the absence of a cut-off, i.e., of a smallest possible value of ∣Λ∣.
This runaway is explained analytically in Sec. 3.5.3.4 The onset of this limiting behavior is
at ∣Λ∣ ∼ t−2
c , where tc is the time at which curvature comes to dominate. In particular, the
runaway does not occur at all in the absence of spatial curvature (tc → ∞).
The strength of the runaway depends on the sign of the cosmological constant.
For Λ < 0, the probability density grows like ∣Λ∣−1 as ∣Λ∣ → 0, i.e., it grows exponentially in
the display variable log10 (∣Λ∣/Λ0 ). The rapid growth is evident in several plots in Figs. 3.12,
3.15, and 3.18. For Λ > 0, the probability density is independent of log10 (∣Λ∣/Λ0 ) for Λ ≪ t−2
c .
Because of our limited parameter range, this milder runaway is not readily apparent in the
relevant plots in Figs. 3.11, 3.14, and 3.17, but it can be predicted analytically.
Thus, if spatial curvature is large enough to dominate before Λ does, the causal
patch predicts a negative cosmological constant whose magnitude is the smallest among
all anthropic vacua in the landscape. Whether this runaway is a problem or a success
depends on the (unknown) size of the string landscape. It would certainly be a problem if
the landscape is so large that it contains anthropic vacua with cosmological constant much
smaller than Λ0 ∼ 10−123 in magnitude. In this case the causal patch measure would predict
at high confidence level that we should find ourselves in a vacuum with −Λ0 ≪ Λ < 0, and so
would be ruled out. It might be a success, on the other hand, if the observed Λ corresponds
to one of the smallest values available among the finite number of anthropic vacua in the
landscape. The size of the landscape would be directly responsible for the observed scale
10−123 , with the density of its discretuum providing an “ur-hierarchy” from which other
hierarchies can be derived [11, 25]. Even in this case the causal patch prefers negative
values of the cosmological constant (and somewhat larger curvature than the observed
upper bound), but only by a factor of order 10, not strongly enough to be ruled out by
observation.
At fixed values of Λ, the causal patch leads to a stronger preference for curvature
than the causal diamond. This is explained analytically in Sec. 3.5.3. The pressure is particularly strong for Λ < 0, where the probability density grows very rapidly, like exp(−9∆N ),
towards small values of ∆N . This is not a true runaway problem, because there is a
catastrophic boundary from the disruption of structure formation that will suppress the
probability for sufficiently small values of ∆N . However, after ∆N is marginalized, this
effect would contribute additional weight to vacua with negative cosmological constant even
if the runaway towards Λ = 0 was suppressed by a lower bound Λmin ∼ Λ0 on the magnitude
of the cosmological constant from the discretuum.
Thus, we find evidence that the causal patch does not yield probability distributions compatible with observation, unless (1) we are very close to the smallest value of ∣Λ∣
in the discretuum (Λmin ∼ Λ0 ), or (2) the prior probability distribution differs from what we
have assumed (for example, by suppressing curvature so strongly that all anthropic vacua
−1/2
can be treated as spatially flat, tc ≳ Λmin ; this would be the case if all inflationary models
4

This result, as well as the preference for large curvature mentioned below, was anticipated in unpublished
analytical arguments by Ben Freivogel.
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in the landscape have a very large number of e-foldings).
Another possibility is worth mentioning. The causal patch measure (with particularly simple initial conditions) was recently shown to be equivalent [33] to the light-cone
time cut-off [13] on the multiverse. The latter is motivated [48] by analogy with the holographic UV-IR connection of the AdS/CFT correspondence. The boundary structure in
the future of eternally inflating regions differs sharply from that in the future of regions
with Λ ≤ 0. Since the analogy with AdS/CFT is most compelling in regions with positive
cosmological constant, it is natural to consider the possibility that the causal patch measure
may give correct relative probabilities only for observations in such regions. This restriction
would eliminate the worst of the above problems, which pertain mainly to negative values
of Λ. (It would also eliminte the divergence for Λ = 0 [21, 83].) There remains a weak
(logarithmic) runaway towards Λ = 0 from above (Λ > 0), but this would not be a problem
if − log Λmin ∼ O(100), a plausible value for the string landscape [30, 39].
Relation to recent work Our work can be regarded as a substantial extension and
refinement of Ref. [27], where the probability distribution over positive values of Λ was
estimated from entropy production in the causal diamond (the “causal entropic principle”).
Here we consider a larger number and range of parameters, two different measures, and three
different models for observers. Whereas in Ref. [27] the effects of the single parameter Λ on
the star formation history were negligible in the most important range of the probability
distribution, here we are forced to compute the entire star formation history numerically
for each value of (Λ, Q, ∆N ).
Other interesting extensions of Ref. [27] include Refs. [34, 35, 92]. Cline et al. [35]
compute a bivariate probability distribution over (positive) Λ and Q; and Bozek et al. [34]
compute a bivariate distribution over (positive) Λ and spatial curvature. In principle, these
portions of Refs. [34, 35] could be regarded as special cases of the present work, with Λ > 0
and either ∆N or Q held fixed, infinities regulated by the causal diamond measure, and
observers modeled in terms of the entropy produced by dust heated by stars. However, our
results differ because we model star formation and dust temperature differently.
Both [35] and [34] employ the analytic star formation model of Hernquist and
Springel (HS) [63]. This model was designed to closely fit data and numerical simulations
of the first 13.7 Gyr of our own universe. The HS model exhibits some unphysical features
when extrapolated to later times or different values of (Λ, Q, ∆N ). For example, because
it does not take into account the finiteness of the baryon supply in a halo, the HS model
predicts unlimited star formation at a constant rate after structure formation is disrupted by
a positive cosmological constant or by negative spatial curvature. Our own star formation
model [28] includes only the most important physical effects governing star formation, and
so provides only a rough (though surprisingly good) fit of the observed star formation
history. However, our model includes not just those effects which govern star formation
during the first 13.7 Gyr of our own universe, but is designed to apply in a wide range
of (Λ, Q, ∆N ), and at all times after recombination. Differences between our results and
those of Refs. [34, 35] can be traced mainly to how we model star formation. A more subtle
difference from Ref. [35] arises from our treatment of the dust temperature dependence
on the virial density. A trivial difference from Ref. [34] is the choice of prior probability
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distribution for the parameter ∆N . More detail is given in Sec. 3.2.2.
Salem [96] computes a probability distribution over positive and negative values of
Λ, with all other parameters fixed, using the causal patch measure. Observers are modeled
as arising at a fixed time delay after the formation of galaxies that are similar to the Milky
Way in a specific sense [96]. The special case in this chapter most similar to Ref. [96] is
our computation of a probability distribution over positive and negative Λ with Q and ∆N
fixed, using the causal patch measure and modeling observers by a 10 Gyr time delay after
star formation. Despite the different observer model, our results for this case agree very
well with Salem’s. We find that the observed value of Λ is nearly three standard deviations
above the mean of the predicted distribution: 99.7% of observers see a smaller value than
ours, and most of them see a negative value. In fact, our observed value of Λ is outside
2σ no matter how we model observers, as long as the causal patch is used. (The causal
diamond is in better agreement with observation.)

3.2

Making predictions in the landscape

In this section, we will explain how we compute probabilities in the multiverse.
We will explore two different measures, described in Sec. 3.2.1. In Sec. 3.2.2, we will discuss
prior probabilities and cosmological selection effects, and in Sec. 3.2.3 we will describe
three ways of modeling observers. In Sec. 3.2.4, we will explain how these ingredients are
combined to obtain a probability distribution over the parameters (Λ, Q, ∆N ).

3.2.1

Two choices of measure

Before we can compute anything, we need to remove the divergences that arise in
an eternally inflating universe. We will consider two slightly different measures:
Causal patch cut-off
The causal patch is the past of a point on the future boundary of the spacetime
(Fig. 3.1). Consider a pocket universe described by the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker metric
ds2 = −dt2 + a2 (t) [dχ2 + f 2 (χ)dΩ2 ] .

(3.4)

We consider only open universes (which include flat universes as a special case), so f (χ) =
sinh χ. The causal patch is the set of points with χ < χpatch , where
χpatch (t) = ∫

t

tmax

dt
,
a(t)

(3.5)

and tmax is the time of the crunch. For a long-lived de Sitter vacuum, we can take tmax ≈ ∞.
In any long-lived de Sitter vacuum (Λ > 0), the patch coincides with the interior of
the event horizon, because a late-time decay into a terminal vacuum (with Λ ≤ 0) does not
affect the size of the event horizon at early times. In vacua with Λ < 0, the causal patch is
the past of a point on the future singularity (the “big crunch”). We will not consider Λ = 0
vacua in this chapter. The causal patch has divergent four-volume in such vacua [21, 83].
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Figure 3.1: The causal patch (shaded triangle) is the past of the future endpoint of a geodesic
(vertical line) in the multiverse. The causal diamond (dark shaded) is the intersection of
the causal patch with the future of the point B, where the geodesic intersects a surface
of reheating (dashed). The portion of the patch which lies outside of the nucleated pocket
universe is just an empty de Sitter space with large cosmological constant, and so we neglect
that region in our calculations.

The causal patch cut-off was motivated by the resolution of the quantum xeroxing
paradox in black holes [22, 104]. Recently, the measure was shown to be exactly equivalent
to the light-cone time cut-off [13,33], which was motivated by an analogy with the AdS/CFT
correspondence [13,48]. The analogy is most compelling in eternally inflating regions of the
multiverse (“eternal domains”). From this viewpoint, it is conceivable that the regime of
validity of the causal patch cut-off is limited to vacua with Λ > 0. Our results will offer
some phenomenological evidence for this possibility, in that we will find that the measure
is least successful in vacua with Λ < 0.
Causal diamond cut-off
Consider a geodesic in the multiverse. The causal diamond is the intersection of
the causal past of the future endpoint of the geodesic (the causal patch) with the causal
future of some earlier point B. We will follow Ref. [27], where B was taken to be the point
where the geodesic intersects the surface of reheating (Fig. 3.1). Thus, the causal diamond
is the set of points with χ < χdia , where
χdia (t) = min{χpatch (t), η(t)}
ηmax
ηmax
=
−∣
− η(t)∣ ,
2
2

(3.6)
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where
η(t) = ∫

t

trh

dt
,
a(t)

(3.7)

and ηmax = η(tmax ).
Because of the additional restriction to the future of B, the diamond cannot be
larger than the patch. With our choice of B, the diamond will be smaller than the patch
approximately until Λ-domination, and it will coincide with the patch after Λ-domination.
Our choice of B is motivated by the absence of matter prior to reheating. However,
the concept of a reheating surface is not completely sharp. Nevertheless, the causal diamond
may be an approximation to a more generally defined cut-off; a candidate will be discussed
in future work. (In Ref. [11], the point B was taken to be the starting point of the geodesic
on some initial spacelike hypersurface. Then most pocket universes will lie entirely in the
future of B. Except for very unnatural initial conditions, the region excluded from the
diamond but present in the patch will be an empty de Sitter region with large cosmological
constant. Thus, with this choice, the causal diamond gives the same probabilities as the
causal patch.)

3.2.2

Prior distribution and cosmological selection

The probability distribution over an observable parameter x can be operationally
defined as the relative abundance of the various outcomes of all measurements of this parameter in the whole universe.5 It will be useful for us to think of this probability distribution
as a convolution of the following three distributions:
● Prior distribution. The relative abundance of different values of the parameter x
among vacua in the theory landscape
● Cosmological selection effects. The relative abundance of the different vacua in the
universe will differ from the prior distribution because of selection effects of cosmological dynamics and/or initial conditions
● Anthropic selection effects: whether, and how frequently, some value of x is observed
may depend on x
Once a measure has been chosen (see the previous subsection), all three distributions listed
above can be computed. Let us discuss the first two in turn; we will devote a separate
subsection to the third.
Prior distribution Because the cosmological constant is effectively a random variable
and Λ = 0 is not a special point, the prior distribution of Λ can be approximated as flat in
the anthropically relevant regime (Λ ≪ 1):
dp̃
∝1 ,
dΛ

(3.8)

which translates into a prior proportional to Λ for log10 Λ, our choice of display parameter.
5

See, e.g., Refs. [23, 50, 61, 89] for discussions of this claim.
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We know much less about the prior distributions of spatial curvature, ∆N , and the
primordial density contrast, Q, in the string landscape. There are certain prior distributions
which seem implausible, such as a strong preference for large hierarchies (e.g., for small
log10 Q or large ∆N ), but this still leaves considerable uncertainty. For definiteness, Q will
be assumed to have a prior which is flat in log10 Q, which we view as the most optimistic
choice among reasonable alternatives:
dp̃
∝1 .
d log10 Q

(3.9)

For curvature, Ref. [44] estimated
dp̃
1
∝ 4 .
(3.10)
dN
N
We shall use this prior distribution together with the assumption that ∆N = 0 corresponds
to N = 60.
Despite the large uncertainties about the priors, our results will be robust in the
following sense: In cases where we find a tension between the prediction of a measure and
observation, this tension could only be removed by choosing a highly implausible prior on
Q or ∆N .
(No) cosmological selection Relative to the very high energy scales that determine the
decay channels and decay rates of metastable landscape vacua, the length of inflation and
the mechanism for generating density perturbations can plausibly be assumed to arise at
relatively low energies, and thus, to be uncorrelated with the production rate of various
vacua. This also holds for the cosmological constant, since we are interested only in an
anthropic range of values, Λ ≪ 1. These values can only be measured at very low energy
density, and so cannot be correlated with the nucleation rate of vacua. Therefore, we will
ignore cosmological selection effects.6

3.2.3

Three ways of modeling observers

Finally, we must compute the expected number of instances of observing different
values of the parameters (Λ, Q, ∆N ) in the cut-off region. In general, these values will be
correlated with the presence and number of observers, so we must compute the number
of observers as a function of (Λ, Q, ∆N ). In principle, there is no reason why such a
computation could not be performed in a sufficiently powerful theory, by a sufficiently
able theorist. In practice, we struggle to define “observer” or “observation” in complete
generality. In this chapter, we will consider three models for observers. In the first two, we
focus on observers “like us”, which arise near a star, a certain number of years (5 Gyr in
the first model, 10 Gyr in the second) after the formation of stars. The third model uses
6

We assume, however, that there is no “staggering problem” [98, 100], in which cosmological selection
effects lead to such unequal probabilities for different vacua as to effectively eliminate most of the landscape
and render it unable to solve the cosmological constant problem. The presence of this problem depends on
details of the landscape, and in the case of the two local measures considered here, on initial conditions. It
is absent in plausible toy models [87, 99].
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entropy production as a more general proxy for observers [11, 27].7 We will now describe
these models in more detail.
Observers = stars + time delay of 5 or 10 Gyr
We are at liberty to restrict our attention to any class of observers that includes us,
for example, observers that emerge near stars. This probably ignores some observers in the
landscape. There may be regions without stars that nevertheless contain observers powered
by some other source of free energy. However, we can still ask whether our observations
are typical of observers in the class we have defined; a theory in which they turn out to be
highly atypical can be ruled out.
We need to know both the spatial and temporal location of observations in order
to compute what they will observe. Concretely, let us assume that each star, on average,
gives rise to some number of observers after a fixed “evolutionary” delay time tdelay . Then
the number of observations made at the time t, per unit comoving volume and unit time, is
d2 nobs
(t) ∝ ρ̇⋆ (t − tdelay ) ,
dVc dt

(3.11)

where ρ̇⋆ (t) ≡ d2 m⋆ /dVc dt is the star formation rate, i.e., the amount of stellar mass produced per unit time and per unit matter mass. Because we assume a fixed initial mass
function for stars, this equation holds independently of how the number of observers may
depend on the mass of the star, so we will not need to make any particular assumption
about this distribution.
In this chapter, we explore two choices: tdelay = 5 Gyr, and tdelay = 10 Gyr. The
first choice corresponds to the evolutionary timescale of life on earth. It defines a class of
observers that are like us in the sense that they exist at equal time delay after the birth of
their respective star. In this case, stars with lifetimes less than 5 Gyr do not contribute to
observations and should be excluded in Eq. (3.11). However, by the remark at the end of
the previous paragraph, this only affects the constant of proportionality in Eq. (3.11), but
not the normalized probability distributions.
The second choice defines a slightly different class of observers, which are like us
in the sense that they exist 10 Gyr after most stars in the universe are produced. (In our
universe, the peak of the star formation rate was about 10 Gyr ago.)
Observers = entropy production
The second law of thermodynamics guarantees that the spontaneous formation of
an ordered subsystem (like a frozen pond, or a galaxy) will be compensated by increased
entropy in the remaining system. In practice, this increase tends to overcompensate vastly,
and the overall entropy increases. This motivated one of us to propose [11] that the emergence of complex structures such as observers is correlated with the production of entropy.
7

In combination with the causal diamond cut-off this has been called the “Causal Entropic Principle”.
However, we should stress that the question of modeling observers is, at least naively, orthogonal to the
measure problem. Entropy production could be used as an observer proxy essentially in any measure.
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The simplest ansatz is that the rate of observation is proportional (on average) to the rate
of entropy production:
d2 nobs
d2 S
(t) ∝
(t) .
(3.12)
dVc dt
dVc dt
In Ref. [27], it was shown that most of the entropy produced inside the causal
diamond in our universe comes from dust heated by stars. In the absence of complex
molecules, let alone stars and galaxies, the entropy production would be much lower. The
simple criterion of entropy production thus turns out to capture several conditions often
assumed explicitly to be necessary for life. Moreover, it succeeds very well in postdicting our
rather unusual location: If life is correlated with entropy production, then most life forms
will find themselves when and where most entropy production takes place: near stars, during
the era while stars are burning. Indeed, the probability distribution over positive values
of Λ computed from the causal entropic principle (weighting by entropy production in the
causal diamond) proved to be in excellent agreement with observation [27].
Here we refine and extend the validity of that prescription. We will use the star
formation rates calculated according to Ref. [28] in order to properly account for the changes
in star formation as cosmological parameters are varied. In addition, we will account for
the dependence of the dust temperature on the virial density.
In contrast to the causal diamond, overall entropy production in the causal patch
is dominated by the entropy produced at reheating. This is evidently not a good proxy for
observers. In the context of the causal patch cut-off, we will model observers specifically in
terms of the entropy produced by dust heated by stars (or, as above, by a time delay).

3.2.4

Summary

The rate of observation, per unit comoving volume and unit time, in a universe
with parameters (Λ, Q, ∆N ) is given by
d2 S
⎧
(t; Λ, Q, ∆N )
⎪
⎪
dV
⎪
d nobs
⎪ c dt
(t; Λ, Q, ∆N ) ∝ ⎨ρ̇⋆ (t − 5 Gyr; Λ, Q, ∆N )
⎪
dVc dt
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ρ̇⋆ (t − 10 Gyr; Λ, Q, ∆N )
2

(entropy production)
(star formation plus 5 Gyr)
(star formation plus 10 Gyr)

(3.13)

depending on which model for observers we use; see Sec. 3.2.3. In the second (third) case,
we set the rate of observation to zero for t < 5 Gyr (t < 10 Gyr).
The total number of observations in a universe with parameters (Λ, Q, ∆N ) is
given by integrating the above rate over the time and comoving volume contained in the
causal patch or causal diamond:
nobs (Λ, Q, ∆N ) = ∫

∞
0

dt Vc (t)

d2 nobs
(t; Λ, Q, ∆N ) ,
dVc dt

(3.14)

where the comoving volume at time t is given by
⎧
χ
(t)
⎪
⎪ patch dχ 4π sinh2 χ
Vc (t) = ⎨∫0χdiamond (t)
⎪
dχ 4π sinh2 χ
⎪
⎩∫0

(causal patch measure)
(causal diamond measure)

(3.15)
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and χpatch and χdiamond are given in Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6).
The probability distribution over (Λ, Q, ∆N ) is obtained by multiplying the prior
probability for a universe with (Λ, Q, ∆N ), discussed in Sec. 3.2.2, by the number of observations made in such a universe:
d3 p
Λ
=
nobs (Λ, Q, ∆N ) .
d log Λ d log10 Q d(∆N ) (60 + ∆N )4

(3.16)

With three choices of observer model and two choices of measure, we thus consider a total
of six different models for computing probabilities in the multiverse.

3.3

Star formation and entropy production in the multiverse

In this section we describe in detail how we compute the quantities appearing in
Eq. (3.13). In Sec. 3.3.1 we review our star formation model [28]. In Sec. 3.3.2, we estimate
the rate of entropy production by the dust heated by stars, following [26, 27].

3.3.1

Star formation

To compute the rate of star formation per unit time and unit comoving volume in
a universe with parameters (Λ, Q, ∆N ),
ρ̇⋆ (t; Λ, Q, ∆N ) ≡

d2 m⋆
,
dVc dt

(3.17)

we use the model we developed in Ref. [28]. The following summary will skip many details,
and the reader is encouraged to consult Ref. [28] for a more thorough discussion. There
are three steps to star formation: (1) density perturbations grow and collapse to form dark
matter halos; (2) baryons trapped in the halo cool and condense; (3) stars form from the
cooled gas.
Cosmological perturbations can be specified by a time-dependent power spectrum,
P, which is a function of the wavenumber of the perturbation, k. The r.m.s. fluctuation
amplitude, σ, within a sphere of radius R, is defined by smoothing the power spectrum with
respect to an appropriate window function:
2

σ2 =

∞ 3 sin(kR) − 3 kR cos(kR)
1
(
) P(k)k 2 dk .
∫
2π 2 0
(kR)3

(3.18)

The radius R can be exchanged for the mass M of the perturbation, using M = 4πρm R3 /3.
Generally σ factorizes as
σ(M, t) = Q s(M ) G(t) .
(3.19)
Q sets the overall scale of density perturbations, and is one of the parameters we vary. The
scale dependence s(M ) is held fixed; we use the fitting formula provided in Ref. [108]:
s(M ) = [(9.1µ−2/3 )

−0.27

+ (50.5 log10 (834 + µ−1/3 ) − 92)

−0.27 −1/0.27

]

(3.20)
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with µ = M /Meq , where

Meq = 1.18 × 1017 m⊙

(3.21)

is roughly the mass contained inside the horizon at matter-radiation equality. The linear
growth function G(t) satisfies
d2 G
dG
+ 2H
= 4πGN ρm G
2
dt
dt

(3.22)

with the initial conditions G = 5/2 and Ġ = 3H/2 at t = teq . For each value of Λ and ∆N ,
we numerically compute the scale factor a(t) and, from Eq. (3.22), G(t).
Density perturbations grow and collapse to form structure. The Press-Schechter
function, F , gives the total fraction of mass collapsed into structures of mass < M [94]:
1.68
F (< M, t) = Erf ( √
) .
2σ(M, t)

(3.23)

We can compute the mass density of a collapsed halo (called the virial density, ρvir ) using
the spherical top-hat collapse model. The virial density does not depend on the mass of the
object, but only on the time of collapse.
After collapse, the baryonic component of a halo must cool and undergo further
condensation before stars can form. We require that this cooling process happen sufficiently
quickly. The most efficient cooling mechanisms require ionized gas, so only those halos with a
virial temperature above 104 K can cool further. This translates into a time-dependent lower
mass limit for star-forming halos. Also, we require that halos cool on a timescale faster than
their own gravitational timescale, tgrav = (GN ρvir )−1/2 . This is motivated by observations
indicating that cooling-limited galaxy formation is ineffective, providing a time-dependent
upper mass limit on star-forming halos.
A halo in the allowed mass range is assigned an individual star formation rate
based on its mass and time of virialization:
√
dmsingle
1 32
M
⋆
(M, tvir ) =
.
(3.24)
dt
6 3π tgrav (tvir )
We use the extended Press-Schechter formalism [70] to sum over the formation times of all
halos of mass M in existence at time t:
√
tmax
dmavg
1 32
M
∂P
⋆
(M, t) =
[
(tvir , M, t)] dtvir .
(3.25)
∫
dt
6 3π tmin
tgrav (tvir ) ∂tvir
The function P is the probability that a halo of mass M at time t virialized before tvir , and
is derived in Ref. [70]:
P (< tvir , M, t) = ∫

M

M /2

M dβ
(M1 , tvir , M, t) dM1 ,
M1 dM1

(3.26)

where
β(M1 , t1 , M2 , t2 ) = Erfc

⎛
⎞
1.68
1
1
√
(
−
) .
2
2
⎝ Q 2(s(M1 ) − s(M2 ) ) G(t1 ) G(t2 ) ⎠

(3.27)
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tmin and tmax are specific functions of M and t designed to restrict the range of integration
to only those halos which are capable of cooling and have not yet used up all of their cold
gas supply [28].
Finally, the star formation rate itself is given by summing over all values of halo
mass, weighted by the Press-Schechter distribution function:
√
tmax
8
∂F
1
∂P
ρ̇⋆ (t; Λ, Q, ∆N ) =
dtvir
(tvir , M, t) . (3.28)
(M, t)
∫ dM ∫
27π
∂M
tgrav (tvir ) ∂tvir
tmin

3.3.2

Entropy production

As explained in Sec. 3.2.3, we model the rate of observation either by the rate star
formation plus a time delay, or by the rate of entropy production by stars. A time delay is
trivial to implement: we simply shift the star formation rate by 5 or 10 Gyr. Here we will
discuss how to estimate the rate of entropy production per unit comoving volume and unit
time. The entropy production rate at the time t is given by the total luminosity of the stars
shining at that time, divided by the effective temperature at which this power is ultimately
dissipated. A significant fraction of starlight is absorbed by interstellar dust grains and
re-emitted in the infrared. This process converts one optical photon into many infrared
photons, so it dominates entropy production [27]. Hence, the appropriate temperature is
the interstellar dust temperature.
We will follow Ref. [27] for computing the total luminosity at time t from the star
formation rate at earlier times. We will follow Ref. [26] for estimating the temperature of
dust at time t in a galaxy that formed at time tf . This doubly time-dependent treatment of
the dust temperature is a refinement over Ref. [27], where the temperature was held fixed.
We take the luminosity of an individual star to be related to its mass by L⋆ ∝ m3.5 .
The mass distribution of newly formed stars is assumed to be described by the Salpeter
initial mass function, independently of time and of the parameters (Λ, Q, ∆N ):
ξIMF (m) ≡

⎧
⎪am−2.35
dN⋆ ⎪
= ⎨ −1.5
⎪bm
dm ⎪
⎩

if m > 0.5 m⊙
if m ≤ 0.5 m⊙

(3.29)

No stars form (ξIMF (m) = 0) outside the range 0.08 m⊙ < m < 100 m⊙ . Here a and b are
constants chosen so that the function is continuous and integrates to one over the allowed
mass range.
The lifetime of a star is also controlled by its mass; smaller stars live longer. It is
convenient to work with the inverted relation [27]:
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪100 m⊙
mmax (∆t) = ⎨ 10 Gyr 2/5
⎪
⎪( ∆t ) m⊙
⎪
⎩

if ∆t < 10−4 Gyr ;
if ∆t ≥ 10−4 Gyr ,

(3.30)

where mmax (∆t) is the mass of the largest survivors in an ensemble of stars created a time
∆t ago. Setting mmax = 0.08 m⊙ corresponds to ∆t = 8−5/2 106 Gyr ≈ 5500 Gyr, the lifetime
of the longest-lived stars.
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Now consider an ensemble of stars of total mass dm⋆ that formed at the time tf .
Their combined luminosity at the time t = tf + ∆t is independent of tf and is given by
mmax (∆t)
m 3.5
dL
1
(∆t) =
dm ξIMF (m) L⊙ (
)
.
∫
dm⋆
⟨m⟩ 0.08 m⊙
m⊙

(3.31)

The mass and luminosity of the sun, m⊙ and L⊙ , and the average initial mass, ⟨m⟩, are
constant and drop out in all normalized probabilities. We will continue to display them for
clarity.
Next, we turn to estimating the temperature of interstellar dust, at which this
luminosity is ultimately dissipated. The dust temperature will depend on the mass density
of the host galaxy (higher density means higher temperature), and on the CMB temperature.
The CMB temperature is borderline negligible in our universe. But in a large portion of
our parameter space (specifically, for Q > Q0 ), significant star formation occurs earlier than
in our universe. Then the CMB temperature can be larger than the temperature the dust
would reach just from stellar heating, and so it can effectively control the dust temperature.
This is an important effect mitigating the preference for larger values of Q [26].
Ref. [2] [see Eq. 170 therein] models how the temperature of the interstellar dust
scales with the distance to a star:8
2

R⋆
T (tvir , t) ∝ (
) T⋆5 + TCMB (t)5 ,
R(tvir )
6

(3.32)

where we have included the last term to account for the heating of dust by the CMB. Here,
R is a typical distance between stars, and T⋆ is a typical stellar temperature (we use 6000 K).
We are explicitly dropping an overall dimensionful factor because we are only interested in
normalized probabilities. One expects the interstellar distance to scale inversely with the
density of the host galaxy, which in turn is proportional to the virial density of halo:
R3 ∝ ρ−1
vir .

(3.33)

We normalize to the value (R⋆ /R)2 = 3.5 × 10−14 for our galaxy [2], which we assume formed
with a virial density typical of halos forming at tvir = 3.7 Gyr. Then Eq. (3.33) determines
the relevant R for other galaxies that form at different times in our universe or in others.
Note that the virial density is set by the time tvir of the last major merger, whereas the
CMB temperature appearing in Eq. (3.32) must be evaluated at the time of emission. In
our model, stars do not form for a long time after virialization,
tf − tvir
≲1 ,
tvir

(3.34)

Thus we can approximate tvir ≈ tf for the purposes of estimating the relevant dust temperature, leaving us with one fewer time variable to keep track of.
8

The powers of temperature in this relation arise because the dust neither absorbs nor emits as a black2
4
.
body. However, our results would not change much if we adopted the blackbody ansatz T 4 = ( RR⋆ ) T⋆4 +TCMB
This is reassuring since the regime of validity of Eq. (3.32) depends on material properties which are difficult
to estimate.
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To compute the entropy production rate, at the time t = tf + ∆t, per unit stellar
mass formed at the time tf , we divide the luminosity by the temperature:
d2 S
(t, tf ) =
dm⋆ dt
=

1
dL
(∆t)
T (tf , tf + ∆t) dm⋆

(3.35)

mmax (t−tf )
1
m 3.5
L⊙
dm ξIMF (m) (
)
.
∫
T (tf , t) ⟨m⟩ 0.08m⊙
m⊙

(3.36)

From this rate we can obtain the total entropy production rate at the time t, by integrating
over tf and using the SFR to account for the amount of stellar mass produced per comoving
volume at the time tf :
t
d2 S
d2 S
(t) = ∫ dtf
(t, tf ) ρ̇⋆ (tf ) .
dVc dt
dm⋆ dt
0

(3.37)

By Eq. (3.13), this becomes the integrand in Eq. (3.14) in the case where observers are
modeled by entropy production.9

3.4

Results

This section contains the probability distributions we have computed over the
parameters Λ, Q, ∆N .
Ordering There are six subsections, corresponding to the six models described in Sec. 3.2
(two different measures, and three different ways of modeling observers). Each subsection
contains three pages of plots. On the first page, Λ runs only over positive values; on the
second, Λ < 0. This division is useful since some of the interesting features we find depend
on the sign of the cosmological constant. Moreover, visually the clearest way to display
the probability distribution over Λ is as a function of log10 ∣Λ∣, which makes it difficult to
include Λ = 0. On the third page of each subsection, we display some distributions over all
values of Λ.
9

Numerically, the resulting double integral is most efficiently evaluated by exchanging the order of integration:
∞

d2 S
(t)
dVc dt
0
∞
t
d2 S
=∫
dt ∫ dtf Vc (t)
(t, tf ) ρ̇⋆ (tf )
dm⋆ dt
0
0
∞
∞
d2 S
=∫
dtf ∫
dt Vc (t)
(t, tf ) ρ̇⋆ (tf )
dm⋆ dt
0
tf
dt Vc (t)

nobs ∝ ∫

∞

∞

=∫

0

dtf [∫

0

(3.38)
(3.39)
(3.40)

2

d(∆t) Vc (tf + ∆t)

d S
(tf + ∆t, tf )] ρ̇⋆ (tf ) .
dm⋆ dt

(3.41)

The inner integral represents the entropy that will eventually be produced inside the causal patch or diamond
by the stars created at time tf . Because it does not depend on Q, it is more efficient to compute this integral
separately as a function of (tf ; Λ, ∆N ), before multiplying by ρ̇⋆ (tf ; Λ, Q, ∆N ) and computing the outer
integral.
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We have computed a full trivariate probability distribution for each case, which
cannot be displayed in a single plot. For this reason, the first page (Λ > 0) and second page
(Λ < 0) of every subsection contain 12 plots each. The first six plots (the top two rows of
plots) are single variable distributions over Λ, over Q, and over ∆N . In the first three, the
remaining two variables are held fixed. This corresponds to asking about the probability
distribution over a single parameter in the portion of the landscape in which the two other
parameters take the observed values. In the second group of three plots, the remaining
two variables are marginalized (i.e., integrated out). This corresponds to asking about the
probability distribution over a single parameter in the entire three-parameter landscape we
consider.
The remaining six plots on each page are bivariate probability distributions. Of
these, the first three are distributions over two parameters with the third held fixed. This
corresponds to asking about a bivariate probability distribution in the portion of the landscape in which the remaining parameter takes its observed value. In the other three bivariate
plots, the remaining variable is integrated out. This corresponds to asking about the probability distribution over some pair of parameters in the entire three-parameter landscape
we consider.
The third page of each subsection shows distributions in which Λ takes both positive and negative values, either explicitly or by marginalization. The three plots in which
Λ is fixed to the observed value would be identical to the corresponding plots shown on the
Λ > 0 page. Moreover, we do not display any plots corresponding to a parameter combination that led to a pathological probability distribution for either Λ > 0 or Λ < 0, when the
inclusion of both signs can only worsen the problem. (This case arises for the causal patch
only.)
Confidence regions In most plots (see the discussion below), we show the one-sigma
(68% confidence) and two-sigma (95% confidence) parameter regions. The one-sigma region
is unshaded, the two-sigma region is lightly shaded, and the remaining region is shaded dark.
In the one-parameter plots, confidence regions are centered on the median of the probability
distribution. In the two parameter plots, they are centered on the maximum probability
density and bounded by contour lines of constant probability. Additional contours are
included for better visualization of the probability distribution. They not drawn at any
special values of the probability density or of its integral.
The displayed confidence regions are strictly based on the probability distribution
over the portion of the landscape for which we have computed probabilities:
10−3 Λ0 <
10 Q0 <
−1

∣Λ∣

< 105 Λ0

(3.42)

Q

2

< 10 Q0

(3.43)

<∞ ,

(3.44)

−3.5 < ∆N

with all other physical parameters held fixed. In other words, we are setting the probability
to zero outside the above range, and for universes in which other parameters differ from
ours. As we noted in the introduction, this is legitimate: we are asking whether or not our
observations are typical among those made by observers in this portion of the landscape,
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described by a particular range of three particular parameters. If they are highly atypical,
then there is a problem.
In many of our examples, the observed values are not atypical, but might become
atypical if the parameter range were extended. Further study is required to determine
whether the observed values become atypical over a larger region of the landscape, but we
emphasize that even over the limited range we consider, it is nontrivial that we occupy a
typical position.
In certain plots involving Λ < 0 with the causal patch measure, the probability
density increases very rapidly towards the boundary of our parameter range. Because
of this runaway behavior, the 1 and 2σ regions would depend sensitively on the precise
value of the parameter boundary. In these cases, we do not display confidence intervals in
single-variable plots; in bivariate plots, we display only the contours of constant probability
density, along with an arrow indicating the direction of increasing probability density. Other
runaways are less strong; in this case we do display confidence intervals based on the above
parameter range. Finally, not every probability distribution that increases monotonically
towards a boundary is indicative of a runaway, because it might be cut off by a change of
regime at finite distance beyond the boundary: For any value of Q and Λ, sufficiently large
curvature will disrupt structure formation. And for any ∆N and Λ, sufficiently large Q (of
order the upper bound we consider, 102 Q0 ) leads to a change of regime. We will note in
the captions which plots have a true runaway direction.
Display range and data point We display the entire range of parameters for which we
have computed the probability density, Eq. (3.44), except, of course, for ∆N , where we cut
off the display at ∆N = 1. For larger values of ∆N , curvature is too weak to affect either
the dynamics of structure formation or the geometry of the causal patch or diamond. In
this regime, the probability distribution over ∆N is proportional to the prior distribution,
Eq. (3.10). All contour intervals take this undisplayed portion of the probability distribution
into account. Also, when we marginalize over ∆N , the undisplayed portion is included in
the range of the integral.
The display variables are not Λ, Q, and ∆N , but log10 (∣Λ∣/Λ0 ), log10 (Q/Q0 ), and
∆N . Therefore, the observed values correspond to 0 on every axis. To guide the eye, the
vertical axis intersects the horizontal axis at 0 in all single-parameter plots, so the observed
value is where the vertical axis is. In the two-parameter plots, the data point (0, 0) is shown
by a green triangle.
There are two subtleties: First, in the figures that display only the negative range
of Λ, the observed (positive) value cannot be shown. We find it useful to show as “data” our
“evil twin” universe, with Λ = −Λ0 , Q = Q0 , and ∆N ≥ 0, in these plots. Secondly, spatial
curvature has not been detected, only constrained. Thus, ∆N = 0 corresponds to a lower
bound, and not to the actual value of ∆N in our universe. The reader should keep in mind,
therefore, that in single-variable plots over ∆N the entire region to the right of the vertical
axis is compatible with observation. In two-parameter plots involving ∆N , the observed
universe lies somewhere on a semi-infinite line starting at the triangle and running upward
towards larger ∆N . As long as some part of the ∆N ≥ 0 range is not very improbable, there
would be no conflict with experiment, even if the point ∆N = 0 were highly improbable.
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Comparing the probability distributions to observation Because life is short, we
reject scientific theories with finite confidence only, taking a gamble that freak chance might
be leading us astray. Often, we can increase our confidence by repeating experiments. In
cosmology, we sometimes cannot. This limitation has nothing to do with the multiverse,
but stems from the finiteness of the observable universe. (Because Λ0 ≠ 0, the observable
universe will not grow indefinitely, so this is not merely an accident of our present era.) For
example, cosmic variance does not prevent us from drawing conclusions from the CMB, but
it does prevent us from sharpening them when they do not meet a confidence standard we
are comfortable with, as may be the case for the low quadrupole.
There is one data point for each parameter considered in this chapter, the value
observed in our universe (or, in the case of ∆N , the range not ruled out). If this data point
happened to have very small probability (e.g., if it lay well beyond 6σ, if this were our
desired level of confidence), then our observations would be extremely unexpected given
the theory from which the probability distribution was computed. In other words, the
theory would conflict with experiment at that level of confidence. Since the theory consists
of a combination of a prior distribution in the landscape (including the possible range of
parameters), a choice of measure, and a choice of observer model, at least one of these
elements is excluded.
Main conclusions Our conclusions are more fully described in the introduction. The
causal diamond measure is remarkably successful. The observed values of parameters lie in
the 2σ confidence region of all but one or two out of thirty-three probability distributions
we show for each observer model (where they lie within 3σ).
The causal patch is problematic, independently of the observer model. In the
absence of curvature, results are similar to the causal diamond, if not quite as successful
quantitatively. In the presence of curvature, we find significant conflicts between prediction
and observation. They are sharpest in distributions that include negative values of Λ (see,
e.g., Fig. 3.16), where we find a strong runaway towards small ∣Λ∣ and strong pressure
towards the large-curvature boundary on structure formation. If we restrict to positive Λ,
there is still a weak runaway to small positive values of Λ, though this is barely visible in
the parameter range we display. As discussed in the introduction, these runaways imply
that the causal patch measure is incorrect, or that the prior probabilties differ significantly
from those we have assumed, or that the finite size of the landscape effectively provides a
cut-off on how small Λ can be, and that we find ourselves near this cut-off. The level of
confidence at which the measure is excluded by the data depends sensitively on this cut-off;
with no cut-off, it is infinite.

3.4.1

Weighting by entropy production in the causal diamond

With this observer model and measure, the observed parameters fall within the
central 2σ of almost all probability distributions we compute. The only exceptions are
the bivariate distributions over Q and the full range of Λ (both positive and negative Λ),
where we find ourselves outside of 2σ but within 3σ (6th and 9th plot, Fig. 3.4). The total
probability for Λ < 0 is 25 times larger than that for Λ > 0 when Q = Q0 and ∆N > 0 are held
fixed, and 11 times larger when Q and ∆N are marginalized (1st and 2nd plot, Fig. 3.4).
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As explained in Sec. 3.5.4, the distribution over Q, with Λ = Λ0 and ∆N > 0,
has a maximum centered on the observed value (2nd plot, Fig. 3.2). This feature is not
reproduced with any other choice of measure or observer model. However, this does not in
itself lend particular weight to this measure and observer model. Any model in which the
observed value falls, say, within 2σ should be regarded as unproblematic.
As explained in Sec. 3.5.5, the most likely value of Q grows with Λ (9th and 12th
plot, Fig. 3.2); therefore, the observed value of Q is no longer the most likely after Λ is
integrated out (5th plot, Fig. 3.2), though it is well within 2σ.
For Λ = Λ0 , the 3rd plot in Fig. 3.2 shows that too much curvature suppresses
structure formation: the probability distribution increases towards smaller ∆N (governed
mainly by the prior distribution), but turns around near ∆N = −2. For negative cosmological constant (Fig. 3.3), the analogous plot does not show this feature because the
turnaround occurs just outside our display range. The reason for this difference is discussed
in Sec. 3.5.3.
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Figure 3.2: Λ > 0, Causal Diamond, Entropy Production. This is the only model studied
which produces a peak in the Q distribution of the 2nd plot.
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Figure 3.3: Λ < 0, Causal Diamond, Entropy Production. Unlike for Λ > 0, the probability
density increases monotonically with curvature (3rd and 6th plot). However, the range
allowed by observation (∆N > 0) overlaps with the central 1σ region (unshaded). This
good agreement is not an artifact of our lower cut-off, ∆N > 3.5, because the probability is
about to be suppressed by the disruption of structure formation for slightly smaller ∆N .
This can be seen by studying the distribution over ∆N at Q = 10−0.5 Q0 in the 7th and 10th
plots.
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Figure 3.4: All values of Λ, Causal Diamond, Entropy Production. Λ < 0 is preferred over
Λ > 0 by a factor of 25 (11) in the 1st (2nd) plot. The observed values of (Λ, Q) lie outside
2σ, but within 3σ, in the 6th and 9th plot.
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3.4.2

Weighting by star formation + 5 Gyr in the causal diamond

For this choice of measure and observer model, we find that the observed values
of parameters lie within or at the 2σ contours of all plots with a single exception: in the
bivariate distribution over Q and the full range of Λ (both positive and negative Λ) with
∆N marginalized (9th plot, Fig. 3.7), we find ourselves within 3σ. The total probability
for Λ < 0 is 13 times larger than that for Λ > 0 when Q and ∆N are held fixed, and 12.6
times larger when Q and ∆N are marginalized.
Unlike in the entropy production model shown previously, the distribution grows
monotonically towards large Q, but not rapidly enough to render the observed value unlikely.
The preferred positive value of Λ is virtually independent of Q, as explained in Sec. 3.5.5,
and is roughly equal to the observed value, as seen in the 9th and 12th plot in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Λ > 0, Causal Diamond, 5 Gyr delay time. The preferred value of Λ is independent of Q, as seen in the 9th and 12th plots.
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Figure 3.6: Λ < 0, Causal Diamond, 5 Gyr delay time. Note the peculiar feature around
Q = Q0 in the 2nd plot. (It can also be seen in the 7th plot.) The increasing probability
towards small ∆N in the 3rd and 6th plot is not a runaway; see the caption of Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.7: All values of Λ, Causal Diamond, 5 Gyr delay time. As with entropy production,
Λ < 0 is preferred over Λ > 0 (here, by a factor of 13). The observed values of (Λ, Q) lie
outside 2σ, but within 3σ, in the 6th and 9th plot.
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3.4.3

Weighting by star formation + 10 Gyr in the causal diamond

The 10 Gyr delay model shares many features with the 5 Gyr delay model, with
only small numerical differences. The preferred value of Λ is again nearly independent of Q
but slightly smaller than with the 5 Gyr delay. This feature is explained in Sec. 3.5.5.
The observed values of parameters lie within or at the 2σ contours of almost all
plots. They are within 3σ of some of the distributions that range over both positive and
negative values of Λ. The total probability for negative Λ is 12.4 times larger than that
for positive Λ when Q and ∆N > 0 are fixed, and 12.8 times larger when Q and ∆N are
marginalized.
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Figure 3.8: Λ > 0, Causal Diamond, 10 Gyr delay time. As with the 5 Gyr delay, we find a
monotonic distribution over Q (2nd and 5th plot). The preferred value of Λ is independent
of Q, and is somewhat smaller than with the 5 Gyr delay.
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Figure 3.9: Λ < 0, Causal Diamond, 10 Gyr delay time. The 3rd and 6th plots show an
increase in probability toward small ∆N . This is not a runaway; see the caption of Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.10: All values of Λ, Causal Diamond, 10 Gyr delay time. As usual, Λ < 0 is more
likely than Λ > 0. In the 9th and 12th plot, the observed values of (Λ, Q) lie outside 2σ but
within 3σ.
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3.4.4

Weighting by entropy production in the causal patch

We now turn to the causal patch measure. Independently of the observer model,
for Λ < 0, the rapid divergence as ∣Λ∣ → 0 (Sec. 3.5.3) prevents us from displaying confidence
regions in the affected plots in Figs. 3.12, 3.15, and 3.18. For Λ > 0, the probability density
over log10 (∣Λ∣/Λ0 ) goes to a constant for Λ ≪ t−2
c . This runaway is mild enough that
we display confidence regions (based, as always, on an assumed cut-off at the end of our
parameter range) in the relevant plots in Figs. 3.11, 3.14, and 3.17. The runaway is not
always readily apparent but we have indicated all runaway directions with arrows.
It is important to keep in mind that the confidence intervals on plots with arrows
are only valid under the assumption that the probability goes to zero outside of the plotted
region. If the runaway is not cut off by the finiteness of the landscape for many more orders
of magnitude, these intervals are meaningless. For Λ < 0, the growth towards small ∆N
(also described in Sec. 3.5.3) is so rapid at ∆N = −3.5 (the lower end of our parameter
space) that confidence regions are very sensitive to the exact position of this cut-off and are
not displayed.
In this subsection, we begin with the case where observers are modelled by entropy
production. For Λ > 0, we find that the observed values are at or within 2σ, except in those
distributions which are susceptible to the above runaway towards small Λ. For Λ < 0, the
only acceptable results obtain when curvature is fixed and negligible. Even in the absence
of curvature, with ∆N and Q fixed, negative values of the cosmological constant are more
probable than positive values, by a factor of order 10. (As explained in Sec. 3.5.1, the
distribution in Λ is wider than in the causal diamond case and so has significant support at
the boundary of our parameter space. Thus, computing a more precise value of the relative
probability for different signs of Λ, from our data alone, would not be very informative.)
Unlike the case of the causal diamond with the same observer model, the distribution in Q is monotonically increasing for Λ = Λ0 and ∆N > 0. This difference is explained
in Sec. 3.5.4. Like in the case of the causal diamond, the preferred value of Λ grows with Q
(see Sec. 3.5.5).
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Figure 3.11: Λ > 0, Causal Patch, Entropy Production. The probability density goes to
a constant for Λ ≪ t−2
c . This runaway is indicated by arrows. With ∆N > 0, curvature
dominates so late that the runaway is not evident even at the smallest values of Λ in the
first plot. In the 8th and 11th plot, however, the distribution can be seen to flatten out
towards small Λ at ∆N = −3.
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Figure 3.12: Λ < 0, Causal Patch, Entropy Production. The probability density grows like
∣Λ∣−1 for Λ ≪ t−2
c . This runaway is indicated by arrows. At fixed Λ, small ∆N is strongly
preferred (3rd and 7th plots).
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Figure 3.13: All values of Λ, Causal Patch, Entropy Production. In the presence of curvature, Λ < 0 is preferred over Λ > 0 by an arbitrarily large amount, depending on the cut-off
in Λ. In the last plot, the observed value of (Λ, Q) lies outside 2σ, but within 3σ.
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3.4.5

Weighting by star formation + 5 Gyr in the causal patch

This case is very similar to the previous subsection, and we refer the reader to its
text and captions.
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Figure 3.14: Λ > 0, Causal Patch, 5 Gyr delay time. In the absence of curvature, the
preferred value of Λ is independent of Q, as seen in the 9th plot. For other comments, see
the caption of Fig. 3.11.
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Figure 3.15: Λ < 0, Causal Patch, 5 Gyr delay time. In the absence of curvature, the
preferred value of Λ is independent of Q, as seen in the 9th plot. For other comments, see
the caption of Fig. 3.12.
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Figure 3.16: All Values of Λ, Causal Patch, 5 Gyr delay time. Negative Λ is preferred here
by a factor of order 10 when curvature is absent. In the last plot, the data point is within
3σ. For other comments, see the caption of Fig. 3.13.
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3.4.6

Weighting by star formation + 10 Gyr in the causal patch

This case is very similar to the previous subsection, and we refer the reader to its
text and captions.
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Figure 3.17: Λ > 0, Causal Patch, 10 Gyr delay time. See caption of Fig. 3.14.
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Figure 3.18: Λ < 0, Causal Patch, 10 Gyr delay time. See caption of Fig. 3.15.
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Figure 3.19: All Values of Λ, Causal Patch, 10 Gyr delay time. See caption of Fig. 3.16.
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3.5

Discussion

The main purpose of this section is to provide an intuitive qualitative understanding of the most important features in the plots of Sec. 3.4. We will also supply some
additional quantitative results that are not immediately apparent in the plots. (In particular, we will compute the probability that nonvanishing spatial curvature will be detected
in the near future, at the end of subsection 3.5.2.)
What are the physical consequences of varying the parameters (Λ, Q, ∆N )? Varying Λ or ∆N changes both the dynamical evolution, and the geometry of the cut-off region.
Dynamically, these parameters affect the rates of star formation and entropy production.
Geometrically, they affect the amount of comoving volume contained within the causal
patch or the causal diamond. In several probability distributions, the geometric effect is
quantitatively more important than the dynamical effect.
The parameter Q, on the other hand, enters the probability distribution only dynamically, through its effects on the rate at which observers form. In an approximately
homogeneous universe, the initial strength of density perturbations does not have an important effect on the comoving volume within the patch or diamond. (Ref. [92] discusses
possible effects of the breakdown of the homogeneous approximation, which are not modeled
here.)

3.5.1

Varying the cosmological constant only

Let us begin by discussing the probability distribution over the cosmological constant alone, with both remaining parameters fixed to their observed values. Its effects on
star formation and on the geometry of the causal patch or diamond depend strongly on the
sign of the cosmological constant. We begin by discussing the case Λ > 0; our treatment
follows Ref. [27].
With Λ > 0, structure formation, and thus star formation, halts after a time of
order
tΛ ≡ (3/Λ)1/2 .
(3.45)
However, this effect becomes important only for relatively large values of Λ of order 100Λ0 .
As we shall now see, these values are already suppressed by geometric effects. We will
self-consistently treat the rate of observation, ṅobs (t), as fixed. (We emphasize that this
approximation, like all others in this section, is made for the sole purpose of elucidating our
plots, which are always obtained using a full numerical calculation of both the geometry
and the observation rate.)
For Λ > 0, a period of matter domination is succeeded, around the time tΛ , by an
infinite period of vacuum domination. In the sudden transition approximation, the scale
factor is given by
⎧
2/3
⎪
if t < 32 tΛ ,
⎪t
a(t) ∝ ⎨ 2
(3.46)
2/3
2
⎪
⎪
⎩( 3 tΛ ) exp(t/tΛ − 2/3) if t ≥ 3 tΛ .
Matching both the scale factor and its derivative requires cumbersome shift terms,
or order-one corrections to the matching time, like the 2/3 appearing in the above equation.
Our goal is only to understand the rough features of our plots, not to keep track of all
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factors of order one. For this purpose, it suffices to match the value of the scale factor
but not its derivative at the transition time. We will do so in all formulas below. For the
present case, the simplified version of the scale factor is
⎧
⎪
⎪t2/3
a(t) ∝ ⎨ 2/3
⎪
⎪
⎩tΛ exp(t/tΛ − 1)

if t < tΛ ,
if t ≥ tΛ .

(3.47)

By Eq. (3.5), the comoving radius of the causal patch is given by
⎧
1/3
⎪
⎪4tΛ − 3t1/3
χpatch (t) ∝ ⎨ 1/3
⎪
⎪
⎩tΛ exp(−t/tΛ + 1)

if t < tΛ ,
if t ≥ tΛ .

(3.48)

By Eq. (3.6), the comoving radius of the causal diamond is given by
⎧
⎪
⎪3t1/3
χdia (t) ∝ ⎨ 1/3
⎪
⎪
⎩tΛ exp(−t/tΛ + 1)

if t ≪ tΛ ,
if t ≫ tΛ .

(3.49)

The “edge” of the causal diamond, where the future light-cone from the reheating surface
meets intersects the boundary of the causal patch, occurs at the time 0.23tΛ [27]. Since
this is approximately the same time at which the scale factor changes from power law to
exponential growth, there is no need for another case distinction in Eq. (3.60) at this level
of approximation.
Since in this section we are assuming negligible spatial curvature, the comoving
volume for the patch is
⎧
1/3
1/3 3
⎪
)
if t < tΛ ,
⎪ 4π
3 (4tΛ − 3t
Vcpatch (t) ∝ ⎨ 4π
⎪
⎪
⎩ 3 tΛ exp(−3t/tΛ + 3) if t ≥ tΛ .

(3.50)

while that for the diamond is
⎧
⎪
if t ≪ tΛ ,
⎪36πt
Vcdia (t) ∝ ⎨ 4π
⎪
⎪
⎩ 3 tΛ exp(−3t/tΛ + 3) if t ≫ tΛ .

(3.51)

Now we are in a position to derive a probability distribution for Λ by counting observers:
dp
dp̃
∝
× ∫ dt ṅobs (t)Vc (t)
d log10 Λ
d log10 Λ

(3.52)

Recall from section 3.2.2 that we assume dp̃/d log10 Λ ∝ Λ, and that here we are assuming
ṅobs (t) is independent of Λ.
Beginning with the causal diamond, we see that
tΛ
∞
dp
4π
∝ Λ [36π ∫
dt ṅobs (t)t +
tΛ ∫ dt ṅobs (t) exp(−3t/tΛ + 3)] .
d log10 Λ
3
0
tΛ

(3.53)

If ṅobs (t) were constant in time, the bracketed terms would be proportional to t2Λ ∝ Λ−1 and
we would obtain a distribution flat in log10 Λ. In reality, ṅobs (t) has a peak at a time tpeak
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of order Gyr with a width that is also of order Gyr. This will serve to select a preferred
value of Λ as follows. If tΛ ≪ tpeak , then only the second integral in Eq. (3.53) contributes,
and this integral features an exponential suppression due to the rapid emptying of the de
Sitter horizon during Λ-domination. If tΛ ≫ tpeak , then only the first integral contributes,
and its contribution will be independent of Λ. But there are more vacua with larger Λ than
smaller Λ; this is encoded in the overall factor of Λ coming from the prior, which tend to
push the probability toward larger values of Λ. Thus we conclude that the most favorable
value of Λ is one where tpeak ≈ tΛ (more precisely we conclude that tpeak ≈ tedge , but these
are the same up to order-one factors). Similarly, the width of our distribution depends on
the width of ṅobs (t): if ton and toff are the times when ṅobs (t) is at half-maximum, then
the corresponding values of Λ will give the approximate 1σ boundaries in the the log10 Λ
distribution [27].
The same analysis holds for the causal patch, with one modification. In Eq. (3.50),
we see that for t < tΛ the patch volume has some residual Λ dependence. So when tpeak ≪ tΛ ,
the factor of Λ from the prior is partially cancelled by the factor of tΛ ∼ Λ−1/2 in the comoving
volume. The result is that the probability distributions using the patch are more tolerant
of small values of Λ than those using the diamond.
These estimates are confirmed by our plots for the probability distribution over
Λ > 0, with Q = Q0 and ∆N > 0 fixed (the first plot in each figure). Fig. 3.2 shows the result
for entropy production, where the most likely value of Λ is about 10Λ0 . This corresponds
to tpeak ≈ 2 Gyr, so we expect that in the 5 Gyr delay time model of Fig. 3.5 the most likely
value of Λ would be smaller by a factor of (2/7)2 ≈ .08, and indeed we can see in that plot
that the most likely value is now slightly smaller than Λ0 . With a 10 Gyr time delay, our
estimate says that most likely value of Λ should be be (2/12)2 ≈ .03 times that for entropy
production, and in Fig. 3.8 we see that the most likely value is down to nearly Λ0 /10. Also,
for the patch, in Figs. 3.11, 3.14, and 3.17 we see a braodening of the distributions compared
to those of the diamond.
The Λ < 0 case has several important differences from the Λ > 0 case. Instead of
halting structure formation, a collapsing universe leads to a period of enhanced structure
growth. However, the structures which grow during the collapse phase are much larger than
the structures which grow in the early universe. The largest of these cannot cool and do
not form stars. As a result, enhanced structure growth is actually a subdominant effect in
explaining the difference between the probability distributions. Far more important is the
difference in geometry for a Λ < 0 universe, which we will now discuss.
The scale factor or Λ < 0 (and negligible curvature) is
2
3t 2/3
a(t) = [ tΛ sin (
)]
.
(3.54)
3
2tΛ
The comoving volume can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions. Once again
the behavior of the causal diamond is easier to estimate. A reasonable approximation is
⎧
⎪
if t < πtΛ /3 ,
⎪36πt
Vcdia (t) ∝ ⎨
(3.55)
2π
⎪
(
36π
t
−
t)
if
t
≥
πt
/3
.
⎪
Λ
Λ
3
⎩
For Λ < 0, the “edge” time for the causal diamond is tedge = πtΛ /3 (coinciding with the
turnaround time for the scale factor). Since π/3 > 0.23, the probability distribution for
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Λ < 0 peaks at a value of ∣Λ∣ which is higher by a factor of (π/(3 × 0.23))2 ≈ 21 than that
for Λ > 0 with the same observer model. This evident when comparing, for example, the
first plot of Fig. 3.2 with that of Fig. 3.3. It is also manifest in the distributions over both
positive and negative values of Λ, such as the first plot in Fig. 3.4.
According to our approximate equation, the diamond’s volume at t = tedge should
be larger for Λ < 0, by the same factor of 21, for equal ∣Λ∣. Indeed, the first plot of Fig. 3.4
shows that height of the peak for Λ < 0 is larger than for Λ > 0 by about this amount. We
can also compare the integrated probabilities for each sign of Λ, p(Λ < 0)/p(Λ > 0). For
the entropy production model, this ratio is 25, which we can attribute to the enhancement
of diamond volume for those universes with Λ < 0 where tedge coincides with the peak
of entropy production. In the 5 Gyr and 10 Gyr time delay models the ratio is 13 and
12.4, respectively. The ratio is smaller than in the entropy model, because about half of
the range of log10 Λ has zero probability in the time delay models because those universes
crunch before t = tdelay .
Similar conclusions hold for the causal patch when Λ < 0. As for Λ > 0, small
values of ∣Λ∣ are less suppressed by the causal patch than by the diamond. This broadens
the probability distribution so much that our range of log10 ∣Λ∣ misses some of the probability
for small ∣Λ∣, as one can see in the first plot of Figs. 3.12, 3.15, and 3.18. This means we
cannot accurately compute certain quantities, such as the ratio p(Λ < 0)/p(Λ > 0), for
the patch. We can make some qualitative statements, though. For the entropy production
model, we expect that the ratio should be of the same order for the patch as for the diamond.
For the time delay models, the ratio should decrease for the same reason that it decreased
in the diamond: the universe crunches too early in part of the parameter space. However,
the decrease should be smaller in the patch than it was in the diamond. That is because
the universes which are crunching “too early” are the ones with large ∣Λ∣, but as discussed
above this is precisely the region of parameter space which is relatively de-emphasized in
the patch as compared with the diamond.

3.5.2

Varying spatial curvature only

Now we will consider the implications of varying spatial curvature, while keeping
Λ (and Q) fixed at its observed value (or at minus this value; see below). How is structure
formation and observer formation affected by period of curvature domination following
matter domination, beginning at t ∼ tc . In the sudden transition approximation, the scale
factor is
⎧
1/3
⎪
t2/3 tc
if t < tc ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
a(t) = ⎨t
(3.56)
if tc ≤ t < tΛ ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩tΛ exp(t/tΛ − 1) if tΛ ≤ t .
By Eq. (3.5), the comoving radius of the causal patch is given by
⎧
4 − 3(t/tc )1/3 + ln ttΛc
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
χpatch (t) ∝ ⎨1 + ln ttΛ
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩exp(−t/tΛ + 1)

if t < tc ,
if tc ≤ t < tΛ ,
if tΛ ≤ t .

(3.57)
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To compute the radius of the diamond, we need to first find the edge time tedge where the the
forward and backward lightcones meet. We will assume (and later check for consistency),
that this time is during the period of curvature domination. During curvature domination,
the radius of the forward lightcone is
χforward (t) = 3 + ln

t
tc

(3.58)

while that of the backward lightcone is given by χpatch . Setting the two equal, we find that
√
tedge = e−1 tc tΛ .
(3.59)
One can easily see that tc < tedge < tΛ when tΛ ≫ tc , which is the limit we are most interested
in. So we have, by Eq. (3.6),
⎧
3(t/tc )1/3
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪3 + ln ttc
χdia (t) ∝ ⎨
⎪
1 + ln ttΛ
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩exp(−t/tΛ + 1)

if
if
if
if

t < tc ,
tc ≤ t < tedge ,
tedge ≤ t < tΛ ,
tΛ ≤ t .

(3.60)

When computing the comoving volume, we must keep in mind that space is curved;
the comoving volume scales like π sinh(2χ) − 2πχ. For large χ, this reduces to π exp(2χ)/2,
while for small χ we recover 4πχ3 /3. As an approximation, we will use the exponential
form during the period of curvature domination for both the patch and the diamond, as
well as during matter domination for the patch. We will use the flat form during matter
domination for the diamond, and during Λ domination for both the patch and the diamond.
This is a good approximation in the regime where the scales are widely separated. We find
2
⎧
π tΛ
⎪
(8 − 6(t/tc )1/3 ) if t ≪ tc ,
⎪
⎪
2 ( tc ) exp
⎪
⎪
Vcpatch (t) ∝ ⎨ πe2 ( tΛ )2
if tc ≪ t ≪ tΛ ,
2
t
⎪
⎪
⎪
4π
⎪
⎪
if tΛ ≪ t .
⎩ 3 exp(−3t/tΛ + 3)

(3.61)

for the patch and
⎧
36π(t/tc )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
2
⎪
6
⎪
⎪
⎪ πe2 ( ttc )
dia
Vc (t) ∝ ⎨ 2
2
πe
⎪
⎪
( ttΛ )
⎪
2
⎪
⎪
⎪
4π
⎪
⎪
⎩ 3 exp(−3t/tΛ + 3)

if t ≪ tc ,
if tc ≪ t < tedge ,
if tedge ≤ t ≪ tΛ ,
if tΛ ≪ t .

(3.62)

for the diamond.
We can count observers in the causal patch or diamond by integrating the comoving
volume against ṅobs (t), the rate at which observations are made per unit time and comoving
volume. Note that the scale factor in Eq. (3.56) contains an explicit dependence on tc
during matter domination. This means that the comoving observer density also depends
on tc through a trivial overall multiplicative factor. But the physical observer density is
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independent of tc during matter domination. It will be clearer to work with a variable that
makes this explicit:
ñ˙ obs ≡ ṅobs (t)/tc .
(3.63)
For sufficiently large ∆N at fixed Λ, curvature never plays a dynamical role, because tΛ < tc . In this regime the number of observers is independent of ∆N , and the
probability distribution over ∆N is given by the prior:
dp
1
∝
.
d∆N
(60 + ∆N )4

(3.64)

This can be seen in the 3rd plot of Figs. 3.2, 3.5, 3.8, 3.11, 3.14, and 3.17. In all figures, we
have used this analytic formula to continue our results beyond the displayed upper limit of
∆N = 1 when we calculate probabilities and confidence intervals. The (prior) suppression
of large ∆N means that there is no runaway in that direction.
Let us turn to the more interesting case where tΛ > tc . (In general, there would
be two subcases, tΛ > tpeak > tc and tΛ > tc > tpeak . However, in this subsection we are
discussing only the variation of curvature, in a universe otherwise like ours. For all our
observer models, tpeak is comparabale to tΛ in our universe, so the second subcase does not
arise.) For the causal diamond , assuming tc < tpeak < tedge , we find
2
tedge
dp
1
˙ obs (t) t .
∝
dt
ñ
∫
d∆N
(60 + ∆N )4 tc
tc

(3.65)

The geometric factor of t−1
c ∝ exp(−3∆N ), along with the prior distribution, favors curvature. When curvature is sufficiently large, tedge drops below tpeak (see Eq. (3.59)), and we
instead have
tΛ
tc t2Λ
dp
1
˙
∝
dt
ñ
(t)
,
(3.66)
obs
∫
d∆N
(60 + ∆N )4 tedge
t2
which shows that very large curvature is suppressed for geometrical reasons.
With all observer models we consider, the number of observations will decrease if
structure formation is suppressed. It turns out that structure formation is a more stringent
constraint on large curvature for our models than the geometrical suppression. The effect
on probability distributions becomes severe if not even the earliest structures can form,
i.e., if the density contrast, σ(M, t), never reaches unity even for the smallest mass scales
that can cool efficiently, Mmin . Let tvir denote the time when these structures would have
formed in a universe without curvature. By Eq. (3.23), for tc ≪ tvir these structures will be
suppressed like
⎡
2⎤
⎢
⎥
1.68
tvir 4/3
exp ⎢⎢− ( √
) ⎥⎥ = exp [−B (
) ] .
(3.67)
tc
⎢
⎥
2σ(M,
t)
⎣
⎦
(Here B is some order-one coefficient and tvir depends weakly on the mass scale.) This
corresponds to a doubly-exponential suppression of the probability distribution over ∆N ,
Eq. (3.66). In our universe, the value of tc corresponding to ∆N = 0 is somewhat larger
than tvir , and the suppressed regime is reached close to the lower end of our parameter
space, ∆N = −3.5. This can be seen in the 3rd plot of Figs. 3.2, 3.5, and 3.8.
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Now let us consider the same regime, tΛ > tc , in the causal patch. Using Eq. (3.61)
we find

tΛ
tc t2Λ
dp
πe2 /2
˙
∝
dt
ñ
(t)
.
obs
∫
d∆N
(60 + ∆N )4 tc
t2

(3.68)

This time, a geometric factor of tc appears in the numerator, suppressing curvature. Below
∆N ≈ −3.5, the stronger, dynamical suppression discussed for the diamond sets in: the
failure of structure formation. This behavior is reflected in the 3rd plot of Figs. 3.11, 3.14,
and 3.17.
In all plots and all observer models, our failure thus far to detect curvature is not
surprising; it is perfectly compatible with the predicted probability distribution. However,
upcoming experiments such as Planck will be more sensitive to small amounts of spatial
curvature. In the spirit of Ref. [44], let us use our probability distribution to calculate the
probability that curvature will be detected in the future.
The current 1σ bound on curvature from WMAP5+BAO+SN [69] is Ωk = −0.0050+0.0061
−0.0060 .
This corresponds roughly to the Gaussian distribution
dpexp
(Ωk + .0050)2
∝ exp (−
) .
dΩk
2(.0061)2

(3.69)

Our convention for ∆N = 0 is the upper 1σ bound, Ωk = .0011. Since Ωk ∝ exp(−2∆N ),
we can convert our probability distribution for ∆N into one for Ωk , which in the regime
∆N ≳ −1 looks like
dp
1
1
∝
,
(3.70)
dΩk
Ωk (60 + 1 ln .0011 )4
2

Ωk

Because we are assuming an open universe, the probability for Ωk < 0 vanishes. The current
experimental bound is so strong that we do not need a more detailed form. If future
experiments reach a sensitivity level of ∆Ωk , then we will be able to detect the openness of
the universe if Ωk ≥ ∆Ωk . The probability for this to occur is
p(Ωk ≥ ∆Ωk )

=

∞

∫

∆Ωk

dpexpt
dp
(Ωk )
(Ωk ) dΩk
dΩk
dΩk

(3.71)

(Ωk +.0050)2

∝ ∫

∞

∆Ωk

dΩk exp (− 2(.0061)2 )
,
Ωk (60 + 1 ln .0011 )4
2

(3.72)

Ωk

which is normalized so that p(Ωk ≥ 0) = 1. Then we find p(Ωk ≥ 10−3 ) ≈ 0.033, which
might be realized in the near future, and p(Ωk ≥ 10−4 ) ≈ 0.088, which is roughly the limit
of achievable sensitivity.

3.5.3

Varying both the cosmological constant and curvature

When both the curvature and the cosmological constant vary, we can use a similar
analysis to obtain a qualitative understanding of the probability distributions. Again, we
will distinguish different regimes determined by the relative sizes of tΛ , tc , and tpeak . We
will now have to consider both positive and negative values of the cosmological constant.
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The cases with tΛ ≪ tc correspond to negligible curvature. In this regime, the
joint probability distribution is the direct product of the probability distribution over Λ
(with negligible curvature, see Sec. 3.5.1) and the prior probability distribution over ∆N
(see Eq. (3.10). which we have already examined. We can also immediately dispense with
the cases tΛ ≪ tpeak : there will always be pressure toward smaller ∣Λ∣ either because of
suppressed structure formation and a small causal diamond/patch (Λ > 0) or because the
universe has already collapsed (Λ < 0).
The case tc ≪ tpeak ≪ tΛ , for Λ > 0, was essentially discussed in the previous
subsection, except that Λ was held fixed there. But since tpeak is essentially independent of
Λ and ∆N , Λ can vary only in the direction of smaller values while preserving the above
inequality. Therefore, in this regime, the joint probability distribution is the direct product
of the probability distribution over Lambda given in Sec. 3.5.1 and the distribution over ∆N
derived in Sec. 3.5.2. Moreover, the doubly-exponential suppression of structure formation
by curvature is unaffected by the sign of Λ. Therefore, the joint distribution over ∆N and
negative values of Λ is given by the direct product of the ∆N distribution from Sec. 3.5.2
and the negative Λ distribution from Sec. 3.5.1.
There is one subtlety, which is apparent when comparing the 3rd plot of Fig. 3.2
with that of Fig. 3.3. In Fig. 3.3 the probability is increasing toward the boundary of the
plot at ∆N = −3.5, whereas in Fig. 3.2 the suppression of structure formation has caused
the probability distribution to decrease at the same value of ∆N . We have already argued
above that structure suppression due to large curvature works the same way for Λ < 0 as
for Λ > 0, so we must reconcile the apparent discrepancy. First, we should note that the
probability does not increase indefinitely in toward small ∆N , our plot range is merely
inadequate to show the eventual peak and subsequent decrease. We must explain why the
suppression does not happen at the same value of ∆N in the positive and negative cases,
for equal values of ∣Λ∣.
The answer lies in the geometry of the causal diamond, specifically in the difference
in edge times, tedge , for positive and negative Λ. As we saw in Eq. (3.59), tedge will actually
decrease as curvature is increased while Λ remains constant. It turns out that tedge ≈ tpeak
for Λ = Λ0 , Q = Q0 , and ∆N = −3.5. However, tedge for Λ < 0 is always of order tΛ (to
be precise, it is equal to the time of maximum expansion). In particular, tedge ≫ tpeak for
Q = Q0 , Λ = −Λ0 and all values of ∆N . The entropy production curves are nearly identical
when the sign of Λ is flipped (since we are safely in the limit tΛ ≫ tpeak ), but in the Λ < 0
case the tail of the entropy production lies entirely within the growing phase of the causal
diamond. The extra boost in probability granted by this effect means that more curvature is
required to suppress the probability for Λ < 0, even though structure formation is suppressed
by an amount independent of the sign of Λ.
Let us turn to the case
tpeak ≪ tc ≪ tΛ ; Λ > 0 .

(3.73)

Structure formation is uninhibited in this regime, so only prior probabilities and geometric
effects control the joint probability distribution. The comoving volumes of the patch and
diamond are given in Eqs. 3.61 and 3.62. Combining this with the prior distribution, we
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find for the causal diamond:
tc
d2 p
Λ
˙
∝
dt ñ(t)
t.
∫
d log10 Λ d∆N
(60 + ∆N )4 0

(3.74)

The integral is independent of Λ and ∆N , so the probability distribution is governed by
the prefactor. The pressure is toward larger Λ and smaller ∆N suppresses any hierarchy
between the timescales appearing in the above double inequality. Indeed, in our universe,
the inequality is either violated or approximately saturated.
In the same regime, Eq. (3.73), the causal patch introduces the geometric factor
t2Λ /tc . This leads to a somewhat different result:
tc
t2Λ
d2 p
Λ
˙
dt
ñ(t)
∝
exp (8 − 6(t/tc )1/3 )
∫
d log10 Λ d∆N
(60 + ∆N )4 0
tc
1
∝
exp (−3∆N ) .
(60 + ∆N )4

(3.75)
(3.76)

There is a pressure toward smaller ∆N , suppressing a large hierarchy tpeak ≪ tc . This
is qualitatively the same as for the diamond, though the pressure is stronger. But unlike
in the diamond case, small values of the cosmological constant are unsuppressed: at fixed
∆N , the probability is flat in log10 Λ. This is a runaway problem: Without a lower bound
on log10 Λ, the probability distribution is not integrable in the direction of small log10 Λ.
Such a lower bound may well be supplied by the finiteness of the landscape. It need not
be particularly close to the observed value, since the probability is flat. (We are about to
discover, however, that a more severe runaway problem arises for the causal patch in the
analogous case with negative Λ.)
Now we analyze the same case, Eq. (3.73), but with Λ < 0. Our conclusions for the
causal diamond remain the same, with Λ replaced by ∣Λ∣, since neither ṅobs (t) nor Vcdia (t)
depend on the sign of Λ when t ≪ tc ≪ tΛ . Turning to the causal patch, we note that the
scale factor can be approximated by
1/3
⎧
⎪
t2/3 tc
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
1
a(t) = ⎨tΛ sin ( t+t
tΛ )
⎪
⎪
⎪
2/3 1/3
⎪
⎪
⎩ (t2 − t) tc

if t < tc ,
if tc ≤ t < t2 − tc ,

(3.77)

if t2 − tc ≤ t < t2 .

in the simplified sudden transition approximation, where
t1 = tΛ sin−1 (

tc
) − tc
tΛ

(3.78)

and
t2 = πtΛ − 2t1 .

(3.79)

Since tpeak ≪ tc , we need only compute the comoving volume in the regime t ≪ tc . For the
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comoving radius, we find
χpatch (t) = ∫

t2

t

=∫

t

tc

dt
a(t)
1
1/3
t2/3 tc

(3.80)
+∫

t2 −tc
tc

dt
1
tΛ sin ( t+t
tΛ )

+∫

t2
t2 −tc

1
1/3

(t2 − t)2/3 tc

tan(t2 /2tΛ − tc /2tΛ + t1 /2tΛ )
t 1/3
= 6 − 3 ( ) + ln
tc
tan(tc /2tΛ + t1 /2tΛ )
2tΛ
≈ 6 + 2 ln
.
tc

(3.81)

(3.82)
(3.83)

(In the final line we used t ≪ tc ≪ tΛ .) Using V (χ) ∝ exp(2χ), the comoving volume is
approximately
tΛ 4
Vcpatch (t) ∝ ( ) ,
(3.84)
tc
yielding the probability distribution
d2 p
exp (−9∆N )
∝
.
d log10 ∣Λ∣ d∆N
∣Λ∣ (60 + ∆N )4

(3.85)

Again we find the causal patch leads to runaway towards small values of ∣Λ∣ in
the presence of curvature. The runaway is stronger, like ∣Λ∣−1 for fixed ∆N , than the
flat distribution over log10 ∣Λ∣ that we found in the case of positive Λ. The preference for
small ∣Λ∣ is evident in the 8th plot of Figs. 3.12, 3.15, and 3.18, where the probability is
concentrated in the small ∆N and small Λ corner of the plots.
This runaway implies one of two things. Either the causal patch is the wrong
measure, at least in regions with nonpositive cosmological constant.10 Or our vacuum
has the smallest cosmological constant of all (anthropic) vacua in the landscape. The
latter possibility is quite interesting, since it offers a potential first-principles explanation
of the actual magnitude of ∣Λ∣ (and by correlation, many other unexplained hierarchies) in
terms of a fundamental property of the underlying theory: the size of the landscape. (A
variant of this possibility is that the landscape does contain vacua with smaller Λ but the
prior probability distribution for ∆N is weighted towards large values, so that curvature is
negligible in all pocket universes.)

3.5.4

Varying the density contrast only

Unlike Λ and ∆N , Q has no geometric effects (at least in the homogeneous approximation we employ). It does have dynamical implications, however. The effects of Q on the
observer production rate ṅobs differ somewhat depending on the observer model. Since all
three models involve star formation, let us begin by considering how it is affected by Q. Q
10
These regions were defined more sharply in Ref. [13, 33] (“hat domains” and “singular domains”). If
the causal patch is viewed as arising from an analogy with the AdS/CFT correspondence via a global/local
duality, it is not implausible that it may apply only in the “eternal domain” (roughly, regions with positive
Λ).
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enters the structure formation equations in the combination QG(t), and G(t) ∝ t2/3 during
matter domination. Thus, the time of structure formation (and thus, star formation) scales
as tvir ∼ Q−3/2 .
Let us discuss first the effects of increasing Q. Star formation that happens earlier
also happens faster. The star formation rate for a single halo, Eq. (3.24), scales like the
inverse of the gravitational timescale of the halo. Since tgrav is proportional to the virialization time of the halo, the star formation rate scales as ρ̇⋆ (tpeak ) ∝ Q3/2 . By similar
arguments, the width of the star formation rate also scales like ∆t ∝ Q−3/2 . Thus, one
might expect that the total integrated star formation rate stays constant as one varies Q.
However, there is an effect which is not seen by this rough analysis. As Q increases, the
range of halo masses which are able to cool and form stars also increases. The lower mass
limit, which comes from the requirement that halos be hotter than 104 K to start, is smaller
at earlier times. And the upper mass barrier, which arises from radiative cooling failure,
completely disappears at sufficiently early times (prior to about 1 Gyr), because Compton
cooling becomes efficient [109].11 Thus, a larger mass fraction forms stars. Numerically,
we find that these two effects combine to make the integrated star formation grow roughly
logarithmically with Q:
(3.86)
∫ dtρ̇⋆ (t) ∝ log10 Q .
In the entire analysis, so far, we have assumed that structure formation is not disrupted
by curvature or vacuum energy; this assumption is certainly justified in the case at hand,
where Λ and ∆N are held fixed and set to the observed values.
There is a limit to how far we can increase Q given the model of star formation
outlined in Sec. 3.3.1: for large enough Q, structure formation happens before recombination. Even though dark matter halos can form prior to recombination, baryons cannot
collapse into galaxies. One expects that if there are large dark matter halos already formed
at the time of recombination, then there will be a huge surge in star formation as the
baryons fall into them after decoupling from the photons. Our star formation code takes
this into account in a very simplistic way: star formation which would have happened prior
to recombination is delayed until after recombination, and at that time there is a large and
essentially instantaneous spike in the star formation rate, after which it drops back down
to normal levels. (The code knows nothing of the actual interactions between baryons and
photons.) There may be a phenomenological reason why such instantaneous star formation
is not hospitable for observers, but at the very least this is a change in regime for the star
formation rate. At Q = 102 Q0 , 32% of the total star formation is created in this spike, up
from 13% at 101.75 Q0 and 0.1% at 101.5 Q0 , and this percentage will continue to rise if Q
is increased. This motivates our cut-off at 102 Q0 . As seen in Sec. 3.4, the behavior of the
probability distribution in Q near the upper boundary is fairly mild (at worst a logarithmic
growth when Λ = Λ0 and ∆N > 0 are fixed), so our results should not change dramatically
if the cut-off is extended.
If Q is decreased compared to the observed value, then the range of halo masses
that can cool efficiently shrinks. It soon disappears altogether, for Q ≈ 10−1 Q0 . There are
11
Dominant Compton cooling, however, corresponds to a drastic change of regime and may be catastrophic.
This possibility is explored in Ref. [25].
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no stars, and no observers, for smaller values of Q. This cuts off the probability distribution
over Q independently of ∆N , Λ, the measure, and the observer model, so we will not discuss
this case further.
Let us now estimate the probability distribution for Q > Q0 . We begin with the
time delay observer models. The time delay is held fixed as Q varies. (The assumption
underlying these models is that tdelay is determined, at least in a substantial part, by
dynamics unrelated to Q, ∆N , or Λ). In our universe, tvir is already somewhat smaller
than 5 Gyr, and for larger Q, tvir will be entirely negligible compared to the time delay,
as will the width of the star formation rate. Thus, observers will live at a time given
approximately by tdelay . Using a flat prior, dp̃/d log10 Q ∼ 1, and the logarithmic growth of
the integrated SFR described, one expects
dp
∝ ∫ dtρ̇⋆ (t − tdelay )Vc (tdelay )
d log10 Q
∝ log10 Q .

(3.87)
(3.88)

This distribution holds in both the patch and the diamond and with either a 5 or 10 Gyr
time delay, as is evident in the 2nd plot of Figs. 3.5, 3.8, 3.14, and 3.17.
There are additional complications with entropy production, and these complications are such that we are only able to give a very rough qualitative account of the
probability distribution; numerical calculations are essential to finding the true shape. The
first complication is that stars burn for a long time after they are created. This makes the
entropy production rate significantly broader than the star formation rate, and the result
is that we cannot reliably approximate all of the entropy as being created at a single time.
A second complication is that earlier star formation means earlier entropy production, because much of the entropy is produced by fast burning massive stars. The peak
of the entropy production rate can happen at arbitrarily early times, unlike in the time
delay models, which ensured that the peak of ṅobs (t) happens after the time tdelay . This
has an important consequence in the comparison of the patch and the diamond. As Q is
increased, more entropy production happens at earlier times, when the diamond is small
but the patch is large. Indeed, comparing the 2nd plot of Figs. 3.2 and 3.11, we see that
for the causal diamond, dp/d log10 Q is maximal at Q = Q0 ; whereas for the causal patch, it
increases monotonically with log10 Q.
The third complication is the effect of the dust temperature. The interstellar dust
temperature is a complicated function of both the halo virialization time and the actual
emission time (Eq 3.32). However, we can say qualitatively that the effect of variation
in dust temperature is to suppress the entropy production of early-time stars relative to
late-time stars. This is why, for example, in the 2nd plot of Fig. 3.11, which uses the causal
patch measure, the probability distribution begins to flatten out for large Q rather than
continuing to increase in a manner similar to that of the time delay model in Figs. 3.5
and 3.8.

3.5.5

Varying the density contrast and the cosmological constant

When both Λ and Q are allowed to vary, we can combine the analysis of Sec. 3.5.1
and the previous subsection to understand the probability distribution. In Sec. 3.5.1, we
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concluded that the most likely value of Λ for fixed Q was determined by the condition
tΛ ≈ tpeak , where tpeak is the peak time of the model-dependent ṅobs (t). In the previous
subsection we found that depending on the observer model, tpeak can depend on Q.
In the time delay observer model, tpeak ≈ tdelay for all relevant values of Q. Indeed,
in the 9th plots of Figs. 3.5, 3.8, 3.14, and 3.17, we see that the most likely value of Λ is
essentially independent of Q. Additionally, the probability increases with Q proportional to
log10 Q, due to the increase of total star formation discussed in Sec. 3.5.4, and this effect is
visible in the same plots. The only difference between the diamond and the patch in these
models is in the broadness of the distribution in the Λ direction, which was also discussed
in Sec. 3.5.1.
In the entropy production observer model, tpeak depends strongly on Q: tpeak ∝
−3/2
Q
. This leads to the relation Λ ∝ Q3 for the most likely value of Λ at a given Q.
In this 9th plot of Figs. 3.2, 3.3, 3.11, and 3.12 we see this trend in the slope of the
contour lines toward large Λ and large Q. This looks like a runaway, but there is a cut-off
(Q ∼ 102 Q0 ) coming from our requirement that star formation happen after recombination
(see Sec. 3.5.4).

3.5.6

Varying the density contrast and spatial curvature

If curvature is small, tc ≫ tvir , curvature has neither dynamical nor geometric
effects for Λ = Λ0 . Large curvature, however, can disrupt structure formation and thus
star formation. This is encoded in Eq. (3.67), which is valid for tc ≪ tvir (and was derived
from Eq. (3.23)). When Q varies simultaneously with ∆N , we must take into account the
Q-dependence of tvir , tvir ∼ Q−3/2 :
exp [−B (

teq 4/3
tvir 4/3
) ] = exp [−CQ−2 ( ) ] .
tc
tc

(3.89)

(Recall that B is an order-one coefficient; C is a different order-one coefficient that weakly
depends on the mass scale.) For increased Q a smaller tc is required to halt structure
formation. This yields the following relation between log10 Q and ∆Ncrit , the value of ∆N
at which structure formation is completely suppressed:
(2 log10 e)∆Ncrit + log10 Q = const.

(3.90)

We found in Sec. 3.5.2 that ∆Ncrit ≈ −3.5 when Q = Q0 , which is already at the edge of
the parameter range we consider. For larger values of Q the value of ∆N necessary to
significantly suppress structure formation is outside that range. However, the highest value
of Q we consider, 102 Q0 , shifts ∆Ncrit only by -2.3.
The 7th plot of each figure shows how ∆Ncrit depends on Q for fixed Λ = Λ0 . In the
time delay models, Figs. 3.5, 3.8, 3.14, and 3.17, one clearly sees the contours of constant
probability following a slope given approximately by Eq. (3.90). The corresponding plots in
the entropy production models, Figs 3.2 and 3.11, look a bit different in their gross features,
owing to the complications discussed in Sec. 3.5.4, but the same trend in ∆Ncrit is visible.
All of the above considerations hold also for Λ = −Λ0 for the causal diamond ,
which can be seen in the 7th plot of Figs. 3.3, 3.6, and 3.9. (The causal patch, of course,
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has a runaway problem which is dominant. See Sec. 3.5.3.) Since trmedge is larger for Λ < 0
for equal ∣Λ∣ (see Sec. 3.5.1), the geometry of the diamond allows Λ < 0 to tolerate more
curvature. This means ∆Ncrit is smaller for Λ < 0, but does not change the fact that it scales
according to Eq. (3.90). It is this geometric effect which also leads to the enhancement of
probability for small ∆N visible in the 3rd and 6th plots of those same figures. As our
discussion has made clear, this does not indicate a new runaway problem; our displayed
parameter range is merely too small to see the suppression at small ∆N from structure
suppression.

3.5.7

Marginalizing

Let us combine our previous observations to understand the behavior of the probability distributions in which one or more parameters have been integrated out.
Integrating out ∆N For the causal diamond, the only consequence of varying ∆N is
that for small ∆N structure formation is interrupted. This only happens over a very small
part of the full ∆N parameter space, so integrating out ∆N does not have a large effect on
the distributions for Q and Λ, independently of the observer model. This is evident in the
similarities between the 9th and 12th plots in Figs. 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, 3.6, 3.8, and 3.9.
For the causal patch, however, the runaway toward small ∣Λ∣ discussed in Sec. 3.5.3
means that the smallest values of ∣Λ∣ are greatly favored after ∆N is integrated out. Restricting to Λ > 0, the effect is weaker, but can still be seen in the comparison of the 9th
and 12th plots of Figs. 3.14 and 3.17. For Λ < 0, it is stronger, as seen in comparing the
9th and 12th plots in Figs. 3.12, 3.15, and 3.18.
Integrating out Q Th effect of integrating out Q depends on the observer model. In
the time delay models, there is very little change in the distributions of Λ or ∆N after
integrating out Q, as one can see by comparing the 8th and 11th plots in each of Figs. 3.5,
3.6, 3.8, and 3.9. For Λ, this is easily understood since most of the Q parameter space
has tpeak = tdelay , and thus the analysis is largely independent of Q (see Sec. 3.5.4). For
curvature, integrating out Q should increase the relative probability for small ∆N compared
with Q = Q0 due to relaxed restrictions on structure formation. Comparing the 3rd and 6th
plots of those same figures, we see that small ∆N is relatively more favored in the 6th plot.
For entropy production, though, there are some more significant effects. After
integrating out Q, larger values of both ∣Λ∣ and curvature are generally favored. There are
two reasons for this. The first is that the prior probabilities for ∣Λ∣ and curvature want
both of them to be large. With Q fixed, this tendency for largeness is countered by the
suppression of structure formation when Λ or curvature dominate before tpeak . But once Q
is integrated out, this restriction is relaxed. The second reason is that the large Q region
of parameter space, which is where Λ and curvature are allowed to be large, has more star
formation and hence more entropy per comoving volume. So the large Q region of parameter
space contributes more to the resulting distributions of Λ and ∆N than the small Q region
after Q is integrated out.
It is difficult to find an analytical formula for the resulting probability distributions
due to the complications mentioned in Sec. 3.5.4. But, qualitatively, we can see this shift
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toward larger ∣Λ∣ and smaller ∆N in comparing the 8th and 11th plots in each of Figs. 3.2,
3.3, and 3.11 (Fig. 3.12 is not included on this list because the runaway problem toward
small ∣Λ∣ is the dominant feature for Λ < 0 in the causal patch). The same figures also show
a preference for large ∣Λ∣ in the 4th plot. The probability flattens or turns around for the
largest values of ∣Λ∣ because of the upper limit we have imposed on Q.
Integrating out Λ When integrating out Λ, the most important distinction is whether
we use the diamond or the patch. For the causal patch, as discussed in Sec. 3.5.3, there
is a runaway problem toward small Λ. The probability is concentrated in the region of
smallest ∣Λ∣. It is possible that this value is not much smaller than the observed value,
so this problem is not necessarily fatal. When computing confidence intervals requires the
assumption of a lower bound on ∣Λ∣ (which is always highlighted in the captions), we use
the lower end of the displayed range, 10−3 Λ0 .
This issue does not arise for the causal diamond. In the time delay models there
is almost no difference between leaving Λ fixed and integrating it out in both the positive
and negative cases. We can see this by comparing the 7th and 10th plots of Figs. 3.5, 3.6,
3.8, and 3.9. The cases where Λ is integrated over both positive and negative values are
covered in Figs. 3.7 and 3.10. They are almost identical to the negative Λ case because the
Λ < 0 vacua contribute the bulk of the probability.
With entropy production there is a qualitative change in the distribution of Q
when going from Λ fixed to Λ integrated out. This change is most clearly seen in comparing
the 2nd and 5th plots of Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. When Λ is fixed, the Q distribution becomes
flat for large Q, and also has a peak at small Q (≈ Q0 ). Recall from Sec. 3.5.4 that the
flatness for large Q is attributable to the changing dust temperature, and the shape of the
diamond gives extra suppression for large Q that effectively creates the peak at small Q.
After integrating out Λ, both of these effects disappear. (In the plots referenced above, it
looks like large Q is actually still suppressed, but this is due to a new effect: the finiteness
of our parameter range in Λ).
The reason why these effects disappear is because at fixed Λ and high Q the
diamond is sensitive to the long tail of the entropy production rate; its maximal comoving
volume is several Gyr after tpeak . Integrating over Λ is effectively like finding the optimal
value of Λ for each Q. The optimal value for Λ is the one where the maximal height diamond
volume is centered on the peak of the entropy production rate, which means resulting Q
distribution is insensitive to the tail of the entropy production rate.
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Chapter 4

The geometric origin of
coincidences and heirarchies
4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, based on [19,20], we will analyze three different measure proposals.
Each regulates the infinite multiverse by restricting attention to a finite portion. The causal
patch measure [11] keeps the causal past of the future endpoint of a geodesic; it is equivalent
to a global cutoff known as light-cone time [13, 33]. The fat geodesic measure [24] keeps a
fixed physical volume surrounding the geodesic; in simple situations, it is equivalent to the
global scale factor time cutoff [37]. We also introduce a new measure, which restricts to the
interior of the apparent horizon surrounding the geodesic.
From little more than the geometry of these cutoffs, we are able to make remarkable progress in addressing cosmological coincidence and hierarchy problems. Using each
measure, we will predict three time scales: √
the time when observations are made, tobs , the
time of vacuum energy domination, tΛ ≡ 3/∣Λ∣, and the time of curvature domination,
tc .1 We work in the approximation that observations occur in nearly homogeneous FRW
universes so that these time scales are well defined.
We will allow all vacuum parameters to vary simultaneously. Parameters for which
we do not compute probabilities are marginalized. We will not restrict attention to vacua
with specific features such as baryons or stars. We will make some weak, qualitative assumptions about the prior distribution of parameters in the landscape. We will assume that
most observers are made of something that redshifts faster than curvature. (This includes
all forms of radiation and matter but excludes, e.g., networks of domain walls.) But we
will not impose any detailed anthropic requirements, such as the assumption that observers
require galaxies or complex molecules; we will not even assume that they are correlated with
1

In regions where curvature will never dominate, such as our own vacuum, tc is defined as the time when
curvature would come to dominate if there were no vacuum energy. Since our observations are consistent with
a flat universe, we can only place a lower bound on the observed value of tc . We include tc in our analysis
because bubble universes in the multiverse are naturally very highly curved, so the absence of curvature
requires an explanation. Moreover, we shall see that some measures select for high curvature in vacua with
with negative cosmological constant. This effect is partly responsible for the problems encountered in this
portion of the landscape.
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entropy production [11, 26, 27]. Thus we obtain robust predictions that apply to essentially
arbitrary observers in arbitrary vacua.
The probability distribution over all three variables can be decomposed into three
factors, as we will explain further in Sec. 4.2:
d3 p
=
d log tobs d log tΛ d log tc
d2 p̃
× M (log tobs , log tc , log tΛ ) × α(log tobs , log tc , log tΛ ) .
d log tΛ d log tc

(4.1)

Here p̃ is the probability density that a bubble with parameters (log tΛ , log tc ) is produced
within the region defined by the cutoff. Its form can be estimated reliably enough for our
purposes from our existing knowledge about the landscape. The factor M (log tobs , log tΛ , log tc )
is the mass inside the cutoff region at the time tobs . This is completely determined by the
geometry of the cutoff and the geometry of an FRW bubble with parameters (log tΛ , log tc ),
so it can be computed unambiguously. The last factor, α(log tobs , log tc , log tΛ ), is the one
we know the least about. It is the number of observations per unit mass per logarithmic
time interval, averaged over all bubbles with the given values (log tΛ , log tc ).
A central insight exploited in this chapter is the following. In bubbles with positive
cosmological constant, the calculable quantity M so strongly suppresses the probability in
other regimes that in many cases we only need to know the form of α in the regime where
observers live before vacuum energy or curvature become important, tobs ≲ tΛ , tc . Under
very weak assumptions, α must be independent of tΛ and tc in this regime. This is because
neither curvature nor vacuum energy play a dynamical role before observers form, so that
neither can affect the number of observers per unit mass. Thus, for positive cosmological
constant α is a function only of tobs in the only regime of interest. The success of the
measures in explaining the hierarchy and coincidence of the three timescales depends on
the form of this function. We will that the causal patch and apparent horizon cutoff succeed
well in predicting the three timescales already under very weak assumptions on α. The fat
geodesic cutoff requires somewhat stronger assumptions.
For negative cosmological constant, however, the geometric factor M favors the
regime where tobs is not the shortest time scale. Thus, predictions depend crucially on
understanding the form of α in this more complicated regime. For example, we need to know
on average to what extent early curvature domination disrupts the formation of observers.
What is clear from our analysis is that all three measures are in grave danger of predicting
that most observers see negative Λ, in conflict with observation, unless the anthropic factor
α takes on rather specific forms. Assuming that this is not the case, we must ask whether
the measures can be modified to agree with observation. Both the causal patch measure
and the fat geodesic measure are dual [24, 33] to global time cutoffs, the lightcone time and
the scale factor time cutoff, respectively. These global cutoffs, in turn, are motivated by an
analogy with the UV/IR relation in AdS/CFT [48]. But this analogy really only applies
to positive Λ, so it is natural to suspect that the measure obtained from it is inapplicable
to regions with Λ ≤ 0 [13]. (Indeed, the causal patch does not eliminate infinities in Λ = 0
bubbles [11]. We do not consider such regions in this chapter.)
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Outline and summary of results In Sec. 4.2, we will describe in detail our method for
counting observations. We will derive an equation for the probability distribution over the
three variables (log tΛ , log tc , log tobs ). We will explain how simple qualitative assumptions
about α(log tobs , log tc , log tΛ ), the number of observations per unit mass per unit logarithmic
time interval, allow us to compute probabilities very generally for all measures.
We work in the approximation that observations in the multiverse take place in
negatively curved Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universes. In Sec. 5.2.3, we will
obtain solutions for their scale factor, in the approximation where the matter-, vacuum-,
and possibly the curvature-dominated regime are widely separated in time.
In Secs. 4.4–4.6, we will compute the probability distribution over (log tΛ , log tc , log tobs ),
using three different measures. For each measure we consider separately the cases of positive
and negative cosmological constant. As described above, the results for negative cosmological constant are problematic for all three measures. We now summarize our results for the
case Λ > 0.
In Sec. 4.4, we show that the causal patch measure predicts the double coincidence
log tc ≈ log tΛ ≈ log tobs . We find that the scale of all three parameters is related to the
number of vacua in the landscape. This result is compatible with current estimates of the
number of metastable string vacua. Such estimates are not sufficiently reliable to put our
prediction to a conclusive test, but it is intriguing that the size of the landscape may be
the origin of the hierarchies we observe in Nature (see also [11, 12, 25, 26, 29, 93]. We have
previously reported the result for this subcase in more detail [20].
Unlike the causal patch, the new “apparent horizon measure” (Sec. 4.5) predicts
the double coincidence log tc ≈ log tΛ ≈ log tobs for any fixed value tobs . When all parameters are allowed to scan, its predictions agree with those of the causal patch, with mild
assumptions about the function α. The apparent horizon measure is significantly more
involved than the causal patch: it depends on a whole geodesic, not just on its endpoint,
and on metric information, rather than only causal structure. If our assumptions about α
are correct, this measure offers no phenomenological advantage over its simpler cousin and
may not be worthy of further study.
The fat geodesic cutoff, like the apparent horizon cutoff, predicts the double coincidence log tc ≈ log tΛ ≈ log tobs for any fixed value of tobs . However, it favors small values
of all three timescales unless either (a) an anthropic cutoff is imposed, or (b) it is assumed
that far more observers form at later times, on average, than at early times, in vacua where
curvature and vacuum energy are negligible at the time tobs . (Qualitatively, the other two
measures also require such an assumption, but quantitatively, a much weaker prior favoring
late observers suffices.) In the latter case (b), the results of the previous two measures are
reproduced, with all timescales set by the size of the landscape. In the former case (a), the
fat geodesic would predict that observers should live at the earliest time compatible with
the formation of any type of observers (in any kind of vacuum). It is difficult to see why
this minimum value of tobs would be so large as to bring this prediction into agreement with
the observed value, tobs ∼ 1061 .
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4.2

Counting Observations

In this section, we explain how we will compute the trivariate probability distribution over (log tobs , log tc , log tΛ ). We will clarify how we isolate geometric effects, which
can be well-computed for each cutoff, from anthropic factors; and we explain why very few
assumptions are needed about the anthropic factors once the geometric effects have been
taken into account.
Imagine labelling every observation within the cutoff region by (log tobs , log tc , log tΛ ).
We are interested in counting the number of observations as a function of these parameters. It is helpful to do this in two steps. First, we count bubbles, which are labelled by
(log tc , log tΛ ) to get the “prior” probability distribution
d2 p̃
.
d log tΛ d log tc

(4.2)

This p̃ is the probability density to nucleate a bubble with the given values of the parameters
inside the cutoff region.
The next step is to count observations within the bubbles. A given bubble of
vacuum i will have observations at a variety of FRW times. In the global description of
eternal inflation, each bubble is infinite and contains an infinite number of observations if
it contains any, but these local measures keep only a finite portion of the global spacetime
and hence a finite number of observations. We parameterize the probability density for
observations within a given bubble as
dNi
∼ M (log tobs , log tc , log tΛ )αi (log tobs ) ,
d log tobs

(4.3)

where M is the mass inside the cutoff region, and αi is the number of observations per
unit mass per logarithmic time interval inside a bubble of type i. In this decomposition, M
contains all of the information about the cutoff procedure. For a given cutoff, M depends
only on the three parameters of interest. Because we are considering geometric cutoffs,
the amount of mass that is retained inside the cutoff region does not depend on any other
details of the vacuum i. On the other hand, αi depends on details of the vacuum, such as
whether observers form, and when they form; but it is independent of the cutoff procedure.
Since we are interested in analyzing the probability distribution over three variables, we now want to average αi over the bubbles with a given (log tΛ , log tc ), to get the
average number of observations per unit mass per logarithmic time α. With this decomposition, the full probability distribution over all three variables is
d3 p
d2 p̃
=
M (log tobs , log tc , log tΛ )α(log tobs , log tc , log tΛ ) .
d log tobs d log tΛ d log tc
d log tΛ d log tc
(4.4)
To recap, p̃ is the probability for the formation of a bubble with parameters (log tΛ , log tc )
inside the cutoff region; M (log tobs , log tΛ , log tc ) is the mass inside the cutoff region at the
FRW time tobs in a bubble with parameters (log tΛ , log tc ); and α(log tobs , log tc , log tΛ ) is
the number of observations per unit mass per logarithmic time interval, averaged over all
bubbles with parameters (log tΛ , log tc ).
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This is a useful decomposition because the mass M inside the cutoff region can be
computed exactly, since it just depends on geometrical information. We will assume that
d2 p̃/d log tΛ d log tc can be factorized into contribution from tΛ and a contribution from tc .
Vacua with Λ ∼ 1 can be excluded since they contain only a few bits of information in any
causally connected region. In a large landscape, by Taylor expansion about Λ = 0, the prior
for the cosmological constant is flat in Λ for Λ ≪ 1, dp̃/dΛ = const. Transforming to the
variable log tΛ , we thus have
d2 p̃
∼ t−2
Λ g(log tc ) .
d log tΛ d log tc

(4.5)

The factor g(log tc ) encodes the prior probability distribution over the time of curvature
domination. We will assume that g decreases mildly, like an inverse power of log tc . (Assuming that slow-roll inflation is the dominant mechanism responsible for the delay of curvature
domination, log tc corresponds to the number of e-foldings. If g decreased more strongly,
like an inverse power of tc , then inflationary models would be too rare in the landscape to
explain the observed flatness.) The detailed form of the prior distribution over log tc will
not be important for our results; any mild suppression of large log tc will lead to similar
results.
With these reasonable assumptions, the probability distribution becomes
d3 p
= t−2
Λ M (log tobs , log tc , log tΛ )g(log tc )α(log tobs , log tc , log tΛ ) .
d log tobs d log tΛ d log tc
(4.6)
Because α depends on all three variables, it is very difficult to compute in general. However,
it will turn out that we can make a lot of progress with a few simple assumptions about α.
First, we assume that in the regime, tobs ≪ tΛ , α is independent of tΛ . Similarly, we assume
that in the regime, tobs ≪ tc , α is independent of tc . By these assumptions, in the regime
where the observer time is the shortest timescale, tobs ≲ tΛ , tc , the anthropic factor α will
only depend on log tobs :
α(log tobs , log tc , log tΛ ) ≈ α(log tobs ) for tobs ≲ tΛ , tc .

(4.7)

These assumptions are very weak. Because curvature and Λ are not dynamically important
before tc and tΛ , respectively, they cannot impact the formation of observers at such early
times. One could imagine a correlation between the number of e-foldings and the time
of observer formation even in the regime tobs ≪ tc , for example if each one is tied to
the supersymmetry breaking scale, but this seems highly contrived. In the absence of a
compelling argument to the contrary, we will make the simplest assumption.
Second, we assume that when either tobs ≫ tc or tobs ≫ tΛ , α is not enhanced
compared to its value when tobs is the shortest timescale. This is simply the statement
that early curvature and vacuum domination does not help the formation of observers.
This assumption, too, seems rather weak. With this in mind, let us for the time being
overestimate the number of observers by declaring α to be completely independent of log tΛ
and log tc :
α(log tobs , log tc , log tΛ ) ≈ α(log tobs ) .
(4.8)
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This is almost certainly an overestimate of the number of observations in the regime where
tobs is not the shortest time scale. However, we will show that the predictions for positive
cosmological constant are insensitive to this simplification because the geometrical factor
M , which we can compute reliably, suppresses the contribution from this regime. We will
return to a more realistic discussion of α when we are forced to, in analyzing negative
cosmological constant.
With these assumptions and approximations, the three-variable probability distribution takes a more tractable form,

d log tobs

d3 p
= t−2
Λ g(log tc )M (log tobs , log tΛ , log tc )α(log tobs ) .
d log tΛ d log tc

(4.9)

This is the formula that we will analyze in the rest of the paper. The only quantity that
depends on all three variables is the mass, which we can compute reliably for each cutoff
using the geometry of open bubble universes, to which we turn next.

4.3

Open FRW universes with cosmological constant

In this section, we find approximate solutions to the scale factor, for flat or
negatively curved vacuum bubbles with positive or negative cosmological constant. The
landscape of string theory contains a large number of vacua that form a “discretuum”, a
dense spectrum of values of the cosmological constant [30]. These vacua are populated by
Coleman-DeLuccia bubble nucleation in an eternally inflating spacetime, which produces
open Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universes [36]. Hence, we will be interested in
the metric of FRW universes with open spatial geometry and nonzero cosmological constant
Λ. The metric for an open FRW universe is
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2 (dχ2 + sinh2 χdΩ22 ) .

(4.10)

The evolution of the scale factor is governed by the Friedmann equation:
ȧ 2 tc
1
1
( ) = 3+ 2± 2 .
a
a
a
tΛ

(4.11)

√
Here tΛ = 3/∣Λ∣ is the timescale for vacuum domination, and tc is the timescale for curvature domination. The term ρm ∼ tc /a3 corresponds to the energy density of pressureless
matter. (To consider radiation instead, we would include a term ρrad ∼ t2c /a4 ; this would
not affect any of our results qualitatively.) The final term is the vacuum energy density,
ρΛ ; the“+” sign applies when Λ > 0, and the“−” sign when Λ < 0.
We will now display approximate solutions for the scale factor as a function of
FRW time t. There are four cases, which are differentiated by the sign of Λ and the relative
size of tc and tΛ . We will compute all geometric quantities in the limit where the three time
scales t, tc , and tΛ are well-separated, so that some terms on the right hand side of Eq. (4.11)
can be neglected. In this limit we obtain piecewise solution for the scale factor. We will
not ensure that these solutions are continuous and differentiable at the crossover times.
This would clutter our equations, and it would not affect the probability distributions we
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compute later. Up to order-one factors, which we neglect, our formulas are applicable even
in crossover regimes.
If tc ≫ tΛ , curvature never comes to dominate. (One can still define tc geometrically, or as the time when curvature would have dominated in a universe with Λ = 0.) In
this limit the metric can be well approximated as that of a perfectly flat FRW universe,
and so becomes independent of tc . We implement this case by dropping the term tc /a3 in
Eq. (4.11).
Positive cosmological constant We begin with the case Λ > 0 and tc ≪ tΛ . By solving
Eq. (4.11) piecewise, we find
⎧
1/3
⎪
t < tc
t t2/3 ,
⎪
⎪
⎪ c
(4.12)
a(t) ∼ ⎨ t ,
t c < t < tΛ
⎪
⎪
t/tΛ −1
⎪
, tΛ < t .
⎪
⎩ tΛ e
If tc ≫ tΛ , there is no era of curvature domination, and the universe can be approximated
as flat throughout. The scale factor takes the form
⎧
1/3
⎪
t < tΛ
⎪ t t2/3 ,
(4.13)
a(t) ∼ ⎨ c1/3 2/3 t/t −1
Λ
⎪
, tΛ < t .
⎪
⎩ tc tΛ e
Negative cosmological constant For Λ < 0, the scale factor reaches a maximum and
then begins to decrease. The universe ultimately collapses at a time tf , which is of order
tΛ :
tf ≈ πtΛ .
(4.14)
The evolution is symmetric about the turnaround time, tf /2 ≈ πtΛ /2.
Again, we consider the cases tΛ ≫ tc and tΛ ≪ tc separately. For tc ≪ tΛ , the scale
factor is
1/3
⎧
⎪
t t2/3 ,
t < tc
⎪
⎪
⎪ c
(4.15)
a(t) ∼ ⎨ tΛ sin(t/tΛ ) , tc < t < t′c
⎪
⎪
1/3 ′ 2/3
′
⎪
⎪
tc < t .
⎩ tc (t ) ,

We have defined t′ ≡ tf − t.
There is no era of curvature domination if tc ≳ tf /2. For tc ≫ tf /2, we treat the
universe as flat throughout, which yields the scale factor
2/3

a(t) ∼ tΛ tc1/3 sin2/3 (πt/tf ) ,

(4.16)

where tf here takes on a slightly different value compared to the curved case:
tf = 2πtΛ /3 .

(4.17)

At a similar level of approximation as we have made above, this solution can be approximated as
⎧
1/3
⎪
t < tf /2
⎪ t t2/3 ,
a(t) ∼ ⎨ c1/3 ′ 2/3
(4.18)
⎪
⎪
⎩ tc (t ) , tf /2 < t .
where again t′ ≡ tf − t .
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4.4

The causal patch cut-off

With all our tools lined up, we will now consider each measure in turn and derive
the probability distribution. We will treat positive and negative values of the cosmological
constant separately. After computing M , we will next calculate the bivariate probability
distribution over log tΛ and log tc , for fixed log tobs . In all cases this is a sharply peaked
function of the two variables log tΛ and log tc , so we make little error in neglecting the
probability away from the peak region. Then we will go on to find the full distribution over
all three parameters. In this section, we begin with the causal patch measure [11,22], which
restricts to the causal past of a point on the future boundary of spacetime. The causal
patch measure is equivalent [33] to the light-cone time cutoff [13, 17], so we will not discuss
the latter measure separately.
We may use boost symmetries to place the origin of the FRW bubble of interest
at the center of the causal patch. The boundary of the causal patch is given by the past
light-cone from the future end point of the comoving geodesic at the origin, χ = 0:
χCP (t) = ∫

t

tf

dt′
.
a(t′ )

(4.19)

If Λ < 0, tf is the time of the big crunch (see Sec. 5.2.3). For long-lived metastable de Sitter
vacua (Λ > 0), the causal patch coincides with the event horizon. It can be computed as
if the de Sitter vacuum were eternal (tf → ∞), as the correction from late-time decay is
negligible.

4.4.1

Positive cosmological constant
We begin with the case Λ > 0, tc < tΛ . Using Eq. (4.12) for a(t), we find
⎧
1 + log(tΛ /tc ) + 3 [1 − (tobs /tc )1/3 ] , tobs < tc
⎪
⎪
⎪
tc < tobs < tΛ
χCP (tobs ) ∼ ⎨ 1 + log(tΛ /tobs ) ,
⎪
⎪ e−tobs /tΛ ,
⎪
tΛ < tobs .
⎩

.

(4.20)

The comoving volume inside a sphere of radius χ is π(sinh 2χCP − 2χCP ). We
approximate this, dropping constant prefactors that will not be important, by χ3 for χ ≲ 1,
and by e2χ for χ ≳ 1:
exp(2χCP ) , tobs < tΛ
VCP ∼ { 3
(4.21)
χCP ,
tΛ < tobs .
The mass inside the causal patch is MCP = ρa3 VCP = tc VCP .
⎧
t2 /tc ,
tobs < tc < tΛ
⎪
⎪
⎪ Λ
tc < tobs < tΛ
MCP ∼ ⎨ t2Λ tc /t2obs ,
⎪
⎪ t e−3tobs /tΛ , t < t < t
⎪
c
Λ
obs
⎩ c

I
II
III

(4.22)

Next, we consider the case Λ > 0, tΛ < tc . The above caclulations can be repeated
for a flat universe, which is a good approximation for this case:
MCP ∼ {

tΛ ,
tobs < tΛ
−3tobs /tΛ
tΛ e
, tΛ < tobs

V
IV

(4.23)
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Figure 4.1: The probability distribution over the timescales of curvature and vacuum domination at fixed observer timescale log tobs , before the prior distribution over log tc and the
finiteness of the landscape are taken into account. The arrows indicate directions of increasing probability. For Λ > 0 (a), the distribution is peaked along the degenerate half-lines
forming the boundary between regions I and II and the boundary between regions IV and
V. For Λ < 0 (b), the probability distribution exhibits a runaway toward the small tc , large
tΛ regime of region II. The shaded region is is excluded because tobs > tf = πtΛ is unphysical.
The same result could be obtained simply by setting tc = tΛ in (4.22).
The full probability distribution is given by multiplying the mass in the causal
patch by the prior distribution and the number of observations per unit mass per unit time
to give

d3 pCP
d log tc d log tΛ d log tobs
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⎪
⎪
⎪
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⎪
⎪
⎪
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⎪
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⎪
⎪
⎩

1
,
tobs < tc < tΛ
tc
tc
,
tc < tobs < tΛ
2
tobs
tc
3tobs
exp (−
) , tc < tΛ < tobs
2
tΛ
tΛ
1
3tobs
exp (−
) , tΛ < tobs , tc
tΛ
tΛ
1
,
tobs < tΛ < tc
tΛ

I
II
III

(4.24)

IV
V

Recall that g(log tc ) is the prior distribution on the time of curvature domination, and α is
the number of observations per unit mass per logarithmic time interval.
We will first analyze this probability distribution for fixed log tobs . As explained
in the introduction, we will for the time being overestimate the number of observers in
the regime where tobs is not the shortest timescale by assuming that α is a function of
log tobs only. We will find that the overestimated observers do not dominate the probability
distribution, so this is a good approximation. With these approximations, α is independent
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of log tΛ and log tc and can be ignored for fixed log tobs .
The probability distribution we have found for log tc and log tΛ is a function of
powers of tc and tΛ , i.e., exponential in the logarithms. Therefore the distribution will be
dominated by its maximum. A useful way of determining the location of the maximum
is to follow the gradient flow generated by the probability distribution. In the language
of Ref. [25, 60], this is a multiverse force pushing log tΛ and log tc to preferred values. We
could use our formulas to determine the precise direction of the multiverse force, but this
would be difficult to represent graphically, and it is not necessary for the purpose of finding
the maximum. Instead, we shall indicate only whether each of the two variables prefers
to increase or decrease (or neither), by displaying horizontal, vertical, or diagonal arrows
in the (log tc , log tΛ ) plane (Fig. 4.1). We ignore the prior g(log tc ) for now since it is not
exponential.
We consider each region in (4.24) in turn. In region I, tobs < tc < tΛ , the probability
is proportional to t−1
c . Hence, there is a pressure toward smaller tc and no pressure on tΛ .
This is shown by a left-pointing horizontal arrow in region I of the figure. In region II
(tc < tobs < tΛ ), the probability is proportional to tc t−2
obs . This pushes toward larger log tc
and is neutral with respect to log tΛ . (Recall that we are holding log tobs fixed for now.)
−3tobs /tΛ
. Since the exponential
In region III (tc < tΛ < tobs ), the probability goes like tc t−2
Λ e
dominates, the force goes toward larger log tΛ ; log tc is pushed up as well. In region IV
(tΛ < tobs , tΛ < tc ) the exponential again dominates, giving a pressure toward large log tΛ .
In region V (tobs < tΛ < tc ), the distribution is proportional to t−1
Λ , giving a pressure toward
small log tΛ . The dependence of the probability on log tc lies entirely in the prior g(log tc )
in these last two regions because the universe is approximately flat and hence dynamically
independent of log tc .
Leaving aside the effect of g(log tc ) for now, we recognize that the probability
density in Fig. 4.1 is maximal along two lines of stability, log tΛ = log tobs and log tc =
log tobs , along which the probability force is zero. These are the boundaries between regions
IV/V and I/II, respectively. They are shown by thick lines in Fig. 4.1. The fact that the
distribution is flat along these lines indicates a mild runaway problem: at the crude level of
approximation we have used thus far, the probability distribution is not integrable. Let us
consider each line in turn to see if this problem persists in a more careful treatment.
Along the line log tΛ = log tobs , the prior distribution g(log tc ) will suppress large
log tc and make the probability integrable, rendering a prediction for log tc possible. (With
a plausible prior, the probability of observing a departure from flatness in a realistic future
experiment is of order 10% [38, 44]; see also [29]. See [34, 82] for different priors.) We will
find the same line of stability for the other two measures in the following section, and it is
lifted by the same argument.
The line log tc = log tobs looks more serious. The prior on log tΛ follows from very
general considerations [114] and cannot be modified. In fact, the probability distribution
is rendered integrable if, as we will suppose, the landscape contains only a finite number
N of vacua. This implies that there is a “discretuum limit”, a finite average gap between
different possible values of Λ. This, in turn, implies that there is a smallest positive Λ in
the landscape, of order
Λmin ∼ 1/N .
(4.25)
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This argument, however, only renders the distribution integrable; it does not suffice to
bring it into agreement with observation. It tells us that log Λ is drawn entirely at random
from values between log Λmin and log t−2
obs , so at this level of analysis we do not predict the
coincidence log tobs ≈ log tΛ .
Even though we do not predict a coincidence for observers living at a fixed arbitrary
log tobs , it could still be the case that after averaging over the times when observers could
live most observers see log tobs ∼ log tΛ . To address this question, we need to allow log tobs
to vary. For fixed log tobs , the maximum of the probability with respect to log tc and log tΛ
is obtained along the boundary between region I and region II, as discussed above. Along
this line, the probability is
dp
g(log tobs )
∼
α(log tobs ) .
d log tobs
tobs

(4.26)

Having maximized over log tΛ and log tc , we can now ask at what log tobs the probability
is maximized. Note that since the distribution is exponential, maximizing over log tΛ and
log tc is the same as integrating over them up to logarithmic corrections coming from the
function g.
The location of the maximum depends on the behavior of α(log tobs ). Let us
assume that
α ∼ t1+p
with p > 0 .
(4.27)
obs ,
(We will justify this assumption at the end of this section, where we will also describe what
happens if it is not satisfied.) Then the maximum is at the largest value of log tobs subject
to the constraint defining regions I and II, log tobs < log tΛ . It follows that the maximum of
the three-variable probability distribution is at
log tobs ≈ log tc ≈ log tΛ ≈ log tmax
.
Λ

(4.28)

Therefore, in a landscape with p > 0 and vacua with Λ > 0, the causal patch predicts that
all three scales are ultimately set by log tmax
Λ , and thus, by the (anthropic) vacuum with
smallest cosmological constant. This, in turn, is set by the discretuum limit, i.e., by the
number of vacua in the landscape [11, 25–27], according to
tmax
∼ N̄ 1/2 .
Λ

(4.29)

This is a fascinating result [20]. It implies that the remarkable scales we observe in Nature,
such as the the vacuum energy and the current age of the universe, are not only mutually correlated, but that their absolute scale can be explained in terms of the size of the
landscape. If current estimates of the number of vacua [30, 39] hold up, i.e., if log10 N is
of order hundreds,2 then Eq. (4.28) may well prove to be in agreement with the observed
value tΛ ∼ 1061 .
2
¯ , may be smaller by dozens or even hundreds of orders of magnitude
The number of anthropic vacua, N
than the total number of vacua, N , for low-energy reasons that are unrelated to the cosmological constant
or curvature and so are not included in out analysis. Hence, log10 N ∼ O(1000) may be compatible with
Eq. (4.28).
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Let us go somewhat beyond our order-of-magnitude estimates and determine how
precisely log tobs and log tΛ can be expected to agree. To that end, we will now calculate
pCP (f −1 tΛ < tobs < f tΛ ) as a function of f , i.e., the probability that log tobs lies within
an interval log f of log tΛ . The probability distribution of Eq. 4.24 is dominated near the
boundary of regions IV and V, and the probability in region IV is exponentially suppressed.
So we will neglect all regions except region V. (Ignoring region IV means we are eliminating
the possibility that log tobs > log tΛ .)
The probability density in region V is

d log tobs

t1+p
dp
∝ obs g(log tc ) .
d log tc d log tΛ
tΛ

(4.30)

We will further restrict to tc > tmax
Λ , which is reasonable if tobs is pushed to large values and
g(log tc ) does not strongly prefer small values of log tc . Since we are computing a probability
marginalized over log tc , this restriction on the range of log tc means that the exact form of
g will not affect the answer. The quantity
∞

d log tc g(log tc )

∫

log tmax
Λ

(4.31)

will factor out of our computations, and hence we will ignore it. Having eliminated the
log tc dependence, we continue by computing the normalization factor Z for log tΛ > log tobs :
Z=∫

log tmax
Λ
0

d log tobs ∫

log tmax
Λ

log tobs

d log tΛ

t1+p
(tmax )p
obs
≈ Λ
.
tΛ
p(1 + p)

(4.32)

In the last line we have dropped terms negligible for tmax
≫ 1.
Λ
Now we will calculate the unnormalized probabilty for f −1 tobs < tΛ < f tobs . We
or
will split the integration region into two subregions according to whether tobs < f −1 tmax
Λ
max
−1 max
f tΛ < tobs < tΛ . It turns out that each of these subregions is important. First we do
tobs < f −1 tmax
Λ :
∫

log(f −1 tmax
)
Λ
0

d log tobs ∫

log(f tobs )
log tobs

d log tΛ

p
(tmax
Λ )
(f −p − f −1−p )
p
= Z(1 + p)(f −p − f 1−p ) .

t1+p
obs
tΛ

≈

(4.33)
(4.34)
(4.35)

Finally we calculate the case f −1 tmax
< tobs < tmax
Λ
Λ :
∫

log tmax
Λ
log(f −1 tmax
)
Λ

d log tobs ∫

log tmax
Λ
log tobs

d log tΛ

t1+p
obs
tΛ

(4.36)

1 − f −p 1 − f −1−p
−
]
p
1+p

(4.37)

= Z [1 − (1 + p)f −p + pf −1−p )] .

(4.38)

p
= (tmax
Λ ) [
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Adding together the unnormalized probabilities and dividing by the factor Z we
find the result
pCP (f −1 tobs < tΛ < f tobs ) ≈ 1 − f −1−p .
(4.39)
In addition to being independent of g(log tc ), this result is independent of tmax
Λ , but the
validity of our approximation depends on both. In particular, region V contributes more
max
to the probability for larger tmax
increases. HowΛ , so the approximation gets better as tΛ
max
60
ever, even for tΛ = 10 the result is only off by a few percent compared to a numerical
integration.
Let us now return to discussing our assumption, Eq. (4.27). If p were not positive,
that is, if α increased at most linearly with tobs , then the maximum of the probability
distribution would be located at the smallest value of tobs compatible with observers. In
this case the causal patch would predict tΛ ≫ tobs . This would be in conflict with observation
∼ tmin
except under the extremely contrived assumption that tmax
Λ
obs .
However, the assumption that p > 0 is quite plausible [20]. Recall that we are only
discussing the form of α in the regime where tobs is the shortest time scale, tobs ≲ tc , tΛ , so
we do not have to worry that later observations may be disrupted by curvature or vacuum
energy. Recall, moreover, that α is defined by averaging over many vacua, so we must
consider only how this average depends on tobs . In particular, this means that we should
not imagine that in moving from one value of tobs to another, we need to hold fixed the
vacuum, or even restrict to only one or two parameters of particle physics and cosmology.
Typical vacua with most observers at one value of tobs are likely to differ in many details
from vacua in which most observers arise at a different time.
With this in mind, we note two general effects that suggest that α(log tobs ) increases monotonically. First, the spontaneous formation of highly complex structures such
as observers relies both on chance and, presumably, on a long chain of evolutionary processes
building up increasing complexity. The later the time, the more likely it is that such a chain
has been completed. Secondly, for larger tobs , the same amount of mass can be distributed
among more quanta, of less energy each. Therefore, less mass is necessary to construct a
system containing a given number of quanta, such as a system of sufficient complexity to
function as an observer. These arguments make it very plausible that α grows. Moreover,
while they do not prove that it grows more strongly than linearly with tobs , they do make
this type of behavior rather plausible.

4.4.2

Negative cosmological constant

We turn to negative values of the cosmological constant, beginning with the case
Λ < 0, tc ≪ tΛ . From Eqs. (4.15) and (4.19), we find that the comoving radius of the causal
patch is given by
⎧
3 − 2 log(tc /2tΛ ) + 3 [1 − (t/tc )1/3 ] , t < tc
⎪
⎪
⎪
′
′
⎪
χCP (t) ∼ ⎨ 3 − log tan(t/2tΛ ) + log tan(tc /2tΛ ) , tc < t < tc
1/3
⎪
⎪
t′
⎪
⎪
,
t′c < t .
⎩ 3 ( tc )

(4.40)

Recall that a prime denotes time remaining before the crunch: t′ ≡ tf − t. To better show
the structure of the above expressions, we have kept some order-one factors and subleading
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terms that will be dropped below. We will approximate log tan(t′c /2tΛ ) = − log tan(tc /2tΛ ) ≈
− log(tc /2tΛ ).
The mass inside the causal patch at the time tobs is
MCP = ρa3 VCP [χCP (tobs )] ∼ tc VCP .

(4.41)

We will again approximate the comoving volume inside a sphere of radius χ by χ3 for χ ≲ 1
and by e2χ for χ ≳ 1, giving
⎧
t4 /t3c ,
tobs < tc
⎪
⎪
⎪ Λ
−2
′
tan
(t
/2t
)
,
t
MCP ∼ ⎨ t2Λ t−1
c < tobs < tc
Λ
obs
c
⎪
′
′
⎪ t ,
⎪
tc < tobs
⎩ obs

I
II
III

(4.42)

Now let us consider the case tc ≳ tf /2. The comoving radius of the causal patch is
given by using Eqs. (4.18) and (4.19):
χCP (t) ∼ {

(t′ )1/3 tc
,
tf /2 < t
2(tf /2tc )1/3 − (t/tc )1/3 , t < tf /2 .
−1/3

(4.43)

The mass in the causal patch is then given by, up to order one constant factors,
MCP ∼ {

t′obs , tf /2 < tobs
tf ,
tobs < tf /2

IV
V

(4.44)

Now we can combine all of the above information to obtain the full probability
distribution,

d3 pCP
d log tc d log tΛ d log tobs
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⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
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⎪
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⎪
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⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

t2Λ
,
t3c

tobs < tc < tΛ
1

tc tan2 (tobs /2tΛ )
t′obs
,
t2Λ
t′obs
,
t2Λ
1
,
tΛ

, tc < tobs < t′c , tc < tΛ ,

I
II

t′c < tobs , tc < tΛ

III

tf /2 < tobs < tc

IV

tobs < tf /2 < tc

V

(4.45)

The analysis of the probability “forces” proceeds as in the positive cosmological
constant case discussed in the previous subsection, by identifying and following the directions along which the probability grows in each distinct region of the (log tΛ , log tc ) plane.
The result, however, is rather different (Fig. 4.1b). For fixed log tobs , the unnormalized
probability density diverges in the direction of small log tc and large log tΛ (region II) like
t2Λ t−1
c . The discrete spectrum of Λ bounds log tΛ from above, and the Planck scale is a lower
limit on log tc . Recall that so far, we have approximated the rate of observations per unit
mass α as independent of (log tc , log tΛ ). However, if tc ≪ tobs (tΛ ≪ tobs ), then curvature
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(or vacuum energy) could dynamically affect the processes by which observers form. One
would expect that such effects are generally detrimental.
Here, for the first time, we find a distribution that peaks in a regime where tc ≪
tobs . This means that the detailed dependence of α on log tc is important for understanding
the prediction and must be included. We do not know this function except for special classes
of vacua.
Instead of letting log tc → 0 so that tc becomes Planckian, we will only allow tc to
fall as low as tmin
c . We do this because it does not make our analysis any more difficult, and
it may capture some aspects of anthropic selection effects if we choose to set log tmin
to be
c
some positive quantity.
Thus, within our current approximations the causal patch predicts that most observers in vacua with negative cosmological constant measure
max
,
log tc → log tmin
c , log tΛ → log tΛ

(4.46)

where tmax
≡ ∣Λ∣min ∼ N 1/2 is the largest achievable value of tΛ in the landscape. Our
Λ
result reveals a preference for separating the curvature, observer, and vacuum timescales:
a hierarchy, rather than a coincidence.
What happens if log tobs is also allowed to vary? After optimizing log tΛ and log tc ,
the probability distribution over log tobs is
−1/2

tmax 2
dp
g(log tmin
c )
∼ ( Λ ) α(log tobs )
.
min
d log tobs
tobs
tc

(4.47)

If α grows faster than quadratically in tobs , then large values of log tobs are predicted:
min
log tobs ∼ log tΛ ∼ log tmax
Λ , log tc ∼ log tc , with the maximum probability density given
min
max
min
by α(log tΛ )g(log tc )/tc . Otherwise, a small value of log tobs is predicted: log tΛ ∼
mi
max min 2
min
min
min
min
log tmax
Λ , log tobs ∼ log tobs , log tc ∼ log tc , with maximum probability (tΛ /tobs ) α(log tobs )g(log tc )/tc
min
min
(Here we have introduced log tobs in an analogous way to log tc . The point here is that
typical observers live at the earliest possible time.)
Do these predictions conflict with observation? Not so far: We are observers in a
vacuum with Λ > 0, so the relevant probability distribution over (log tΛ , log tc ) is the one
computed in the previous subsection. This led to the predictions that log tΛ ∼ log tobs and
log tc ≳ log tobs , both of which agree well with observation; and that the scale of log tΛ is
controlled by the number of vacua in the landscape, which is not ruled out.
However, we do get a conflict with observation if we ask about the total probability
for each sign of the cosmological constant. The total probability for positive cosmological
constant is approximately given by the value of the distribution of the maximum. With
max
max
our assumption about α (Eq. 4.27), this is p+ ∼ g(log tmax
Λ )α(log tΛ )/tΛ . The total
probability for negative Λ is also controlled by the probability density at the maximum of
min
min
the distribution; as mentioned earlier, it is given by α(log tmax
if p > 1, and
Λ )g(log tc )/tc
max min 2
min
min
min
by (tΛ /tobs ) α(log tobs )g(log tc )/tc for p < 1.
Dividing these, we find that a negative value of Λ is favored by a factor
g(log tmin
p− tmax
c )
= Λ
for p > 1 .
max
min
p+ tc g(log tΛ )

(4.48)
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Figure 4.2: The causal patch can be characterized as the union of all past light-cones
(all green lines, including dashed) of the events along a worldline (vertical line). The
apparent horizon cutoff makes a further restriction to the portion of each past light-cone
which is expanding toward the past (solid green lines). The dot on each light-cone marks
the apparent horizon: the cross-section of maximum area, where expansion turns over to
contraction.
We know that tmax
must be at least as large as the observed value of tΛ , which is of order
Λ
max
min
tobs : tΛ > tobs ∼ 1061 . Furthermore, we expect that g(log tmax
Λ ) < g(log tc ). It follows
min max
that p+ < tc /tΛ : the observed sign of the cosmological constant is extremely unlikely
is rather close to
according to the causal patch measure in our simple model unless tmin
c
tobs . The situation is similarly bad if p < 1.
We regard this result as further evidence [29, 96] that the causal patch cannot be
applied in regions with nonpositive cosmological constant, or more generally, in the domains
of dependence of future spacelike singularities and hats. This is plausible in light of its
relation to the light-cone time cutoff [13, 17], which is well-motivated [48] by an analogy
to the UV/IR relation [103] of the AdS/CFT correspondence [81], but only in eternally
inflating regions.

4.5

The apparent horizon cutoff

This section is structured like the previous one, but we now consider the apparent
horizon cutoff, which is introduced here for the first time.

4.5.1

Definition

To define this cutoff, let us begin with a reformulation of the causal patch. We
defined the causal patch as the causal past of a point on the future boundary of spacetime.
But it can equivalently be characterized in terms of a worldline that ends on that point: the
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causal patch is the union of the past lightcones of all events that constitute the worldline.
By the past light-cone we mean the null hypersurface that forms the boundary of the causal
past.
Each past light-cone can be uniquely divided into two portions. Beginning at
the tip, the cross-sectional area initially expands towards the past. But along each null
geodesic generator of the light-cone, the expansion eventually becomes negative, and the
cross-sectional area begins to decrease. This turnaround does not happen in all spacetimes,
but it does happen in any FRW universe that starts from a big bang (Fig. 4.2) or by bubble
nucleation in a vacuum of higher energy. The point along each null geodesic where the
expansion vanishes and the area is maximal is called the apparent horizon [9]. The causal
patch consists of both portions of the past light-cone. The apparent horizon cutoff entails
a further restriction: it consists only of the portion of each light-cone which is expanding
towards the past.
Our motivation for considering this cutoff comes from the preferred role played
by the apparent horizon in understanding the holographic properties of cosmological spacetimes. In the terminology of Refs. [5, 6], the apparent horizon is a preferred holographic
screen: it possesses two light-sheets going in opposite spacetime directions, which together
form an entire light-cone. The covariant entropy bound states that any light-sheet off of a
surface of area A contains matter with entropy S ≤ A/4. Since the past light-cone consists
of two different light-sheets off of the same surface of area AAH , the entropy on it cannot exceed AAH /4 + AAH /4 = AAH /2. Both the causal patch cutoff and the apparent horizon cutoff
can be thought of as a restriction to the information contained on the preferred holographic
screen. The causal patch keeps information about both sides of the screen; the apparent
horizon cutoff only about one side.
The above definition of the apparent horizon cutoff applies to arbitrary worldlines
in general spacetimes. To obtain a definite ensemble of cutoff regions that can be averaged,
let us specify that we follow geodesics orthogonal to an initial hypersurface specified according to some rule, for example, a region occupied by the longest lived de Sitter vacuum in the
landscape [32, 49]. When a geodesic enters a new bubble, it quickly becomes comoving [24].
For a comoving geodesic in an FRW universe, it is convenient to restate the cutoff
by specifying what portion of each FRW time slice should be included. The apparent horizon
at equal FRW time is defined as the sphere centered on the geodesic whose orthogonal
future-directed ingoing light-rays have vanishing expansion. This sphere exists at the FRW
time t if and only if the total energy density is positive, ρ(t) > 0. Its surface area is given
by [5]
3
AAH (t) =
,
(4.49)
2ρ(t)
from which its comoving radius can easily be deduced. The apparent horizon cutoff consists
of the set of points that are both within this sphere (if it exists), and within the causal
patch. The former restriction is always stronger than the latter in universes with positive
cosmological constant, where the apparent horizon is necessarily contained within the causal
patch [6]. In universes with Λ < 0, there is an FRW time t∗ when the apparent horizon
coincides with the boundary of the causal patch. If tobs < t∗ , we restrict our attention to
observers within the apparent horizon; otherwise we restrict to observers within the causal
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(a) Λ > 0

(b) Λ < 0

Figure 4.3: Conformal diagrams showing the apparent horizon cutoff region. The boundary
of the causal patch is shown as the past light-cone from a point on the conformal boundary.
The domain wall surrounding a bubble universe is shown as the future light-cone of the
bubble nucleation event. The region selected by the cutoff is shaded. For Λ > 0 (a), the
boundary of the causal patch is always exterior to the apparent horizon. For Λ < 0 (b),
the apparent horizon diverges at a finite time. Because the apparent horizon cutoff is
constructed from light-cones, however, it remains finite. The upper portion of its boundary
coincides with that of the causal patch.
patch (see Fig. 7.5).

4.5.2

Positive cosmological constant

We begin with the case Λ > 0, tc ≪ tΛ . The scale factor a(t) is given by Eq. (4.12).
The energy density of the vacuum, ρΛ ∼ Λ ∼ t−2
Λ , begins to dominate over the density of
matter, ρm ∼ tc /a3 , at the intermediate time
2/3

ti ∼ tc1/3 tΛ .

(4.50)

Note that tc ≪ ti ≪ tΛ if tc and tΛ are well-separated. Thus we can approximate Eq. (4.49)
by
3
ρ−1 (t) , t < ti
AAH (t) =
∼{ m
.
(4.51)
ρ−1
t > ti
2(ρm (t) + ρΛ )
Λ ,
The comoving area of the apparent horizon, AAH /a2 , is initially small and grows to about
one at the time tc . It remains larger than unity until the time tΛ and then becomes small
again. The proper volume within the apparent horizon is VAH ∼ aAAH when the comoving
3/2
area is large and VAH ∼ AAH when it is small. The mass within the apparent horizon is
3
MAH = ρm VAH ∼ tc VAH /a . Combining the above results, we find
⎧
t
,
tobs < ti < tΛ
⎪
⎪
⎪ obs2 2
ti < tobs < tΛ
MAH ∼ ⎨ tc tΛ /tobs ,
⎪
⎪
−3(tobs /tΛ −1)
⎪
t
e
,
t
i < tΛ < tobs
⎩ c

I
II
III

(4.52)
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Figure 4.4: The probability distribution from the apparent horizon cutoff. The arrows
indicate directions of increasing probability. For Λ > 0 (a), the probability is maximal
along the boundary between regions IV and V before a prior distribution over log tc is
included. Assuming that large values of tc are disfavored, this leads to the prediction
log tΛ ∼ log tc ∼ log tobs . For Λ < 0 (b), the distribution is dominated by a runaway toward
small tc and large tΛ along the boundary between regions II and III.
For the case Λ > 0, tΛ ≲ tc , the mass can be obtained by setting tc ∼ ti ∼ tΛ in the
above result:
t
,
tobs < tΛ < tc
V
MAH ∼ { obs−3(tobs /tΛ −1)
(4.53)
tΛ e
, tΛ < tobs , tc
IV
The full probability distribution is obtained as before by multiplying by tobs α(log tobs )
and dividing by t2Λ to get

d3 pAH
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tobs < ti < tΛ
t2Λ
tc
,
ti < tobs < tΛ
t2obs
tc
tobs
exp [−3 (
− 1)] , ti < tΛ < tobs
2
tΛ
tΛ
1
tobs
exp [−3 (
− 1)] , tΛ < tobs , tc
tΛ
tΛ
tobs
,
tobs < tΛ < tc
t2Λ

I
II
III

(4.54)

IV
V

The probability forces are shown in Fig. 4.4. The boundary between regions I and
II is given by log ti = log tobs , which corresponds to log tΛ = 23 log tobs − 21 log tc . In region I, the
probability is proportional to t−2
Λ , corresponding to a force toward smaller log tΛ . In region
II there is a force toward large log tc . In region III, the exponential dominates the log tΛ
dependence, giving a preference for large log tΛ ; the tc prefactor provides a force towards
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large log tc . In regions IV and V the probabilities are independent of log tc except for the
prior g(log tc ). The force is towards large log tΛ in region IV, while in region V small log tΛ
is preferred.
Following the gradients in each region, we find that the distribution peaks on the
boundary between regions IV and V. Along this line, the probability density is constant
except for g(log tc ). As discussed in Sec. 4.4.1, this degeneracy is lifted by a realistic prior
that mildly disfavors large values of log tc . Thus, the apparent horizon cutoff predicts the
double coincidence
log tobs ∼ log tΛ ∼ log tc .
(4.55)
This is in good agreement with observation.
What if the observer time scale is allowed to vary? After optimizing log tΛ and
log tc , the probability distribution over log tobs is
dp
α(log tobs )
∼ g(log tobs )
.
d log tobs
tobs

(4.56)

We have argued in Sec. 4.4.1 that α grows faster than tobs ; under this assumption, all three
timescales are driven to the discretuum limit:
log tobs ≈ log tc ≈ log tΛ ≈

4.5.3

1
log N̄ .
2

(4.57)

Negative cosmological constant

We turn to the case Λ < 0, tc ≪ tΛ . The scale factor is given by (4.15). The total
energy density becomes negative at the intermediate time
2/3

ti ∼ t1/3
c tΛ ,

(4.58)

when the positive matter density is sufficiently dilute to be overwhelmed by the negative
vacuum energy, ρΛ ∼ −t−2
Λ . As discussed in Sec. 4.5.1, the apparent horizon exists on the
FRW timeslice t only if the total density at that time is positive. By Eq. (4.49), the apparent
horizon diverges when the density vanishes. Slightly earlier, at the time t∗ = (1 − )ti , the
apparent horizon intersects the boundary of the causal patch. For t < t∗ , the apparent
horizon and defines the cutoff; for t > t∗ , the causal patch does (see Fig. 7.5).
To compute t∗ , notice that tc ≪ tΛ and Eq. (4.58) imply tc ≪ ti ≪ tΛ . This implies
that the scale factor can be well approximated by a(t) ≈ tΛ sin(t/tΛ ) ≈ t in a neighborhood
of ti . This range includes the time t∗ if  is small. We will assume this approximation for
now, and we will find that  ≪ 1 follows self-consistently. By Eq. (4.49), the proper area of
the apparent horizon at the time ti (1 − ) is AAH (t) = t2Λ /2. From Eq. 4.40, we find that
the causal patch has proper area 16πe3 t4Λ /t2c + O(2 ). Equating these expressions, we find
=
which is much less than unity.

1 t2c
,
32πe3 t2Λ

(4.59)
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For times t < t∗ , we compute the mass within the apparent horizon. When t ≲ tc
3/2
we use that VAH ∼ AAH , while for tc ≲ t < t∗ , we have VAH ∼ aAAH . For times t > t∗ we use
the results for the causal patch from Sec. 4.4.2.
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
MAH ∼ ⎨
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

tobs < tc

tobs ,

I

−1

3
tobs (1 − ( tobs
tc < tobs < t∗
ti ) ) ,
2 −1
−2
tΛ tc tan (tobs /2tΛ ), t∗ < tobs < t′c
t′c < tobs
t′obs ,

II
III
IV

,

(4.60)

Finally, we consider the case Λ < 0, tf /2 < tc , for which the universe can be
approximated as spatially flat at all times. The scale factor is given by Eq. (4.16). The
area of the apparent horizon, AAH ∼ t2Λ tan2 (πt/tf ), diverges at the turnaround time. So
at a time t∗ < tf /2, the apparent horizon and causal patch are equal in size, and after that
time we must use the causal patch as our cutoff. The area of the causal patch is ACP ∼ t2Λ
around this time, so the apparent horizon interesects the causal patch at
tflat
∗ ≈β

tf
2

(4.61)

for β some order one number less than one.
The comoving size of the apparent horizon is given by χ ∼ (t/tc )1/3 for t < tflat
∗ ; for
flat
t > t∗ we use our formulas from the causal patch in the previous section to obtain
⎧
t′ , tf /2 < tobs < tc
⎪
⎪
⎪ obs
tflat
MAH ∼ ⎨ tf ,
∗ < tobs < tf /2 < tc
⎪
flat
⎪ t
⎪
⎩ obs , tobs < t∗ < tc

V
VI
V II

,

(4.62)

We can now write the full probability distribution for the apparent horizon cutoff with
negative cosmological constant,
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tobs

3
t2Λ [1 − ( tobs
)
]
ti

, tc < tobs < t∗ < tΛ

I
II

1
,
tc tan2 ( t2tobs
)
Λ

t∗ < tobs < t′c

III

t′obs
,
t2Λ
t′obs
t2Λ
1
,
tΛ
tobs
,
t2Λ

t′c < tobs < tf

IV

tf /2 < tobs < tc

V

tflat
∗ < tobs < tf /2 < tc

VI

tobs < tflat
∗ < tc

V II

(4.63)
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The probability force diagram is shown in Fig. 4.4. Just looking at the arrows, it is
clear that the maximum of the probability distribution lies somewhere in region III, perhaps
at the boundary with region II. Although the formula in region III is already reasonably
simple, there is a simpler form that is correct at the same level of approximation as the rest
of our analysis,
t2Λ
α(log tobs )g(log tobs ) .
(4.64)
tc t2obs
This is a good approximation for tobs ≪ tΛ , but it is only wrong by an order one factor
througout region III, so we will go ahead and use this.
For fixed log tobs , it is clear that log tΛ wants to be as large as possible, and log tc
as small as possible, but we must remain in region III. The condition t∗ < tobs bounding
region III is equivalent to
log tc + 2 log tΛ < 3 log tobs .
(4.65)
3
max 2
If log tobs is big enough so that tmin
c (tΛ ) < tobs , then the maximum of the distribution is
min
max
at log tΛ = log tΛ and log tc = log tc , with probability given by
2
(tmax
Λ )
α(log tobs )g(log tobs ) .
2
tmin
c tobs

(4.66)

and 2 log tΛ = 3 log tobs −
If log tobs is smaller, then the maximum is given by log tc = log tmin
c
min
log tc , with probability
tobs
α(log tobs )g(log tobs ) .
(4.67)
2
(tmin
c )
In either case, we are driven to tc ≪ tobs .
Note that, as in the case of the causal patch cutoff with Λ < 0, the distribution
is peaked in a regime where tc ≪ tobs . So there is some uncertainty in our result coming
from the dependence of α on log tc when log tc < log tobs . We do not know the form of this
function, which depends on details of the nature of observers, and as before we will just
continue to assume that α is independent of log tc .
Now we allow log tobs to vary. For small log tobs such that (4.67) is valid, log tobs
wants to grow given very mild assumptions about α. Eventually log tobs becomes large
enough that we leave the small log tobs regime. For larger log tobs such that (4.66) is valid,
log tobs is driven up to log tmax
if α increases faster than quadratically with tobs . In this
Λ
case we predict log tΛ ∼ log tobs . If α grows more slowly with log tobs , then we predict
log tobs ≪ log tΛ .
Let us compare the total probability for negative Λ to the total probability for
positive Λ, assuming the form (4.27) for α. For negative Λ, we will assume that the large
log tobs regime is the relevant one, so that the correct probability distribution over tobs is
(4.66). Note that this is the the same as (4.47), the result for negative Λ in the causal patch.
Additionally, (4.56) is identical to (4.26), the result for positive Λ in the causal patch. So
the total probabilities are identical to those we found previously for the causal patch. Then
a negative value of Λ is favored by a factor
g(log tmin
p− tmax
c )
= Λ
for p > 1 ,
max
min
p+ tc g(log tΛ )

(4.68)
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and a similar result for p < 1.

4.6

The fat geodesic cutoff

In this section, we compute probabilities using the fat geodesic cutoff, which considers a fixed proper volume ∆V near a timelike geodesic [24]. To compute probabilities, one
averages over an ensemble of geodesics orthogonal to an initial hypersurface whose details
will not matter. As discussed in the previous section, geodesics quickly become comoving
upon entering a bubble of new vacuum. By the symmetries of open FRW universes, we may
pick a fat geodesic at χ = 0, without loss of generality.
In the causal patch and apparent horizon measure, the cutoff region is large compared to the scale of inhomogeneities, which average out. The definition of the fat geodesic,
however, is rigorous only if ∆V is taken to be infinitesimal. Thus, in this section, we shall
neglect the effects of local gravitational collapse. We shall approximate the universe as
expanding (and, for Λ < 0 after the turnaround, contracting) homogeneously. Since the
physical 3-volume, ∆V , of a fat geodesic is constant, the mass within the cutoff region is
proportional to the matter density:
MF G ∝ ρm ∼

tc
.
a3

(4.69)

The fat geodesic cutoff is closely related to the scale factor time cutoff, but it is
more simply defined and easier to work with. Scale factor time is defined using a congruence
of timelike geodesics orthogonal to some initial hypersurface in the multiverse: dt ≡ Hdτ ,
where τ is the proper time along each geodesic and 3H is the local expansion of the congruence. This definition breaks down in nonexpanding regions such as dark matter halos;
attempts to overcome this limitation (e.g., Ref. [37]) remain somewhat ad-hoc. In regions
where the congruence is everywhere expanding, scale factor time is exactly equivalent to
the fat geodesic cutoff with initial conditions in the longest lived de Sitter vacuum [24].

4.6.1

Positive cosmological constant
We begin with the case Λ > 0, tc ≪ tΛ . Combining Eqs. (4.69) and (4.12), we

obtain

⎧
1/t2obs ,
tobs < tc < tΛ
⎪
⎪
⎪
tc < tobs < tΛ
MFG ∼ ⎨ tc /t3obs ,
⎪
⎪ (t /t3 )e−3tobs /tΛ , t < t < t
⎪
c
Λ
obs
⎩ c Λ

I
II
III

.

(4.70)

For the flat universe (Λ > 0, tc > tΛ ), we obtain
MFG ∼ {

1/t2obs ,
tobs < tΛ
(1/t2Λ )e−3tobs /tΛ , tΛ < tobs

V
IV

.

(4.71)
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Figure 4.5: The probability distribution computed from the scale factor (fat geodesic) cutoff.
The arrows indicate directions of increasing probability. For Λ > 0 (a), the probability
distribution is maximal along the boundary between regions IV and V; with a mild prior
favoring smaller log tc , this leads to the prediction of a nearly flat universe with log tc ∼
log tΛ ∼ log tobs . For Λ < 0 (b), the probability distribution diverges as the cosmological
constant increases to a value that allows the observer timescale to coincide with the big
crunch.
This leads to the probability distribution
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(4.72)

IV
V

The probability force diagram is shown in Fig. 4.5. The result is the same as for
the apparent horizon cutoff: the distribution peaks on the entire line separating regions IV
and V, up to the effects of g(log tc ). A realistic prior that mildly disfavors large values of
log tc will tend to make log tc smaller. Thus, the fat geodesic cutoff predicts the double
coincidence
log tobs ∼ log tΛ ∼ log tc ,
(4.73)
in good agreement with observation.
What if we allow log tobs to scan? Optimizing (log tΛ , log tc ), we find the probability
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distribution over log tobs :
dp
α(log tobs )g(log tobs )
∼
.
d log tobs
t4obs

(4.74)

The denominator provides a strong preference for log tobs to be small. To agree with observation, α must grow at least like the fourth power of tobs for values of tobs smaller than the
observed value tobs ∼ 1061 . We cannot rule this out, but it is a much stronger assumption
than the ones needed for the causal patch and apparent horizon cutoffs.
The preference for early log tobs in the fat geodesic cutoff can be traced directly
to the fact that the probability is proportional to the matter density. This result has an
interesting manifestation [24] in the more restricted setting of universes similar to our own:
it is the origin of the strong preference for large initial density contrast, δρ/ρ, which allows
structure to form earlier and thus at higher average density.

4.6.2

Negative cosmological constant
For Λ < 0, tc ≪ tΛ , we use Eq. (4.15) for the scale factor. The mass in the cutoff

region is

⎧
1/t2obs ,
tobs < tc
⎪
⎪
⎪
MFG ∼ ⎨ (tc /t3Λ ) sin−3 (tobs /tΛ ), tc < tobs < t′c
⎪
⎪ 1/t′2 ,
⎪
t′c < tobs
⎩
obs

I
II
III

.

(4.75)

(Recall that a prime denotes the time remaining before the crunch, t′ ≡ tf − t.) For the flat
universe case, Λ < 0 and tc > tf /2, we use Eq. (4.16) for the scale factor and find
−2
MFG ∼ t−2
Λ sin (πtobs /tf ), tf /2 < tc IV.

(4.76)

The probability distribution is then

3
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(4.77)
III
IV

The probability force diagram is shown in Fig. 4.5. At fixed log tobs , the scale
′
factor measure predicts that observers exist just before the crunch (log t′obs → log tmin
obs ).
Recall that tmin
obs was introduced as a proxy for more detailed anthropic selection effects.
The point is that the measure provides a pressure which favors observers living as close as
possible to the crunch.
We can now find the probability distribution over tobs . In the previous sections,
up to logarithmic corrections it did not matter whether we optimized or marginalized over
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(tΛ , tc ) because the distribution near the maximum was exponential. Here, we will get
different answers for the two procedures, so we choose to marginalize over (log tΛ , log tc ),
leaving log tobs to scan. The resulting distribution is
dp
∼ t−3
obs α(log tobs ) .
d log tobs

(4.78)

There is no geometric pressure on log tc in region III, where Eq. (4.75) peaks, so the value
of log tc will be determined by the prior distribution and anthropic selection. Assuming
that the prior favors small values of log tc , it seems likely that expected value of log tc is
much less than log tobs . As in the apparent horizon and causal patch measures for Λ < 0,
this complicates the computation of α. However, the situation here is not the same. The
difference is that here we have observers forming late in the recollapse phase of a crunching
universe, where the dominant contribution to the energy density actually comes from matter.
The fact that the universe is in a recollapse phase makes it very hard to say what the form
of α will be, whether or not there is an era of curvature domination.
Regardless of the form of α, the first factor in Eq. (4.78) has a preference for
log tobs to be small. If α it grows faster than t3obs , then it is favorable for log tobs to be large
and log tobs → log tmax
. Otherwise, log tobs → log tmin
Λ
obs , which means that some anthropic
boundary determines the expected value.
Now we will estimate the preference for negative values of Λ over positive by integrating the distributions in Eqs. (4.78) and (4.74). As mentioned above, to get agreement
with the observed value of Λ we need to assume α grows like a fourth power of tobs . Then
for both positive and negative Λ, the distribution is sharply peaked at tobs ∼ tmax
Λ . Then we
find
.
(4.79)
p− /p+ ∼ tmax
Λ
So negative values of the cosmological constant are favored.
Finally, for Λ < 0 it is worth noting the behavior of the probability distribution
over log tobs for fixed log tΛ , using for instance Eq. (4.76) and neglecting for simplicity the
factor α. Depending on whether tobs is larger or smaller than tf /2, log tobs will be driven
′
min
either to log tmin
obs or to log tobs . The former case is reproduced by our above procedure of
fixing log tobs and letting log tΛ vary. The latter case is the time-reversed case (and we know
that the fat geodesic measure respects the time-reversal symmetry of a crunching universe).
When both log tΛ and log tobs are allowed to vary, we are driven to log tΛ ∼ log tobs ∼ log tmin
obs
regardless of the order of scanning.
Recall that the fat geodesic cutoff is equivalent to the scale factor measure in
simple situations. However, our negative conclusions about negative Λ differ from the
analyis of the scale factor measure in [37] which found no conflict with observation. There
are two reasons for this discrepancy. First, the fat geodesic measure differs from the detailed
prescription given in [37] in the recollapsing region. Second, the analysis of [37] made an
unjustified approximation [24], computing the scale factor time in the approximation of a
homogeneous FRW universe. It remains to be seen if there is a precise definition of the
scale factor cutoff that will give the result computed in [37]. The fat geodesic is our best
attempt to define a simple measure in the spirit of [37].
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Chapter 5

Toward an improved definition of a
measure
5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, based on [17], we will give an improved definition of the light-cone
time cut-off, which arises from an analogy with the AdS/CFT correspondence. Given a
short-distance cut-off on the boundary conformal field theory, the radial position of the corresponding bulk cut-off [103] can be obtained from causality alone [31], without reference to
the details of the bulk-boundary correspondence. In the multiverse, the time of a bulk event
can similarly be defined in terms of a scale on the future boundary of the multiverse [48].
The simplest causal relation is to associate to each bulk event a boundary scale given by
the volume of its future light-cone on the boundary [13] (see Fig. 5.1).1
There is a remaining ambiguity: how is the volume of the future light-cone to be
defined? Near the future boundary, physical distances diverge in inflating regions and go
to zero near singularities. Ref. [13] defined boundary volumes by erecting a congruence of
geodesics orthogonal to a fixed, fiducial bulk hypersurface and projecting future infinity onto
the fiducial hypersurface along the geodesics. The definition of Ref. [13] is quite robust2 ; in
particular, it does not matter whether geodesics expand or collapse or cross.
We would like to find an alternative definition of the boundary volume which does
not rely on such an elaborate bulk construction. The geodesics used to project the lightcone onto the fiducial hypersurface do only one thing for us: they define boundary volumes.
Yet they encode an enormous amount of geometric bulk information (the exact path of each
geodesic, the expansion and shear of nearby geodesics, etc.), most of which is never used
for any purpose. They bear no apparent relation to any physical system; for example, they
do not represent the worldlines of actual particles. Moreover, the construction takes an
1

A different bulk-boundary relation was proposed in Ref. [48]. One of us (RB) has argued that this relation
is less well-defined than light-cone time and is not analogous to the UV/IR relation of AdS/CFT [13]. These
concerns aside, it could be combined with the metric we construct on the future boundary. The resulting
measure would be different from the one obtained here.
2
In this respect, the definition of volumes explored here remains inferior, for now, since it is completely
well-defined only for homogeneous bubble universes. However, for the reasons stated below, it may ultimately
prove to be more fundamental.
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Figure 5.1: Constant light-cone size on the boundary defines a hypersurface of constant
“light-cone time” in the bulk. The green horizontal lines show two examples of such hypersurfaces. They constitute a preferred time foliation of the multiverse. In the multiverse,
there are infinitely many events of both type 1 and type 2 (say, two different values of
the cosmological constant measured by observers). Their relative probability is defined by
computing the ratio of the number of occurrences of each event prior to the light-cone time
t, in the limit as t → ∞.
absurdly classical viewpoint of the bulk geometry: because of the exponential expansion of
de Sitter vacua, the projection of a late time light-cone onto the fiducial hypersurface has
subplanckian volume.
There is another reason why it would be nice to eliminate bulk geodesics from the
definition of the measure. Ultimately, one expects that a fundamental description of the
multiverse will involve its boundary structure in some way. This was a key motivation for
seeking a multiverse analogue of the UV/IR relation of AdS/CFT in the first place. The
equivalence of the causal patch and light-cone time cut-off, along with their phenomenological successes, encourages us to take seriously the motivations behind the two measures.
In particular, we would like to define the light-cone time cut-off, to the greatest extent
possible, in terms of quantities that are intrinsic to the boundary.
In this chapter we will propose an intrinsic definition of volumes on the future
boundary of the multiverse, and we will explore the resulting time foliation and measure.
Like in AdS, we will render the boundary finite by a conformal rescaling of the bulk metric.
However, we face two difficulties that have no direct analogue in AdS/CFT.
The boundary of the multiverse is naturally a fractal. In the bulk, bubbles of
different vacua keep being produced at later and later times, leading to boundary features
on arbitrarily small scales. If the bulk evolution exhibits attractor behavior (this is common
to many global foliations of the multiverse, though the attractor itself depends on the
foliation), then the boundary will exhibit self-similarity in the short-distance limit. Because
of the abundance of short-distance structure, the boundary must be constructed first on
large scales, and then refined to better and better resolution, corresponding to evolving
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Figure 5.2: Conformal diagram of de Sitter space with a single bubble nucleation. The
parent de Sitter space is separated from the daughter universe by a domain wall, here
approximated as a light-cone with zero initial radius (dashed line). There is a kink in the
diagram where the domain wall meets future infinity. This diagram represents a portion of
the Einstein static universe, but the Ricci scalar of the boundary metric is not constant.
the bulk to later and later times. The details of this procedure have not been carefully
formulated and will concern us greatly.
The fractal structure leads to a number of difficulties for defining a metric on the
future boundary:
● Generically, when a new bubble forms at late times in the bulk, one would like to
include this information on the boundary, for example by coloring a small disk on the
boundary which is enclosed by this bubble. But the new vacuum will also change the
metric in the bulk, and thus, the shape of the conformal diagram. In other words,
generically, the boundary metric will keep changing as we increase the resolution. This
is worse than the behavior of most fractals we are familiar with, which are defined by
coloring points on a fixed background metric.
● A natural way of constructing a conformal diagram depicting the formation of a bubble
universe in de Sitter space leads to a future boundary with a “sharp edge” (see Fig. 2),
where the first derivative of the induced boundary metric is discontinuous. With more
and more bubbles forming at late times, such edges would appear on arbitrarily small
scales.
The shape of the boundary is defined only up to finite conformal transformations. Because the boundary metric is obtained from the bulk spacetime by a conformal
rescaling, it is only defined up to a finite conformal factor. The shape of many conformal
diagrams can be changed by a conformal transformation. The resulting diagram is just as
legitimate as the original one, but its boundaries may have a different geometry.
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● In the multiverse, this ambiguity in the boundary metric leads to an ambiguity in the
bulk foliation. Unlike in AdS, which is asymptotically empty, this leads to a potential
ambiguity in the measure. For example, a different choice of conformal factor may
change the predicted probability distribution for the cosmological constant.
Outline We introduce the concept of light-cone time in Sec. 5.2.1, emphasizing that it
requires a definition of the volume of any future light-cone. In Sec. 5.2.2, we propose that the
volume should be defined as the volume enclosed by the light-cone on the future conformal
boundary of the multiverse. Moreover, we propose choosing the conformal factor so that
the boundary metric has constant scalar curvature,
R = constant ,

(5.1)

where R is the Ricci scalar of the boundary metric3 A recent result in mathematics—the
solution to the Yamabe problem—guarantees that a suitable conformal transformation can
always be found and is essentially unique on the boundary. This proposal defines what
we shall refer to as “new light-cone time”. In Sec. 5.2.3, we apply our proposal to a
simplified landscape model. We approximate bubble universes as homogeneous open FRW
cosmologies, we assume that they all have nonzero cosmological constant, and we neglect
bubble collisions. Despite these simplifications, all of the difficulties listed above arise in
this model, and we show that our proposal succeeds in addressing them. We construct
the conformal diagram iteratively, making sure that the boundary condition R = const.
is satisfied each time a new bubble universe is included in the bulk. We find that this
procedure leads to a fixed, everywhere smooth boundary metric that can be taken to be a
unit three-sphere.
The boundary metric picked out by the condition R = const. defines new light-cone
time. In Sec. 5.3, we present some of the most important properties of this time foliation.
In Sec. 6.2, we derive rate equations that govern the distribution of vacua. We emphasize
the boundary viewpoint, in which bubble universes correspond to topological disks on the
boundary three-sphere. In Sec. 5.3.2, we find the solution of the rate equations. The late
time attractor behavior in the bulk corresponds to a universal ultraviolet scaling of the
distribution of disks on the boundary. In Sec. 5.3.3, we derive the crucial expression that
underlies the probability measure: the number of events of arbitrary type, as a function of
light-cone time.
In Sec. 5.4, we analyze the probability measure. In Sec. 5.4.2, we show that new
light-cone time yields the same measure as old light-cone time, i.e., both cut-offs predict the
same relative probabilities for any two types of events in our simplified landscape model.
In particular, this implies that our “new” light-cone time shares the phenomenological
successes of the old one, and of the causal patch measure dual to it.
In Sec. 5.5, we discuss how our approach may extend to the general case, where
inhomogeneities, collisions, and vacua with Λ = 0 are included. We also consider the (likely)
3

Garriga and Vilenkin [51] defined the metric on future infinity by foliating the spacetime by surfaces
whose induced metric has R = 0. In general spacetimes this is different from our proposal, and bulk R = 0
surfaces do not always exist. However, in the special case we focus on of homogeneous de Sitter bubbles,
their boundary metric is the same as ours.
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possibility that the landscape contains vacua of different dimensionality. In defining a unique
boundary metric, several difficulties arise in addition to the ones listed above, and a more
general method of implementing Eq. (5.1) is needed. We discuss what phenomenological
properties may be expected of the resulting measure. In particular, we expect that in the
context of inhomogeneous universes, a boundary definition of light-cone volume will address
a problem pointed out by Phillips and Albrecht [92].

5.2

New light-cone time

In this section, we define new light-cone time, and we construct the surfaces of
constant light-cone time in a simple multiverse.

5.2.1

Probabilities from light-cone time

Given a time foliation of the multiverse, the relative probability of events of type
A and B (e.g., two different outcomes of an experiment) can be defined by
pA
NA (t)
= lim
,
pB t→∞ NB (t)

(5.2)

where NA (t) is be the number of times an event of type A has occurred prior to the time
t. This measure depends strongly on the choice of t. In this chapter, we focus exclusively
on the case where t is of the form
V (E)
1
.
t ≡ − log
3
4π/3

(5.3)

Here, V (E) is the (suitably defined) volume of the causal future of E, I + (E). Any time
variable of this form will be referred to as light-cone time.
To complete the definition of light-cone time, and thus of the measure, one must
define V (E). One such definition, which results in what we shall refer to as old lightcone time, was given in Ref. [13]: consider a family of geodesics orthogonal to a fiducial
hypersurface in the bulk, and let V (E) be the volume occupied on the fiducial hypersurface
by the geodesics that eventually enter I + (E). In this chapter we will explore a different
definition, new light-cone time.
Often, we will find it convenient to work instead with the variable
η = e−t = (

V (E)
)
4π/3

1/3

,

(5.4)

which is naturally interpreted as a boundary distance scale. Since hypersurfaces of constant
η are hypersurfaces of constant t, they define the same bulk foliation, and thus, the same
measure. In the bulk, η decreases towards the future and vanishes on the boundary; t
increases towards the future and diverges at the boundary.
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5.2.2

A gauge choice for the conformal boundary

Physical distances diverge in the asymptotic future of an eternally inflating multiverse, except inside black holes and vacua with negative cosmological constant, where they
approach zero. Such behavior is found in many other spacetimes, such as (Anti-)de Sitter
space or the Schwarzschild solution. However, in many cases a boundary of finite volume
can be defined by a conformal transformation.
To a physical spacetime M , with metric gµν , we associate an unphysical spacetime
M̃ with metric g̃µν which satisfies a number of conditions. There must exist a conformal
isometry ψ ∶ M → ψ[M ] ⊂ M̃ such that
g̃µν = Ω2 (x)ψ ∗ gµν = e2φ(x) ψ ∗ gµν

(5.5)

in ψ[M ]. Note that Ω should be nowhere-vanishing on ψ[M ], and we demand that Ω
be sufficiently smooth (say, C 3 [62]) in ψ[M ] and extend to a continuous function on the
closure, ψ[M ]. We will refer to both Ω and φ = log Ω as the conformal factor. Hereafter
we will identify M with its image ψ[M ] (called “the bulk”), and refer to the physical (gµν )
and unphysical (g̃µν = Ω2 gµν ) metrics defined on M , eliminating ψ from the notation.
As a set, the boundary of M is defined as those points in the closure of M ⊂ M̃
which are not contained in M itself: ∂M = M − M . By the “boundary metric”, Gab , we
mean the unphysical metric induced on ∂M viewed as a subset of M̃ . The key property we
will require of the unphysical spacetime is that for any E ⊂ M , the volume of I + (E) ∩ ∂M
be finite in the boundary metric. (Below we will define V (E) to be this volume.) Note
that for those cases where the physical volumes and distances diverge as one approaches
the boundary, this implies that the conformal factor Ω approaches zero on ∂M , or that φ
diverges. We will return in Sec. 5.5 to the question of which bulk metrics can be conformally
rescaled so that the boundary metric is finite and nonsingular.
There is an ambiguity in the boundary metric which is related to an ambiguity in
choosing the conformal factor that makes the rescaled bulk spacetime finite. Consider an
additional Weyl rescaling with a conformal factor that is bounded on the boundary:
G̃ab = e2φ̃(x) Gab ,

(5.6)

with ∣φ(xµ )∣ < K for some real number K. This will produce a new unphysical spacetime
whose boundary still has finite volume, and which we could have obtained directly from the
original spacetime via the conformal factor φ + φ̃. So the requirement of finiteness is not
sufficient to fix the boundary metric completely.
We propose to fix the ambiguity by demanding that the conformal transformation
yield a boundary metric of constant scalar curvature:
R = constant .

(5.7)

Here, R is the Ricci scalar computed in the boundary metric, not the bulk Ricci scalar
restricted to the boundary. The value of the constant is arbitrary. (It can be changed by
an overall rescaling of the unphysical spacetime; this shifts light-cone time by a constant
but leaves the foliation, and thus the probability measure, invariant.) At a naive level of
counting degrees of freedom, these conditions fix the metric.
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At a more refined level, the question of whether an arbitrary metric on a smooth,
compact manifold can be brought to a metric with constant scalar curvature is a difficult
problem in mathematics known as the Yamabe problem. The Yamabe problem has been
solved in the affirmative [97], [71]. For a smooth compact Riemannian manifold (Mn , G′ )
of dimension n ≥ 3, there exists a metric G conformal to G′ such that the Ricci scalar of G is
constant. The problem of finding the appropriate conformal transformation G = φ4/(n−2) G′
amounts to solving the differential equation
n+2
4(n − 1) 2
∇ φ + R′ φ = Rφ n−2 ,
n−2

(5.8)

with R a constant. This is nontrivial since the solution φ must be smooth and strictly
positive, and must exist globally.
Yamabe [119] attempted to solve the problem by noting that (5.8) can be written
as the Euler-Lagrange equation for a certain functional of the metric. This functional is
closely related to the average scalar curvature of the metric over the manifold. Since the
minimum occurs for the metric with constant curvature, the solution focuses on showing
that the minimum of this functional is realized. Yamabe’s original proof was later shown
to be valid only in certain cases [110]. The proof was extended to other cases in [3]
and completed in 1984 by Richard Schoen [97]. A unified and self-contained proof of the
Yamabe problem is given in [71].
Having shown that a constant curvature metric exists, can we be sure that it is
unique? Generically it is [1]: there is an open and dense set U in the space of conformal
classes of metrics such that each element [G] ∈ U has a unique unit volume metric with
constant scalar curvature. In simple cases with symmetries, however, there may be a fewparameter family of solutions to the Yamabe problem. For example, the round three-sphere
has an ambiguity given by the global conformal group SO(4, 1). However, this ambiguity
can only be used to fix the locations of a few points. We will ultimately be interested in
the behavior on the shortest scales where this ambiguity has no effect.
We can now define V (E) in Eq. (5.3) as follows. Let L(E) be the portion of the
boundary in the causal future of E, i.e., the intersection of I + (E) with the boundary. Let
V (E) be the volume of L(E), measured using the metric Gab obtained by the (essentially
unique) conformal transformation that achieves constant Ricci scalar on the boundary:
√
V (E) ≡ ∫
d3 y G ,
(5.9)
L(E)

where G is the determinant of Gab . With this choice of V , Eq. (5.3) defines the new
light-cone time, t, and Eq. (5.2) defines a probability measure for the multiverse, the new
light-cone time cut-off.

5.2.3

The multiverse in Ricci gauge

In this section, we carry out the construction of future infinity with R = const,
subject to the following approximations and assumptions:
● All metastable de Sitter vacua are long-lived: κα ≪ 1, where κα = ∑ κiα is the total
dimensionless decay rate of vacuum α, and κiα = Γiα Hα−4 , where Γiα is the decay
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rate from the de Sitter vacuum α to the arbitrary vacuum i per unit four volume,
and Hα = (3/Λα )1/2 is the Hubble constant associated with the asymptotic de Sitter
regime of vacuum α.4
● Bubble collisions are neglected. This is equivalent to setting all decay rates to zero in
the causal past of a bubble.
● Each bubble is a homogeneous, isotropic, open universe; the only exception are bubbles
nucleating inside bubbles, which spontaneously break this symmetry. On a large scale,
this assumption essentially follows from the previous two approximations, since a large
suppression of the decay implies a large suppression of fluctuations that break the
SO(3, 1) symmetry of the Coleman-de Luccia geometry. But on a small scale, this
assumption implies that we suppress any structure formation that results from small
initial perturbations; we treat the bubble universe as completely homogeneous and
isotropic.
● All bubbles have the same spacetime dimension, D = 3 + 1.
● No vacua with Λ = 0 are produced. This ensures that the boundary contains no null
portions or “hats”, where the boundary metric would be degenerate.
The above assumptions allow us to take an iterative approach to the construction of the
conformal diagram, while satisfying the gauge condition (5.1). We will now describe this
construction step by step.
The universe begins in some metastable vacuum (it will not matter which one).
Our initial step is to construct a conformal diagram satisfying R = const. for this de Sitter
vacuum, as if it were completely stable. We will refer to this spacetime as the zero-bubble
multiverse. The metric is
−dη 2 + dΩ23
ds20 =
,
(5.10)
H02 sin2 η
where dΩ23 = dξ 2 + sin2 ξ(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2 ) is the metric on the unit three-sphere. (Since an
infinitely old metastable de Sitter space has zero probability, let us restrict to η ≤ π/2,5 as if
the universe came into being at the time η = π/2.) Multiplying this metric by the conformal
factor e2φ = H02 sin2 η, one obtains a conformally rescaled metric
ds̃20 = −dη 2 + dΩ23 ,

(5.11)

which can be viewed as a portion of an Einstein static universe [62]. The future boundary
corresponds to the points with η = 0, which were not part of the physical spacetime. Its
induced metric is that of a round three-sphere with unit radius. Thus, it satisfies the gauge
condition we impose, that the three-dimensional Ricci scalar be constant.
4

We denote vacua with Λ > 0 by indices α, β, . . . and vacua with Λ ≤ 0 by indices m, n, . . .. If no particular
sign of Λ is implied, vacua are denoted by i, j, . . ..
5
In naming the time coordinate in Eq. (5.10) η, we are anticipating the result below that η = constant
will define hypersurfaces of constant light-cone time in accordinance with the definition of η in Eq. (5.4).
Since this definition requires η to take positive values which decrease towards the future boundary, we shall
take η to have a positive range in Eq. (5.10). Thus, η ≥ π/2 corresponds to times after η = π/2.
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The second step is to construct light-cone time in the 1-bubble multiverse. Consider the causal future I + of an arbitrary event E with coordinates (η, ξ, θ, φ) in the physical
spacetime. We note that conformal transformations map light-cones to light-cones, and that
the unphysical metric, Eq. (5.11), is spatially homogeneous. Therefore, the volume V occupied by I + (E) on the future boundary can only depend on the η coordinate of the event
E, and not on its spatial coordinates; it is given by
V =∫

η

4π sin2 ηdη .

(5.12)

0

V
3
The light-cone time is t ≡ − 31 log 4π/3
. At late times, V = 4π
3 η , so t = − log η.
The next step is to consider the first bubble that nucleates inside this vacuum,
i.e., the nucleation event with the earliest light-cone time. (The time and place of this
nucleation is of course governed by quantum chance; as we add more and more bubbles,
we shall ensure that on average, their nucleation rate per unit four-volume conforms to
the rates Γαm dictated by the landscape potential.) We then replace the causal future of
the nucleation event with the new bubble, i.e., with an open FRW universe, which may
have positive or negative cosmological constant, and may contain matter and radiation.
Aside from this one nucleation event, we treat both the parent and the daughter vacuum as
completely stable, so we do not modify the spacetime in any other way. We thus obtain a
physical spacetime consisting of a parent de Sitter vacuum and one bubble universe with a
different vacuum, which we refer to as the one bubble multiverse. Now we construct a new
conformal diagram for this spacetime, as follows (see Fig. 5.2.3):
The conformal diagram is left unchanged outside the future light-cone of the nucleation event, where the physical spacetime is also unchanged. That is, we shall use the
same conformal factor as before for this region.
The future of the nucleation event is an open FRW universe, which either crunches
(if Λ < 0) or becomes asymptotically de Sitter in the future (if Λ > 0). We show in Appendix 5.6 that this spacetime can be conformally mapped to a finite unphysical spacetime
with the following properties:

● The conformal factor is smooth (C n , with n arbitrarily large) in the physical spacetime
and continuous when extended to the future boundary.
● The induced metric along the future light-cone of the nucleation event agrees with
the induced metric on the same hypersurface in the outside portion of the diagram,
which was left unchanged.
● The future boundary is identical to the piece of the future boundary that was removed
from the old diagram.
(Note that this portion of the unphysical spacetime will not be a portion of the Einstein
static universe, nor is there any reason to demand that it should be.)
Because of the above properties, we are able to combine the remainder of the old
Penrose diagram with the new portion covering the interior of the bubble. This results in a
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.3: (a) The parent de Sitter space with the future of the nucleation event removed
and (b) the bubble universe are shown as separate conformal diagrams which are each
portions of the Einstein static universe. After an additional conformal transformation of
the bubble universe (shaded triangle), the diagrams can be smoothly matched along the
domain wall. The resulting diagram (c) has a round S 3 as future infinity but is no longer
a portion of the Einstein static universe.
single Penrose diagram which is smooth everywhere6 in the physical spacetime, and whose
future boundary is a round three-sphere of unit radius. Thus, it satisfies the condition we
have imposed, that the Ricci scalar of the boundary metric be constant.
We can now simply iterate this procedure. Complete the following sequence of
operations, starting with i = 0 (or really with i = 1 since we have already gone through one
iteration, above):
1. Using the conformal diagram you have constructed, with a future boundary metric
satisfying R = const, construct light-cone time for the i-bubble multiverse.
6
There is enough freedom in the choice of the conformal factor in the bulk to ensure that the conformal
factor is not only continuous but arbitrarily differentiable at the seam where the FRW bubble and the
old de Sitter parent are matched, while maintaining the round three-sphere metric of the future boundary.
Thick-wall bubbles and non-zero initial bubble radii can similarly be accommodated.
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2. Identify the earliest bubble (i.e., the nucleation event with the smallest light-cone
time) that has not already been included, and replace the future of the nucleation
event with an FRW universe, which will be treated as completely stable in this step.
The resulting spacetime is the i + 1-bubble multiverse.
3. Construct a new conformal diagram with constant Ricci scalar on the future boundary.
Since we have assumed that decay rates are small, decays will happen in asymptotically
de Sitter regions, where the construction given above for i = 0 can be applied.
4. Increase i by 1 and go back to step 1.
Note that our construction is cumulative: every time a new bubble is included, the
conformal factor is modified only inside this new bubble. Moreover, the geometry at future
infinity remains a unit round three-sphere throughout the process; the only effect of each
step is that some part of future infinity is now in a different vacuum. On the boundary,
this allows us to think of bubble nucleation as the insertion of a disk of a corresponding
size. We will exploit this fact in the next section, when we describe eternal inflation and its
attractor behavior from the boundary point of view.

5.3

Properties of new light-cone time

In this section, we will derive and solve the equation governing the distribution
of vacua as a function of light-cone time, and we will find an expression for the number of
events of type A as a function of light-cone time.

5.3.1

Rate equation

We will work in the approximation of small decay rates, so that we can neglect
bubble nucleations that happen during the early, non-vacuum-dominated phase of each
FRW universe. Moreover, we will neglect the small fraction of bubble nucleations that
would lead to collisions with existing bubbles. In the spirit of our new definition of lightcone time, however, we will express the rate equations in terms of variables that can be
thought of as living on the future boundary: the volume Vα taken up by bubbles of type α
on the boundary, and the variable η = exp(−t), which has a bulk interpretation as a time
variable but also a boundary interpretation as a distance scale.
Consider a bubble of a de Sitter vacuum α that nucleated at some late time
(1)
3
ηnuc ≪ 1, so that its size on future infinity is Vα = 4π
3 ηnuc . Now consider some later time
η/ηnuc ≪ 1 inside the bubble. The metric is approximately
ds2 =

Hα−2
(−dη 2 + d⃗
x2 ) ,
η2

(5.13)
(1)

where the comoving coordinate x ranges over a volume Vα . Here we have neglected the
fact that at any finite η, the bubble will not have expanded to its full asymptotic comoving
volume, and that the bubble is not exactly de Sitter but may contain matter and radiation.
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Both of these corrections decrease like powers of η/ηnuc ; in particular, most of the physical
volume at small η/ηnuc will be empty de Sitter space.
The above metric is valid at zeroth order in the decay rate expansion: we have
neglected all decays that might have already taken place in the bubble by the time η. We
will now include decays at first order. The proper three-volume of the bubble at the time
(1)
−3
η is Hα−3 Vα /η 3 . One Hubble volume occupies proper volume 4π
3 Hα , so that the number
of Hubble volumes is
(1)
3
Vα
ηnuc
n(1)
=
=
.
(5.14)
α
4π 3
η3
3 η
We note the relation Hα dtprop = dt = −dη/η between the proper time, tprop , light-cone time,
t, and η. We also recall the definition that κiα is the rate at which i-bubbles are nucleated
inside the α-vacuum, per Hubble volume and Hubble time. In a single bubble of type α,
therefore, the total number of bubbles of type i that are produced during a time dη is
dNiα = κiα nα(1) dt =
(1)

−dη
4π 4
3 η

κiα Vα(1) .

(5.15)

The total number of bubbles of type i produced inside α-bubbles during the time dη is
obtained by summing over all α-bubbles:
dNiα =

−dη
4π 4
3 η

κiα Vα (η) ,

(5.16)

where Vα (η) is the total volume taken up at future infinity by α bubbles nucleated prior to
η.
Now consider the total volume dVi+ taken up at future infinity by all the i-bubbles
produced (in any vacuum) during the time dη. Since we are neglecting bubble collisions,
this is equal to the number of bubbles produced, times the volume taken up by each bubble:
dVi+ =

4π 3
η ∑ dNiα .
3
α

(5.17)

Though some vacua with Λ ≤ 0 can decay, this effect is not important and will also be
neglected. Thus the sum runs only over de Sitter vacua, whereas i denotes a vacuum of any
type.
As a result of decays into other vacua, the total boundary volume taken up by the
3
de Sitter vacuum α decreases during the time dη, by a volume 4π
3 η per decay:
dVα− = −

4π 3
η ∑ dNiα .
3
i

(5.18)

Focussing now on de Sitter vacua alone, we can find that the total rate of change of the
boundary volume occupied by α-bubbles, dVα = dVα+ +dVα− , by combining the previous three
equations:
−dη
dVα =
(5.19)
∑ Mαβ Vβ ,
η β
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where
Mαβ ≡ καβ − κα δαβ .

(5.20)

This is the rate equation for the volume occupied by metastable de Sitter vacua
on the boundary. We derived this equation using bulk dynamics, which we understand at
the semi-classical level. But we have expressed it in terms of variables that are defined
on the boundary: Vα is a boundary volume and η is a boundary scale. In this form, the
rate equation can be naturally interpreted in terms of the boundary dynamics we seek. In
effect, we have derived a procedure for constructing the boundary fractal, working from
the largest bubbles to the smallest. Begin with the boundary sphere all in one “color”,
corresponding to the initial metastable de Sitter vacuum in the bulk. Now use the bubble
distribution (5.15) to include new bubbles, one by one, corresponding to disks of different
colors. The disks are smaller and smaller (of radius η) as we progress to smaller scales η.
Just as there will be a finite number of bubbles prior to the time t in the bulk, there will
be a finite number of disks on the boundary for any UV cut-off η. Their distribution will
obey Eq. (5.19).
Eq. (5.15) specifies how many i-disks of a given size should be inserted in an αdisk, but we also should specify where they should be inserted. Since the nucleation rate is
homogeneous in the bulk metric, Eq. (5.13), new bubbles be inserted with equal probability
in any infinitesimal volume occupied by the α-disk. We have excluded bubble collisions;
this can be incorporated from the boundary point of view by forbidding the addition of any
new disk whose boundary would overlap with an existing disk. This amounts to excluding
a zone of width η neighboring all existing disk boundaries. As we discussed in the previous
section, the solution to the Yamabe problem on the sphere is not unique, and we still have
the freedom to act with the group of global conformal transformations SO(4, 1). However,
this has no effect on Eq. (5.15), which is conformally invariant.
This completes our discussion of the boundary interpretation of the rate equation.
The boundary process we have described should emerge from a more general boundary
theory that remains to be discovered, and one would expect Eq. (5.19) to constrain the
construction of such a theory. Meanwhile, in order to compare our result to the rate
equation for “old” light-cone time, we would like to rewrite it using bulk variables. In terms
of light-cone time, Eq. (5.19) becomes
dVα
= ∑ Mαβ Vβ .
dt
β

(5.21)

We can use Eq. (5.14) to eliminate Vα , the volume taken up by α-disks on the boundary
with UV-cutoff η = exp(−t), in favor of the number of horizon volumes of type α in the bulk
at the time t:
4π
Vα (t) = nα (t)
exp(−3t) .
(5.22)
3
Thus, we obtain the bulk rate equation
dnα
= (3 − κα )nα + ∑ καβ nβ .
dt
β

(5.23)
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This is identical to the rate equation for old light-cone time, Eq. (36) in Ref. [33]. Thus, at
this level of approximation, the two definitions of light-cone time yield precisely the same
rate equations.

5.3.2

Attractor solution
The solutions to the above rate equation exhibit attractor behavior at late times

(η → 0):7

Vα (η) = V̌α η q + O(η q̄ ) ;

(5.24)

nα (t) = ňα e(3−q)t + O(e(3−q̄)t ) .

(5.25)

or, in terms of bulk variables,

Here −q is the largest eigenvalue of the matrix Mαβ , V̌α is the corresponding eigenvector,
and ňα ≡ Vα / 4π
3 ; −q̄ is the second-largest eigenvalue, and 0 < q < q̄ [33, 49].
At short distances on the boundary (late times in the bulk), the distribution
of disks (Hubble volumes) is governed by the “dominant eigenvector”, V̌α , which can be
thought of as the linear combination of de Sitter vacua that decays most slowly. In a
realistic landscape, this eigenvector will have almost exclusive support in a single vacuum,
which we shall denote by a star:
V̌α ≈ vδα∗ .
(5.26)
This dominant vacuum is the slowest-decaying de Sitter vacuum of the landscape [100]. The
normalization, v, of the eigenvector depends on the infrared boundary configuration (initial
conditions in the bulk).

5.3.3

Event counting

So far we have discussed only de Sitter vacua; and even in asymptotically de Sitter
bubbles, we have neglected any initial, transitory period during which the bubble universe
might have been dominated by, say, matter, radiation, or slow-roll inflation. This was sufficient for deriving the rate equation and the asymptotic attractor distribution for de Sitter
vacua. As we now turn to the question of counting events in the multiverse, we must include
all bubbles and regimes within them.
Let A be some type of event (e.g., a supernova occurs, or the microwave background
temperature is found to be between 2.5 K and 3 K by some experiment). Let NA (η) be the
number of times an event of type A has occurred in the bulk prior to the cut-off η. (On the
boundary, we expect that this is the number of times it has been encoded in modes of size
greater than η. For now, we will use the bulk definition since we know how to compute it.)
To compute NA (η), we substitute the asymptotic distribution of de Sitter vacua,
Eq. (5.24), into our result for the number of bubbles of type i produced per unit time dη,
7

See Eq. (37) of Ref. [49], who analyzed its solutions. Although our Eq. (5.21) takes the same mathematical form, it should be noted that it is for a different physical variable: the boundary volume fraction
occupied by α-disks, which by Eq. (5.22) corresponds to a fraction of Hubble volumes in the bulk. (In
Ref. [49], the relevant variable was the fraction of proper bulk volume occupied by vacuum α.)
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Eq. (5.16):
dNi =

−dη

κ V̌
4π 4−q ∑ iα α
α
3 η

;

(5.27)

then we sum over all bubbles and nucleation times:
i η dN
dNi
A
)
(
NA (η) = ∑ ∫ (
) dηn ,
dN
dη ηn
η
0
i η/ηn
i

(5.28)

where dNA /dNi is the expected number of events of type A that have occurred by the time
η in a single bubble of type i nucleated at the time ηn . The lower limit of integration, η0 ,
is an arbitrary early-time cut-off (an infrared cut-off on the boundary) that will drop out
of the limit in Eq. (5.2).
At late times, all bubbles of type i are statistically equivalent, because they are
produced locally in an empty de Sitter region. Therefore, dNA /dNi depends only on the
ratio
ζ ≡ η/ηn .
(5.29)
To avoid overcounting, the integral should run only over a single bubble of vacuum i,
excluding regions of other vacua nucleated inside the i bubble; this restriction is denoted
by index i appearing on the upper left of the integration symbol.
Combining the above results, and changing the integration variable from ηn to ζ,
NA (η) =

1

4π 3−q ∑ ∑
i α
3 η

NAi κiα V̌α .

(5.30)

Here we have assumed for simplicity that A cannot occur in the dominant vacuum, ∗
(otherwise, see Ref. [33]); and we have defined
i 1

NAi ≡ ∫ (
0

dNA
) ζ 2−q dζ .
dNi ζ

(5.31)

The lower limit of integration in Eq. (5.31) should strictly be ζ = η/η0 , so this result is
valid only at late times (η → 0), but this is the only regime relevant for computing relative
probabilities.
A
The quantity ( dN
dNi ) depends on the details of the bubble universe i and on how
ζ

the cut-off surface η intersects this bubble. It can be written as
(

i 1
dNA
√
) = ∫ dζ ′ d3 x g ρAi (ζ ′ , x) .
dNi ζ
ζ

(5.32)

where ρAi be the density of events of type A per unit four-volume in a bubble i, and g is
the determinant of the metric. The integral is over the interior of a single bubble of type
i, from its nucleation up to a light-cone time a factor ζ after nucleation. Substituting into
Eq. (5.31) and exchanging the order of integration, we obtain an alternative expression for
NAi :
i 1

NAi = ∫ dζ ′ ∫ d3 x
0

=

√

g ρAi (ζ ′ , x) ∫

ζ′

dζ ζ 2−q

(5.33)

0

1
4 √
3−q
,
∫ d x g ρAi (x) ζ(x)
3−q

(5.34)
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Global measures:
Local measures:

use boundary
New Light Cone Time
⇕
New Causal Patch

⇔


use geodesics
Old Light Cone Time
Old Causal Patch

Table 5.1: Equivalences between measures. The new light-cone time cut-off is equivalent to
probabilities computed from three other measure prescriptions (double arrows). This implies
that all four measures shown on this table are equivalent in the approximation described at
the beginning of Sec. 2.3. (See Ref. [33] for a more general proof of the equivalence between
the old light-cone time cut-off and the old causal patch measure.)
where the integral is over the entire four-volume of a single i-bubble, with the exclusion of
new bubbles nucleated inside it.

5.4

The probability measure

In Sec. 4.1 we derive the probability measure defined by the new light-cone time
cut-off. In the following subsections, we show that it is equivalent to probabilities computed
from three other measure prescriptions (see Table 5.4.1).

5.4.1

Probabilities from the new light-cone time cut-off
The relative probability of two events A and B is defined by
pA
NA (η)
= lim
.
η→0
pB
NB (η)

(5.35)

By substituting Eq. (5.30), we find that the probability of an event of type A is given by
pA ∝ ŇA ≡ ∑ ∑ NAi κiα V̌α .
i

(5.36)

α

[We recall here that V̌α is the eigenvector with largest eigenvalue of the matrix Mαβ given
in Eq. (5.20); κiα is the dimensionless nucleation rate of i-bubbles in the de Sitter vacuum
α, and NAi can be computed from Eqs. (5.31) or (5.34); below we shall discover a simpler
way of computing it, from Eqs. (5.38) and (5.43).] This expression is not normalized, but
ratios can be taken to obtain relative probabilities.
We should go on to compute some probability distributions of interest. We should
verify that catastrophic predictions such as Boltzmann brains, the youngness paradox
(“Boltzmann babies”), and the Q-catastrophe are absent. If so, we should then move on to
compute probability distributions over certain quantities of interest, such as the cosmological constant, the primordial density contrast, the spatial curvature, and the dark matter
fraction, and we could verify that observed values are not unlikely under these distributions
(say, in the central 2σ). Instead, we will now demonstrate that the new light-cone time
cut-off is equivalent to other measures that have already been studied.
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5.4.2

Equivalence to the old light-cone time cut-off

Probabilities computed from the old light-cone time cut-off are also of the general
form (5.36) [33]. We will now show that they are in fact identical, under the assumptions
made in the previous sections.
We consider each factor appearing inside the sum in Eq. (5.36) in turn. The decay
rate κiα is a property of the landscape vacua unrelated to the definition of light-cone time.
Moreover, we have shown that new light-cone time gives rise to the same rate equation
and attractor solution as old light-cone time [13, 33], assuming that all metastable de Sitter
vacua are long-lived. This implies that the eigenvector V̌α is the same, whether old or new
light-cone time is used. Therefore any difference between the two measures would have to
come from the quantity NAi . However, if we approximate bubble interiors as homogeneous,
isotropic, open universes, with metric of the form
ds2 = −dτ 2 + a(τ )2 (dχ2 + sinh2 χ dΩ22 ) .

(5.37)

then no such difference arises. At this level of approximation, old and new light-cone time
define the same probability measure.
To demonstrate this, let us rewrite NAi , starting from Eq. (5.34). Homogeneity
implies that ρAi depends only on the FRW time, τ . Therefore, we can write
NAi =

∞
1
∫ dτ σAi (τ ) Vc (τ ) ,
3−q 0

(5.38)

where σAi (τ ) ≡ ρAi (τ )a(τ )3 is the density of events of type A per FRW time and per unit
comoving volume, and
Vc (τ ) ≡ ∫ dΩ̃3 ζ(τ, χ)3−q .
(5.39)
Stricly, the integral should exclude comoving regions that have already decayed. But since
the decay probability is homogeneous, we may absorb these excisions into a decrease of
the comoving density σAi and let the integral run over the entire unit hyperboloid, dΩ̃3 =
4π sinh2 χ dχ. The integral converges because the factor ζ 3−q rapidly vanishes at large χ.
Thus, Vc (τ ) can be thought of as an effective comoving volume whose events contribute to
NAi at the time τ .
Since q is the decay rate of the longest-lived vacuum, we can assume that it is
exponentially small in a realistic landscape, so it can be neglected in Eq. (5.39). Moreover,
from the definition of light-cone time in terms of volumes V on the future boundary, it
follows that
ζ 3 = e−(t−tn ) = V (t)/V (tn ) .
(5.40)
Note that these equalities can be taken to hold by definition, no matter how the volume
on the future boundary is defined. We will now abandon the particular definition made in
Sec. 5.2.2 and consider a general metric Gµν (y) on the future boundary of the multiverse.
We shall find that Vc , and thus NAi , is independent of this choice of metric if the bubble is
homogeneous.
Upon substitution of Eq. (5.40), the integrand in Eq. (5.39) is the boundary volume
of the future light-cone L(τ, χ) of each point, which we may in turn write as an integral
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over the region of the boundary enclosed by the light-cone:
Vc (τ ) = V (tn )−1 ∫ dΩ̃3 ∫
= V (tn )−1 ∫

L(0,χ)

√
d3 y G

(5.41)

L(τ,χ)

√
d3 y G ∫

CP (y,τ )

dΩ̃3 .

(5.42)

In the second line, we exchanged the order of integration. The ranges of integration are the
crucial point here. The union of the future light-cones from all points on the hyperboloid
covers precisely the entire disk corresponding to the bubble universe at future infinity.
Hence, the outer integral ranges over this disk, which we have written as the region enclosed
by the future light-cone of the bubble nucleation event, L(0, χ). But each boundary point
is covered by many future light-cones of bulk points. Correspondingly, the inner integral
ranges over all points on the FRW slice whose future light-cone includes the boundary point
y. But this is simply the set of points in the intersection of the τ = const. slice with the
causal past of y, i.e., the portion of the constant FRW time slice that lies in the causal
patch whose tip is at y. By homogeneity, its volume is independent
of y and will be denoted
√
VcCP (τ ). Thus, the two integrals factorize. Since ∫L(0,χ) d3 y G = V (tn ) by definition, we
obtain
(5.43)
Vc (τ ) = VcCP (τ ) .
With this result, Eq. (5.38) becomes manifestly independent of the definition of boundary
volume. Thus, the quantity NAi will be the same for any type of “light-cone time”, if the
bubbles of type i are homogeneous FRW universes.
This is a remarkably general result, so let us state it very clearly. From Eq. (5.31),
NAi would appear to depend on the definition of ζ, which in turn depends on the definition
3
of the scale η associated with a bulk point E as V (E) = 4π
3 η , where V is the volume taken
up by the causal future of E on the future boundary. This volume, of course, can be defined
in different ways: for example, in Ref. [13] it was defined by projecting onto a fiducial bulk
hypersurface, whereas in the present paper it was defined in terms of the induced metric
of the boundary in a conformal frame with R = const. These different definitions of V
generically do lead to different values of ζ, η, and light-cone time t at the event E. What
we have shown is that they cannot lead to any difference in NAi .
In the homogeneous FRW approximation, then, different definitions of light-cone
time can only lead to a different probability measure if they lead to different rate equations.
This can certainly happen in principle. However, we have shown earlier that the two
definitions given so far—“old” and “new” light-cone time—yield the same rate equations.
We conclude that they also lead to the same probability measure, if bubble universes are
approximated as homogeneous open FRW universes.

5.4.3

Equivalence to the new causal patch measure

Consider an ensemble of causal patches whose tips are distributed over the future
boundary of the multiverse, at constant density δ with respect to the boundary metric
defined in Sec. 5.2.2. The probability for an event of type A, according to the causal patch
measure, is proportional to the ensemble average of the number of times an event of type
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A occurs inside a causal patch, ⟨NA ⟩CP . Let η0 be an early-time cut-off. Then
CP
pCP
∝∫
A ∝ ⟨NA ⟩

η0

dη

0

dNA 3
η .
dη

(5.44)

A
The quantity dη dN
dη is the number of events that happen during the interval dη. Each
4π 3
3
of these events in contained in 4π
3 η δ causal diamonds, since 3 η is the volume of the
causal future of an event at time η, and the causal diamonds that contain a given event are
precisely those which have tips in the events future [33].
Suppose that η0 is small enough to lie deep inside the asymptotic attractor regime,
where Eq. (5.30) holds. Then the above integral can be evaluated, and we find

pCP
A ∝ ŇA .

(5.45)

Comparison with Eq. (5.36) reveals that the causal patch measure gives the same relative
probabilities as the new light-cone time cut-off, if initial conditions for the causal patch are
chosen in the attractor regime.
This result is similar to the global-local equivalence proven for the old light-cone
time cut-off [33]. The local dual in that case was also an ensemble of causal patches beginning on a bulk hypersurface with vacuum distribution in the attractor regime, Eq. (5.25).
However, the ensemble itself was selected by erecting geodesics at fixed density per unit
Hubble volume on the initial hypersurface. By contrast, the causal patch ensemble we derived above from the new light-cone time is defined in terms of a uniform distribution of tips
of causal patches per unit boundary volume, not of the starting points of their generating
geodesics on a bulk hypersurface.
In fact, the concept of a generating geodesic of a causal patch appears to be
unnecessary in the “new” causal patch measure. Instead, the patches are defined more
simply as the past of points on the future boundary, or TIPS [52]. This simplification is
the local analogue of the elimination, in our definition of new light-cone time, of the family
of geodesics that was needed to define old light-cone time. We regard these simplifactions
as a significant formal advantage of the boundary viewpoint.

5.4.4

Equivalence to the old causal patch measure

We turn to the diagonal arrow in the duality square of Table 5.4.1, the equivalence
of the new light-cone time cut-off to the “old” causal patch measure, defined by erecting a
family of geodesics orthogonal to a late time attractor hypersurface and constructing the
causal patch of each geodesic, i.e., the past of its endpoint. This equivalence follows by
combining two other arrows: the equivalence of the old and new light-cone time cut-offs
(Sec. 5.4.2), and that of the the old light-cone time cut-off and the the (old) causal patch
measure [33]. (This latter proof, unlike any of the arguments in this section, requires no simplifying assumptions such as homogeneity of the bubbles.) In the interest of a self-contained
presentation, we will now present a shortcut that directly establishes the equivalence.
A geodesic starting in a vacuum α with probability V̌α will enter vacuum i an
expected number ∑α κiα V̌α of times [32]. (Since vacua are unlikely to be entered twice
along the same geodesic, this expectation value can be thought of as an unnormalized
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probability of entering i.) By the assumed homogeneity, all causal patches with tips in the
same FRW bubble have statistically identical content, which, by Eq. (5.38), is given by
(3 − q)NAi . Thus, the probability of an event of type A, according to the the “old” causal
patch measure, is
CP
pold
∝ ∑ ∑ NAi κiα V̌α ,
(5.46)
A
i

α

which agrees with the probability computed from the new light-cone time cut-off, Eq. (5.36).

5.5

The general case

At first sight, it seems that our prescription is well-defined for any bulk spacetime.
Simply find a conformal transformation which makes the bulk spacetime finite, and then
use the constant scalar curvature condition to fix the ambiguity in the boundary metric.
The Yamabe theorem would seem to guarantee that this can always be done. But this
process is not as simple as it sounds once we go beyond the approximation of homogeneous
FRW universes stated in Sec. 5.2.3.
In this section, we will discuss the additional challenges that arise in the general
case, how they might be addressed, and what they may imply for the phenomenology of new
light-cone time. We first discuss perturbative inhomogeneities which complicate the story
but do not obviously lead to a pathology. Then we discuss situations where the boundary
metric is singular. These situations require a generalization of our prescription which we
outline, but whose details we leave for the future. Finally, we argue that the probabilities
derived from new and old light-cone time will differ in the presence of inhomogeneities, with
new light-cone time being favored phenomenologically.

5.5.1

Perturbative inhomogeneities

No bubble universe will be exactly homogeneous and isotropic. Gravitational
waves will perturb the metric and break spherical symmetry. Modes will leave the horizon
during slow roll inflation and become frozen. We expect that such perturbations will affect
the future boundary. Indeed, any metric of the form
ds2 = −dt2 + e2Ht aij (xk )dxi dxj ,

(5.47)

is a solution to Einstein’s equation with positive cosmological constant in the limit t → ∞,
where aij is an arbitrary 3-metric that depends only on the spatial coordinates xk .8 (This
result is attributed to Starobinski in Ref. [4].) In terms of conformal time, the metric is
ds2 =

1
(−dη 2 + aij dxi dxj ) ,
η2

(5.48)

and the future boundary is the surface η = 0. Rescaling by the conformal factor Ω = η, we
obtain a (preliminary) boundary metric
ds2 = aij dxi dxj .
8

(5.49)

There are global constraints at finite time that may restrict the form of the boundary metric. Though
it seems to us implausible, we cannot rule out that such restrictions may prevent the appearance of smaller
and smaller geometric features on the boundary.
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Recall that aij is arbitrary, so any metric is possible on future infinity. If Eq. (5.47) describes
the late time limit of a de Sitter bubble universe, aij will need to be further conformally
rescaled to finite volume and matched to the outside portion of the boundary. The condition
R = const. can then be achieved by a third conformal transformation. But because not every
metric aij is conformal to a portion of the round S3 , in general the future boundary will not
be a round S3 , and its geometry will contain features on the scale of the future light-cone
of any perturbation.
Bubble nucleations occur at arbitrarily late times, corresponding to small sizes on
the boundary. As a result, the boundary metric is perturbed on arbitrarily small scales.
The boundary geometry is a fractal. It is important to understand the distinction we are
drawing here to the homogeneous case. In this case, too, a fractal develops on the future
boundary, but that fractal describes the disks corresponding to different vacua distributed
over a fixed background metric (a round S 3 ). This is similar to the kind of fractal we are
familiar with. What we are finding in the general case is that in addition, the geometry
itself becomes a fractal. It exhibits self-similar features such as curvature on arbitrarily
small scales.
By itself, the fractal curvature presents no serious obstacle. It just forces us
to construct the background geometry of the boundary the same way we constructed its
“matter content” (say, the disks representing different vacua): by starting in the infrared
and refining it step by step as we move to short distances.
However, there are additional problems. Suppose we would like to include some
bulk perturbation, such as the formation of a new bubble universe, on the boundary. In the
simplified multiverse we studied in Sec. 5.2.3, the conformal transformation that achieved
constant Ricci scalar acted nontrivially only in the future of the nucleation event; it did
not change the conformal transformation outside the future light-cone. But the Yamabe
problem cannot generally be solved subject to such strong boundary conditions. Thus, we
expect that for general bulk perturbations, the boundary metric with R = constant will be
modified in regions that are outside the lightcone of the perturbation. So the nucleation of
an inhomogeneous bubble generically changes the lightcone time of every event, even events
out of causal contact with the nucleation.
In the homogeneous approximation, if we are given some finite region of the bulk
spacetime, we have enough information to compute the surfaces of constant light-cone time
in that region because adding bubbles outside the region, even in its future, will not change
the size of future lightcones. If we had a computer simulating the bulk evolution, we could
write a simple algorithm for generating the entire bulk spacetime underneath the cutoff
surface. But in the inhomogeneous case, we do not have a simple prescription for the size
of a bulk event on the boundary. Events in the future, or even in causally disconnected
regions, will change the boundary metric, and thus could change the size of “old” future
light-cones on the boundary. So given a computer which can simulate the bulk evolution,
we do not have an algorithm for computing the bulk spacetime up to the cutoff, because it
is unclear which events will turn out to occur at times after the cutoff.
This poses a challenge to the iterative construction of light-cone time, in Sec. 5.2.3.
This procedure relied on moving forward along an existing light-cone time foliation, the ibubble multiverse, and including the first new bubble nucleation reached in this manner
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Figure 5.4: Conformal diagram of de Sitter space containing a bubble universe with Λ = 0
to compute the i + 1-bubble multiverse. In this algorithm, the light-cone time was never
modified for events prior to the new bubble nucleation. Thus, we could be sure at each
stage that we have a final version of the foliation up to the i + 1-th bubble nucleation. As
a result, a UV cut-off on the boundary had a simple bulk translation: bubble nucleations
after a certain time should be ignored.
In fact, it is unclear whether a discrete iterative process remains a viable approximation scheme in the general case. We were able to focus on bubble nucleation events only,
since by our assumptions no other events had the potential to modify the future boundary.
In general, one expects that all spacetime events, or at least all events in regions that are
not empty de Sitter space, will affect the future boundary. This is a continuous set.
While it is possible that some or all of the above effects are quantitatively negligible, they raise interesting conceptual issues. If we had a boundary description of the
theory, presumably it would be well defined to go down to shorter and shorter scales. What
is missing at this point is a simple bulk prescription once we go beyond the approximation
of homogeneous FRW universes. The fact that the boundary geometry becomes fractal
once one includes all of the expected bulk dynamics means that defining volumes on the
boundary is trickier. What is needed is a way to construct the UV-cutoff version of the
boundary geometry, which is not a fractal. This can perhaps be done by beginning with the
homogeneous approximation and then perturbing around it, but we have not attempted to
do this.

5.5.2

Singularities in the boundary metric

There is a more severe pathology that can arise in constructing the boundary
metric. What if the bulk spacetime does not lead to a boundary metric which is nonsingular
and 3 + 1 dimensional everywhere? There are several ways this can happen. Perhaps the
simplest is the nucleation of a Λ = 0 bubble. Future infinity will now contain a “hat” as
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shown in Fig. 5.5.2. The induced metric will be degenerate because the “hat” is a null cone.
The null portion of the boundary metric is
ds2 = r2 dΩ22 ,

(5.50)

which is not 3-dimensional. So a bulk spacetime that includes Λ = 0 asymptotic regions will
have a singular boundary metric. It is then unclear how to define volumes on the boundary.
Another example of a bulk spacetime that leads to a singular boundary metric is a
Schwarzschild black hole in de Sitter space. The metric for Schwarzschild-de Sitter in static
coordinates is
2m r2
1
2
2
2
ds2 = − (1 −
(5.51)
− 2 ) dt2 +
2 dr + r dΩ2 .
2m
r
l
− r2
1−
r

l

If we continue the metric behind the cosmological horizon and let r → ∞, the metric
approaches pure de Sitter space. For large r, the metric is
ds2 = −

l2 2
1
dr + r2 ( 2 dt2 + dΩ22 ) .
2
r
l

(5.52)

The boundary is r → ∞; conformally rescaling the factor of r2 gives the boundary metric
ds2 =

1 2
dt + dΩ22 .
l2

(5.53)

The r = ∞ part of the future boundary is a spatial cylinder. This is conformal to a sphere,
aside from two missing points at the poles.
What about the other part of future infinity, the black hole singularity? Here we
take the opposite limit r → 0 to obtain the metric
ds2 = −

r
2m
r3
dr2 +
(dt2 +
dΩ22 ) .
2m
r
2m

(5.54)

As r → 0, the t direction blows up while the S2 becomes small. Therefore, if we do the
conventional conformal rescaling to keep the t direcion finite, the S2 will have zero size on
the boundary, and the boundary metric will be one-dimensional,
ds2 = dt2 .

(5.55)

So the boundary metric for a Schwarzschild-de Sitter black hole can be thought of as a
sphere with a string coming out from the north pole. This is not a 3-dimensional manifold
and it is not clear how to generalize our construction to this case.
Bubbles with negative cosmological constant end in a spacelike singularity. In the
homogeneous approximation these big crunches actually do not deform the boundary away
from the round S3 . However, we know that the homogeneous approximation breaks down
at late times. Instead of a homogeneous collapse, any small region near the singularity
will be of the Kasner form, with two contracting and one expanding direction, much like
the singularity of the Schwarzschild black hole discussed above. The boundary metric will
be one-dimensional. The Kasner behavior is uncorrelated between different parts of the
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singularity: which direction is expanding changes from place to place. Therefore we expect
that the boundary geometry for a big crunch is something like a fishnet.
One might expect that the light-cone time cut-off (and by extension, the causal
patch) is simply inapplicable to portions of the multiverse that are in the domain of dependence of future singularities or hats [13], since the analogy with AdS/CFT breaks down
entirely in such regions. In this case, the measure may still give a good approximation to
the correct probabilities in regions such as ours, which are in the eternally inflating domain
(roughly, the de Sitter regions). Assuming that a smoothing procedure can be found along
the lines of the previous subsection, one can ignore singularities while they are smaller than
the UV cut-off and, if one accepts that the measure is meant to apply only to eternally
inflating regions, one can stay away from the singularities once they are larger than the UV
cut-off.
However, there is another way in which the boundary can have portions of different
dimensionality. In a realistic landscape, one expects that there will be de Sitter vacua with
dimension smaller or greater than 3 + 1. For example, in a landscape that includes both 4dimensional and 6-dimensional de Sitter vacua, some regions of the future boundary will be
3-dimensional while others will be 5-dimensional. We would need some way of generalizing
the construction to boundaries with a variety of dimensionalities.

5.5.3

Inhomogeneities

From the previous subsections we conclude that two things are needed to make our
prescription well-defined in a realistic multiverse. We must be able to allow the boundary
to change dimensionality from place to place, and we need a procedure for smoothing the
fractal nature of the boundary geometry. We will now assume that this can be achieved
and turn to the phenomenological implications of giving up the assumption of homogeneity.
In Sec. 5.4.2 we established the equivalence of old and new light-cone time in
the homogeneous approximation. It is precisely when homogeneity is broken that old and
new light-cone time differ. We will find it convenient to analyze this difference in the local
version of each measure, the old and new causal patch measures. A causal patch is always
the same type of region: the past of a point on the future boundary. But the old and new
causal patch measure consider different ensembles of causal patches, and probabilities are
computed as an ensemble average.
In the old causal patch measure, the ensemble is defined by erecting timelike
geodesics orthogonal to an initial hypersurface in the dominant vacuum, and following their
evolution until they reach a crunch. The resulting patches will contain different decoherent
histories. If a geodesic enters a bubble universe like ours, it quickly becomes comoving [23].
With probability presumably of order one, it will become bound to a galaxy or galaxy
cluster. After the cosmological constant begins to dominate, at the time τΛ , it may well
remain bound to this structure for a time much greater than τΛ , until it is either ejected by
some process or falls into a black hole, or the structure disintegrates. As a consequence, it
may be the case that typical causal patches in the old ensemble do not become empty at late
times but contain a single bound structure or black hole [92]. This could have important
consequences for some probability distributions.
For example, consider a class of observers that live at a FRW time τobs . (Nothing
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else is assumed, e.g., one need not assume that they live in a vacuum like ours or are in any
way similar to us [26].) What value of the cosmological constant are such observers likely to
find? The prior probability distribution in the landscape favors large Λ. But for sufficiently
large Λ, one has τΛ ≪ τobs . In the homogeneous approximation, the number
of observers
√
inside the causal patch is then diluted by the de Sitter expansion as exp(− 3Λτobs ), so that
−2
. Thus the causal patch predicts that observers
the probability distribution peaks at Λ ∼ τobs
are likely to find themselves at the onset of vacuum domination [27]. This predictions is
−2
[114], where
both more general and more successful than the original prediction that Λ ∼ τgal
τgal is the time of virialization; and it is more robust to the variation of other parameters
such as the primordial density contrast.
In an inhomogeneous universe, however, the exponential decay is cut off when all
but structures to which the generating geodesic was not bound have been expelled from
the horizon. After this time, the mass inside the causal patch does not decrease rapidly.
Of course, this still corresponds to a reduction in mass by a factor 10−11 in a universe like
ours. It will not spoil the prediction unless the number of observers per galaxy during the
era τ ≫ τΛ is larger than in the present era by the inverse factor, which may well fail to be
the case for observers like us in a universe like ours.
But let us view the landscape as a whole and treat observers more abstractly.
The effect of inhomogeneity on the old causal patch ensemble is to remove the pressure for
observations to take place not too longer after τΛ . This allows for a much more efficient use
of free energy, by conversion into quanta with wavelength as large as the de Sitter horizon.
If we model observers by entropy production as proposed in [11, 27], and if we assume that
processes that make such efficient use of free energy do not have small prior probability,
then we should be rather surprised that we are not among this class of observers [92].
The new causal patch measure appears to resolve this puzzle. Inhomogeneities such
as galaxies and the black holes they contain will decay on a timescale that is power-law and
thus negligible compared to typical vacuum decay timescales [40]. We expect, therefore,
that they will leave little imprint on the future boundary of the multiverse, in the sense
that the metric will not have strong features that favor causal patches containing structure
at late times.√The fraction of causal patches containing any structure at times τ ≫ τΛ
will be exp(− 3Λτobs ), so the above analysis, which was valid only in the homogeneous
approximation for the old causal patch measure, will always be valid in the new causal
patch measure after ensemble-averaging.

5.6

Conformal factor for a homogeneous bubble universe

In this section we show how to find a conformal transformation which maps a
universe with a bubble nucleation event into a finite unphysical spacetime with a round S 3
as future infinity. Our procedure is to begin with the full Penrose diagram of the parent
de Sitter space, and then remove the portion which lies within the future light-cone of the
nucleation event. The removed piece will be replaced with a new unphysical spacetime which
is conformally equivalent to an open FRW universe with nonzero cosmological constant and
has the following properties, outlined in Sec. 5.2.3:
● The conformal factor is smooth (C n with n arbitrarily large) in the physical spacetime
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and continuous when extended to the future boundary.
● The induced metric along the future light-cone of the nucleation event agrees with
the induced metric on the same hypersurface in the outside portion of the diagram,
which was left unchanged.
● The future boundary is identical to the piece of the future boundary that was removed
from the old diagram.
(Note that the new portion of the unphysical spacetime will not be a portion of the Einstein
static universe, nor is there any reason to demand that it should be.)
We will accomplish this mapping in three steps. First, we will show that any FRW
universe with non-zero vacuum energy is conformally equivalent to a portion of de Sitter
space. Second, we will show that this portion of de Sitter space can be conformally mapped
to a portion of the Einstein static universe whose future boundary is identical to the piece
of the future boundary removed from the parent de Sitter diagram. Third, we show that
this portion of the Einstein static universe is conformally equivalent to a new unphysical
spacetime which satisfies all of the above properties (and is not a portion of the Einstein
static universe).
An open FRW universe, such as the one following the nucleation event, has the
metric
(5.56)
ds2FRW = a2 (T )(−dT 2 + dH32 ) ,
where T is the conformal time, a is the scale factor, and
dH32 = dχ2 + sinh2 χdΩ22 .

(5.57)

All bubble nucleation events are followed by a period of curvature domination in the bubble
universe, and hence conformal time is unbounded toward the past. Furthermore, as long
as Λ ≠ 0, conformal time is finite toward the future. We are thus free to choose the range
of T to be −∞ < T ≤ 0 for every FRW universe under consideration. The open slicing of de
Sitter space (with unit de Sitter length) is one special case of this metric:
adS (T ) =

−1
.
sinh T

(5.58)

Any other FRW universe is conformally equivalent to the de Sitter open slicing, and the
conformal factor is given by
1
Ω1 = −
.
(5.59)
a(T ) sinh T
The second step is to map the open slicing of de Sitter space into a portion of the
Einstein static universe whose future boundary is identical to the piece removed from the
parent vacuum. Recall that the Einstein static universe has a metric given by Eq. 5.11,
ds̃20 = −dη 2 + dΩ23 ,

(5.60)

and that the Penrose diagram of the parent de Sitter space consists of the region 0 > η > −π.
We write the S 3 metric as
dΩ23 = dξ 2 + sin2 ξdΩ22 .
(5.61)
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In these coordinates the nucleation event can be taken to be at η = ηnuc and ξ = 0, so that
the portion of future infinity we need to reproduce in the bubble universe is the portion of
the round S 3 with 0 < ξ < −ηnuc . 9
The open slicing coordinates (T, χ) are not convenient for this task, so first we will
change coordinates to (ηin , ξin ), in terms of which the metric Eq. 5.56, with a = adS , looks
like
1
2
(−dηin
ds2 =
+ dΩ23 ) ,
(5.62)
2
sin ηin
where we need to ensure that 0 < ξin < −ηnuc when ηin = 0. Then we can simply rescale by
sin ηin to finish the job. Now we turn to the task of finding the transformation (T, χ) →
(ηin , ξin ) .
Let X0 , X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 of be the coordinates of 4+1-dimensional Minkowski
space, in which de Sitter space is the hyperboloid
3

−X02 + ∑ Xi2 + X42 = 1 .

(5.63)

i=1

The relationship between the coordinates (ηin , ξin ) and the Xµ is
X0 = cot ηin
1
Xi = −
sin ξin n̂i
sin ηin
1
X4 = −
cos ξin ,
sin ηin

(5.64)

where n̂i are unit vectors whose sum equals 1. We need to specify how the (χ, T ) coordinates
of Eq. 5.56 relate to the Xµ . The standard open slicing of de Sitter space is given by
1
cosh χ
sinh T
1
= −
sinh χ n̂i
sinh T
= − coth T ,

X0 = −
Xi
X4

(5.65)

but this is not what we want to do. We have to remember that the nucleation event is
at χ = 0, T = −∞, which would be equivalent to ηin = −π/2 and ξin = 0 if we used this
prescription. To fix the problem, we use the 4+1-dimensional boost symmetry, which is an
isometry of the de Sitter space, to move the nucleation event to another position. Let X̃µ
be given by
X̃0 = cosh βX0 + sinh βX4

(5.66)

X̃4 = sinh βX0 + cosh βX4
X̃i = Xi , 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 ,
9

(5.67)

In this section only, we will find it more convenient for η to take negative values and increase towards
the future boundary. The η defined in the main body of the paper is ηmain = ∣ηhere ∣.
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and then define the open coordinates (T, χ) by
1
cosh χ
sinh T
1
= −
sinh χ n̂i
sinh T
= − coth T .

X̃0 = −
X̃i
X̃4

(5.68)

Now the nucleation event is at ηin = ηnuc and ξin = 0, where cot ηnuc = − sinh β . We can
write the relationship between (T, χ) and (ηin , ξin ) directly in terms of ηnuc as
sinh χ
sinh T

=

− cot ηin =

sin ξin
sin ηin
1
cosh χ
+ cot ηnuc coth T .
sin ηnuc sinh T

(5.69)

Now the metric is in the form Eq. 5.62, and 0 < ξin < −ηnuc when ηin = 0. Hence we can
conformally rescale by
Ω2 = sin ηin ,
(5.70)
to map the bubble universe into a portion of the Einstein static universe with future boundary identical to the piece cut out of the old diagram.
The product Ω1 Ω2 succeeds in mapping our original FRW universe to a portion
of the Einstein static universe with the correct future boundary. Now we will act with one
final conformal rescaling, Ω3 , which must change the induced unphysical metric along the
future light-cone of the nucleation event to match the one in the old de Sitter diagram,
thus ensuring that the total conformal transformation is continuous. We must also demand
that Ω3 = 1 on the future boundary ηin = 0, since we have already fixed that part of the
unphysical spacetime.
The induced metric on the future light-cone of the nucleation event has a similar
form in both the unphysical bubble coordinates (ηin , ξin ) and the unphysical parent coordinates, which we will now denote as (ηout , ξout ). In both cases it merely comes from the
Einstein static universe metric:
ds2light−cone = sin2 ξin/out dΩ22 ,

(5.71)

where ξin/out = ηin/out − ηnuc . Hence the conformal factor evaluated along the light-cone is
Ω3 =

sin ξout
.
sin ξin

(5.72)

We just need to find out how ξout and ξin are related. We can do this by demanding that
the induced physical metrics also be identical on the light-cone.
The induced physical metric on the light-cone from the parent de Sitter space is
found by restricting Eq. 5.10 to the relevant surface:
ds20 →

sin2 ξout
dΩ22 ,
H02 sin2 ηout

(5.73)
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where again ηout − ξout = ηnuc .
In terms of the χ and T coordinates inside the bubble, the relevant light-cone is
given by χ → ∞, T → −∞, χ + T = const. In terms of ηin and ξin , the light-cone is given by
ηin − ξin = ηnuc . One can see that a fixed value of χ + T is equivalent to a fixed value of ξin .
Since a(T ) → Ce−T for some constant C as T → −∞, we have from Eq. 5.56 that
ds2FRW → Ce2(χ+T ) dΩ22 = C

sin2 ξin 2
dΩ2 .
sin2 ηin

(5.74)

We must determine the constant C, which is related to our convention that T = 0 on future
infinity. This constant is easily determined by considering the particular light-cone given by
χ+T = 0. This is the event horizon of the FRW universe, and its area is given by AEH , which
depends on the detailed form of a(T ). So C = AEH /4π. Finally we have our relationship
between the in-coordinates and out-coordinates on the bubble wall hypersurface:
√
AEH sin (ηin − ηnuc )
1 sin (ηout − ηnuc )
=
.
(5.75)
4π
sin ηin
H0
sin ηout
Notice that ηin and ηout coincide at the nucleation event (both equal to ηnuc ) and at future
infinity (both equal to zero).
We are free to extend Ω3 into the rest of the bubble universe in any continuous way
we please, so long as it restricts to 1 on future infinity and sin ξout / sin ξin on the boundary
light-cone. One might worry about the fact that Ω3 is multivalued at the point where the
bubble wall meets future infinity. This is not a concern, though, because the only function
which need be well defined is the product
Ω = Ω1 Ω2 Ω3 = −

sin ηin
Ω3 .
a(T ) sinh T

(5.76)

In this formula, ηin = ηin (χ, T ) as determined by Eqs 5.69 . From here it is easy to see that
as we approach the point χ = ∞ along any slice of fixed T , including both T = 0 (future
infinity) and T = −∞ (domain wall), we arrive at Ω = 0 so long as Ω3 remains finite.
Thus we have accomplished our initial task. The function Ω3 is very ambiguous,
as we have only fixed its behavior at the boundaries of the spacetime. We can use this
additional freedom to make Ω arbitrarily smooth at the interface between the parent and
the bubble universe. Additionally, one could impose that Ω3 be identically equal to 1 not
just on the future boundary, but in the entire region T > T0 for some particular T0 . In
particular, we can choose T0 to be the time of vacuum domination in the bubble universe.
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Chapter 6

An implicit assumption of
geometric measures: the finiteness
of time
6.1

Time will end

Our basic observation in this chapter, based on [18], applies to all geometric cutoffs
we are aware of, and indeed seems to be an inevitable consequence of any simple geometric
cutoff: Some observers will have their lives interrupted by the cutoff (Fig. 6.1).
Let events 1 and 2 be the observation of 1 o’clock and 2 o’clock on an observer’s
watch. For simplicity, we will suppose that local physics can be approximated as deterministic, and we neglect the probability that the observer may die between 1 and 2 o’clock, or
that the clock will break, etc. Each observer is born just before his watch shows 1 and dies
just after it shows 2, so that no observer can see more than one event of each type.
Conventionally, we would say that every observer sees both 1 o’clock and then 2
o’clock. But the figure shows that for some observers, 2 o’clock will not be under the cutoff
even if 1 o’clock is. A fraction 1 − N2 /N1 of observers are prevented from surviving to 2
o’clock. The catastrophic event in question is evidently the cutoff itself: the observer might
run into the end of time.
One can imagine a situation where the relative number of observations of 1 o’clock
and 2 o’clock is relevant to predicting the results of an experiment. Suppose that the
observers fall asleep right after seeing 1 o’clock. They wake up just before 2 o’clock with
complete memory loss: they have no idea whether they have previously looked at their
watches before. In this case, they may wish to make a prediction for what time they will
see. Since N2 < N1 , by Eq. (1.2), p2 < p1 : the observation of 2 o’clock is less probable than
that of 1 o’clock. This is possible only if some observers do not survive to 2 o’clock.
The conclusion that time can end obtains whether or not the observers have memory loss. Consider an observer who retains her memory. She is aware that she is about to
look at her watch for the first time or for the second time, so the outcome won’t be a surprise
on either occasion. But this does not contradict the possibility that some catastrophic event
may happen between 1 and 2 o’clock. The figure shows plainly that this event does happen
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(b) Causal Patch Cutoff

Figure 6.1: A multiverse populated by infinitely many observers (vertical line segments)
who first see 1 o’clock (at events labeled “1”) and then 2 o’clock (“2”). A geometric cutoff
selects a finite set of events, whose relative frequency defines probabilities. Events that are
not counted are indicated by dashed lines. The left figure shows a global cutoff: all events
prior to the time t0 (curved line) are counted and all later events ignored. (The global time
has nothing to do with the observers’ clocks, which come into being at a rate dictated by
the dynamics of eternal inflation.) The right figure shows the causal patch cutoff, which
restricts to the causal past of a point on the future boundary. In both figures, the cutoff
region contains observers who see 1 o’clock but not 2 o’clock. Their number, as a fraction
of all observers who see 1 o’clock before the cutoff, defines the probability of reaching the
end of time between 1 and 2 o’clock.
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to a nonzero fraction of observers. The only thing that changes when considering observers
who remember is the type of question we are likely to ask. Instead of asking about two
alternative events (1 or 2), we may find it more natural to ask about the relative probability
of the two different possible histories that observers can have. One history,“1−” , consists
of seeing 1 o’clock and running into the cutoff. The alternative, “12”, consists of seeing 1
o’clock and then seeing 2 o’clock. From Fig. 6.1 we see that N12 = N2 and N1− = N1 − N2 .
Since N1 > N2 , we have p1− > 0: there is a nonzero probability for the history in which the
observer is disrupted by the end of time.
Outline and Frequently Asked Questions The probability for the end of time is
nonzero for all geometric cutoffs. Its value, however, depends on the cutoff. In Sec. 6.2 we
compute the probability, per unit proper time, that we will encounter the end of time.
A number of objections may be raised against our conclusion that time can end.
● Q: Can’t I condition on the end of time not happening?1
A: Certainly. This is like asking what the weather will be tomorrow, supposing that
it will not rain. It is a reasonable question with a well-defined answer: The sun will
shine with probability x, and it will snow with probability 1 − x. But this does not
mean that it cannot rain. If the end of time is a real possibility, then it cannot be
prevented just by refusing to ask about it.
● Q: In some measures, the cutoff is taken to later and later times. In this limit, the
probability to encounter the end of time surely approaches 0?
A: No. In all known measures of this type, an attractor regime is reached where the
number of all types of events grows at the same exponential rate, including observers
who see 1 o’clock. The fraction of these observers who also see 2 o’clock before the
cutoff approaches a constant less than unity, as will be shown in Sec. 6.3.1.
● Q: But as the cutoff is taken to later times, any given observer’s entire history is
eventually included. Isn’t this a contradiction?
A: No. We do not know which observer we are, so we cannot identify with any
particular observer. (If we could, there would be no need for a measure.) Rather, we
consider all observers in a specified class, and we define probabilities in terms of the
relative frequency of different observations made by these observers.
1
In the above example, this would force us to ask a trivial question (“What is the relative probability
of seeing 1 or 2, for an observer whose history includes both 1 and 2?”), which yields the desired answer
(p2 /p1 = 1). For a more interesting example, consider an experiment that terminates at different times
depending on the outcome, such as the Guth-Vanchurin paradox described in Sec. 6.4, or the decay of a
radioactive atom. In such experiments it is tempting to propose that the experiment should be regarded
to last for an amount of time corresponding to the latest possible (conventional) outcome, regardless of
the actual outcome; and that any outcome (other than the end of time) should be counted only if the
experiment has been entirely completed before the cutoff, in the above sense. This proposal is not only futile
(as described in the answer), but also ill-defined, since any event in the past light-cone of the event P can
be regarded as the beginning of an experiment that includes P .
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● Q: If I looked at what happened on Earth up to the present time (my “cutoff”), I
would find not only records of past clocks that struck both 1 and 2, but also some
recently manufactured clocks that have struck 1 but not yet 2. I could declare that
the latter represent a new class of clocks, namely clocks whose existence is terminated
by my “cutoff”. But I know that this class is fake: it wasn’t there before I imposed
the “cutoff”. Surely, the end of time in eternal inflation is also an artifact that ought
to be ignored?
A: Only a finite number of clocks will ever be manufactured on Earth. Probabilities
are given not in terms of the sample picked out by your “cutoff”, but by relative
frequencies in the entire ensemble. If every clock ever built (in the past or future)
strikes both 1 and 2, then the probability for a randomly chosen clock to undergo a
different history vanishes, so we may say confidently that the “cutoff” has introduced
an artifact. In eternal inflation, however, the cutoff cannot be removed. Otherwise,
we would revert to a divergent multiverse in which relative frequencies are not welldefined. The cutoff defines not a sample of a pre-existing ensemble; it defines the
ensemble. This is further discussed in Sec. 6.3.2.
● Q: Why not modify the cutoff to include 2 o’clock?
A: This is a possibility. If we deform the cutoff hypersurface so that it passes through
no matter system, then nothing will run into the end of time. It is not clear whether
this type of cutoff can be obtained from any well-defined prescription. At a minimum,
such a prescription would have to reference the matter content of the universe explicitly in order to avoid cutting through the world volumes of matter systems. In this
chapter, we consider only cutoffs defined by a purely geometric rule, which take no
direct account of matter.
In Sec. 6.4, we discuss an apparent paradox that is resolved by the nonzero probability for time to end.
Any conclusion is only as strong as the assumptions it rests on. The reader who
feels certain that time cannot end may infer that at least one of the following assumptions
are wrong: (1) the universe is eternally inflating; (2) we may restrict attention to a finite
subset of the eternally inflating spacetime, defined by a purely geometric prescription; and
(3) probabilities are computed as relative frequencies of outcomes in this subset, Eq. (1.2).
We discuss these assumptions in Sec. 6.5.1.
In Sec. 6.5.2, we discuss whether, and how, the nonzero probability for the end of
time may be observed. We point out that known predictions of various measures actually
arise from the possibility that time can end. On the problematic side, this includes the
famous youngness paradox of the proper time cutoff; on the successful side, the prediction
of the cosmological constant from the causal patch cutoff.
In Sec. 6.5.3, we discuss how the end of time fits in with the rest of physics. This
depends on the choice of cutoff. With the causal patch cutoff, there may be a relatively
palatable interpretation of the end of time which connects with the ideas of black hole
complementarity. The boundary of the causal patch is a kind of horizon, which can be
treated as an object with physical attributes, including temperature. Matter systems that
encounter the end of time are thermalized at this horizon. This is similar to an outside
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observer’s description of a matter system falling into a black hole. What is radically new,
however, is the statement that we might experience thermalization upon crossing the black
hole horizon.
This work was inspired by discussions with Alan Guth, who first described to us
the paradox mentioned in section 6.4. We understand that Guth and Vanchurin will be
publishing their own conclusions [53]. In taking seriously the incompleteness of spacetime
implied by geometric cutoffs, our conclusion resembles a viewpoint suggested earlier by Ken
Olum [86].

6.2

The probability for time to end

The phenomenon that time can end is universal to all geometric cutoffs. But the
rate at which this is likely to happen, per unit proper time τ along the observer’s worldline,
is cutoff-specific. We will give results for five measures.
Causal patch The causal patch cutoff [11] restricts attention to the causal past of the
endpoint of a single worldline (see Fig. 6.1). Expectation values are computed by averaging
over initial conditions and decoherent histories in the causal patch. The end of time, in this
case, is encountered by systems that originate inside the causal patch but eventually exit
from it.
Our universe can be approximated as a flat FRW universe with metric
ds2 = −dτ 2 + a(τ )2 (dχ2 + χ2 dΩ2 ) .

(6.1)

Observers are approximately comoving (dχ/dτ = 0). We assume that the decay rate of our
vacuum, per unit four-volume, is much less than t−4
Λ . Then the decay can be neglected
entirely in computing where the boundary of the causal patch intersects the equal time
surfaces containing observers. The boundary is given by the de Sitter event horizon:
χE (τ ) = ∫

τ

∞

dτ ′
.
a(τ ′ )

(6.2)

We consider all observers currently within the horizon: χ < χE (τ0 ), with τ0 = 13.7
Gyr. This corresponds to a comoving volume Vcom = (4π/3)χE (τ0 )3 . Observers located at
χ leave the patch at a time τ ′ determined by inverting Eq. (6.2); in other words, they reach
the end of time at ∆τ ≡ τ ′ − τ0 from now. An (unnormalized) probability distribution over
∆τ is obtained by computing the number of observers that leave the causal patch at the
time τ0 + ∆τ :
dp
4πχE (τ0 + ∆τ )2
∝
.
(6.3)
d∆τ
a(τ0 + ∆τ )
We compute a(τ ) numerically using the best-fit cosmological parameters from the WMAP5
data combined with SN and BAO [69]. From the distribution (6.3), we may obtain both
the median and the expectation value for ∆τ . We find that the expected amount of proper
time left before time ends is
⟨∆τ ⟩ = 5.3 Gyr .
(6.4)
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Time is unlikely to end in our lifetime, but there is a 50% chance that time will end within
the next 3.7 billion years.
Light-cone time The light-cone time of an event is defined in terms of the volume of
its future light-cone on the future boundary of spacetime [13, 17, 33]. The light-cone time
cutoff requires that we only consider events prior to some light-cone time t0 ; then the limit
t0 → ∞ is taken. It can be shown that the light-cone time cutoff is equivalent to the causal
patch cutoff with particular initial conditions [33]. Thus, the probability for an observer to
encounter the end of time is the same as for the causal patch cutoff.
Fat geodesic The fat geodesic cutoff considers a fixed proper volume 4πd3 /3 near a
timelike geodesic [24]. To compute probabilities, one averages over an ensemble of geodesics
orthogonal to an initial hypersurface whose details will not matter. One can show that the
geodesics quickly become comoving after entering a bubble of new vacuum. Since our
vacuum is homogeneous, we may pick without loss of generality a fat geodesic at χ = 0.
We shall neglect the effects of local gravitational collapse and approximate the universe as
expanding homogeneously. Equivalently, we take the proper distance d to be small compared
to the present curvature scale of the universe but large compared to the scale of clusters.
These approximations are not essential, but they will simplify our calculation and save us
work when we later consider the scale factor cutoff.
We should only consider observers who are currently (τ0 = 13.7 Gyr) within the
fat geodesic, with χ < d/a(τ0 ). An observer leaves the geodesic a time ∆τ later, with
χ = d/a(τ0 + ∆τ ). The unnormalized probability distribution over ∆τ is
d3 (da/dτ )τ0 +∆τ
dp
∝ 4π
.
d∆τ
a(τ0 + ∆τ )4

(6.5)

From this distribution, we find numerically that the expected amount of proper time left
before the end of time is 5 Gyr. There is a 50% chance that time will end within the next
3.3 billion years.
While the result is similar, there is an important formal difference between the
fat geodesic and causal patch cutoffs. The boundary of the fat geodesic is a timelike hypersurface, from which signals can propagate into the cutoff region. Boundary conditions
must therefore be imposed. When a system leaves the fat geodesic, time ends from its
own point of view. But an observer who remains within the cutoff region continues to see
the system and to communicate with it. The image of the system and its response to any
communications are encoded in data specified on the timelike boundary. In practice, the
simplest way to determine these boundary conditions is to consider the global spacetime
and select a fat geodesic from it. This means that the fat geodesic is not a self-contained
description. The content of the causal patch, by contrast, can be computed from its own
initial conditions without reference to a larger spacetime region.
Scale factor time Scale factor time is defined using a congruence of timelike geodesics
orthogonal to some initial hypersurface in the multiverse: dt ≡ Hdτ , where τ is the proper
time along each geodesic and 3H is the local expansion of the congruence. This definition
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breaks down in nonexpanding regions such as dark matter halos; attempts to overcome
this limitation (e.g., Ref. [37]) remain somewhat ad-hoc. Here we use for H the Hubble
rate of a completely homogeneous universe whose density agrees with the average density
of our universe. This does not yield a precise and general cutoff prescription, but it allows
us to compute an approximate rate at which we are likely to encounter the cutoff: in an
everywhere-expanding timelike geodesic congruence, the scale factor time cutoff is equivalent
to the fat geodesic cutoff [24]. Hence it gives the same rate for time to end as the fat geodesic
cutoff.
Proper time In the proper time cutoff, the characteristic timescale is the shortest Hubble
time of all eternally inflating vacua. In a realistic landscape, this is microscopically short,
perhaps of order the Planck time [23]. Thus, time would be overwhelmingly likely to end
in the next second:
dp
≈ t−1
(6.6)
Pl .
d∆τ
This is the famous “youngness paradox” in a new guise. The cutoff predicts that our observations have superexponentially small probability, and that most observers are “Boltzmann
babies” who arise from quantum fluctuations in the early universe. Thus, this measure is
already ruled out phenomenologically at a high level of confidence [23, 55–58, 74, 76, 107].

6.3

Objections

Our intuition rebels against the conclusion that spacetime could simply cease to
exist. In the introduction, we answered several objections that could be raised against the
end of time. In this section, we will discuss two of these arguments in more detail.

6.3.1

Time cannot end in a late-time limit

In some measure proposals, such as the proper time cutoff [72,73], the scale factor
time cutoff [37], and the light-cone time cutoff [13], a limit is taken in which the cutoff
region is made larger and larger as a function of a time parameter t0 :
p1 /p2 = lim N1 (t0 )/N2 (t0 ) .
t0 →∞

(6.7)

Naively one might expect the cutoff observers to be an arbitrarily small fraction of all
observers in the limit t0 → ∞. This turns out not to be the case.
One finds that the number of events of type I that have occurred prior to the time
t is of the form
NI (t) = ŇI exp(γt) + O(σt) ,
(6.8)
with σ < γ ≈ 3. Thus, the growth approaches a universal exponential behavior at late
times [23,33,49], independently of initial conditions. The ratio N1 /N2 appearing in Eq. (1.2)
remains well-defined in the limit t0 → ∞, and one obtains
p1 Ň1
=
.
p2 Ň2

(6.9)
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The constants ŇI , and thus the relative probabilities, depend on how the time variable is
defined; we will discuss some specific choices below.
Suppose that observers live for a fixed global time interval ∆t. Then a person dies
before time t if and only if he was born before t − ∆t. Therefore the number of births Nb is
related to the number of deaths Nd by
Nd (t) = Nb (t − ∆t)

(6.10)

Using the time dependence of Nb given in (6.8), this can be rewritten
Nd (t)
≈ exp(−γ∆t) ,
Nb (t)

(6.11)

up to a correction of order e(σ−γ)t which becomes negligible in the late time limit. Thus,
the fraction of deaths to births does not approach unity as the cutoff is taken to infinity.
The fraction of observers whose lives are interrupted by the cutoff is
Nc
= 1 − exp(−γ∆t)
Nb

(6.12)

where Nc = Nb − Nd is the number of cutoff observers.
Since (6.12) is true for any time interval ∆t, it is equivalent to the following simple
statement: any system has a constant probability to encounter the end of time given by
dp
=γ≈3
dt

(6.13)

This result can be interpreted as follows. Due to the steady state behavior of eternal
inflation at late times, there is no way to tell what time it is. The exponential growth (6.8)
determines a t0 -independent probability distribution for how far we are from the cutoff,
given by (6.13).

6.3.2

The end of time is an artifact

Could it be that observers who run into the cutoff are an artifact, not to be taken
seriously as a real possibility? Certainly they would not exist but for the cutoff. Yet, we
argue that cutoff observers are a real possibility, because there is no well-defined probability
distribution without the cutoff; in particular, only the cutoff defines the set of allowed events.
In order to convince ourselves of this, it is instructive to contrast this situation with one
where a cutoff may introduce artifacts. We will consider two finite ensembles of observers,
without reference to eternal inflation. We then restrict attention to a portion of each
ensemble, defined by a cutoff. We find that this sample looks the same in both ensembles,
and that it contains observers that run into the cutoff. In the first ensemble, these observers
are an artifact of sampling; in the second, they are real. We will then explain why eternal
inflation with a cutoff is different from both examples.
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A cutoff on a finite ensemble defines a sample Consider a civilization which begins
at the time t = 0 and grows exponentially for a finite amount of time. (We will make no
reference to a multiverse in this example.) Every person is born with a watch showing 1
o’clock at the time of their birth, when they first look at it. One hour later, when they
look again, the watch shows 2 o’clock; immediately thereafter the person dies. After the
time t∗ ≫ 1 hour, no more people are born, but whoever was born before t∗ gets to live
out their life and observe 2 o’clock on their watch before they die. In this example, there
is a well-defined, finite ensemble, consisting of all observers throughout history and their
observations of 1 and 2. The ensemble contains an equal number of 1’s and 2’s. Every
observer in the ensemble sees both a 1 and a 2, each with 100% probability. No observer
meets a premature demise before seeing 2.
Now suppose that we do not know the full ensemble described above. Instead, we
are allowed access only to a finite sample drawn from it, namely everything that happened
by the time t, with 1 hour ≪ t < t∗ . This sample contains many observers who died before
t; each of them will have seen both 1 and 2. We refer to these as “histories” of type 12.
It also contains observers (those who were born after t − 1 hour) who are still alive. Each
of them has seen 1 but not yet 2, by the time t, which we refer to as a history of type
1−. What do we say about these observers? Should we declare that there is a nonzero
probability that an observer who sees 1 does not live to see 2? In fact, a finite sample
of a larger, unknown ensemble allows us to draw no conclusion of this kind, because we
have no guarantee that our sampling of the ensemble is fair. The true set of outcomes,
and their relative frequency, is determined only by the full ensemble, not by our (possibly
unfaithful) sample of it. Similarly, if we had a considered a more complicated system, such
as observers with watches of different colors, etc., the relative frequency of outcomes in any
subset need not be the same as the relative frequency in the full ensemble, unless we make
further assumptions.
If we examined the full ensemble, we could easily verify that every observer who
sees 1 also lives to see 2. Thus we would learn that 1− was an artifact of our sampling:
imposing a cutoff at fixed time produced a new class of events that does not exist (or more
precisely, whose relative frequency drops to zero) once we take the cutoff away. Armed with
this knowledge, we could then invent an improved sampling method, in which the 1− cases
are either excluded, or treated as 12 events.
As our second example, let us consider a civilization much like the previous one,
except that it perishes not by a sudden lack of births, but by a comet that kills everyone
at the time t∗ . This, too, gives rise to a finite, well-defined ensemble of observations. But
unlike in the previous example, there is a larger number of 1’s than 2’s: not every observer
who sees a 1 lives to see a 2. Thus, the probabilities for the histories 12 and 1− satisfy
p1− > 0, p12 < 1. Indeed, if we choose parameters so the population grows exponentially on
a timescale much faster than 1 hour, most people in history who see 1 end up being killed
by the comet rather than expiring naturally right after seeing 2; that is, p12 = 1 − p1− ≪ 1
in this limit.
Again, we can contemplate sampling this ensemble, i.e., selecting a subset, by
considering everything that happened prior to the time t < t∗ . Note that this sample will
look identical to the finite-time sample we were given in the previous example. Again, we
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find that there are apparently events of type 1−, corresponding to observers who have seen
1 but not 2 by the time t. But in this example, it so happens that (i) events of type 1−
actually do exist in the full ensemble, i.e., have nonzero true relative frequency; and (ii)
assuming exact exponential growth, our sample is faithful: the relative frequency of 1− vs.
12 in the sample (observers prior to t) is the same as in the full ensemble (observers in all
history, up to t∗ ).2
We learn from the above two examples that a subset of an ensemble need not yield
reliable quantitative information about the relative frequencies of different outcomes, or
even qualitative information about what the allowed outcomes are. All of this information
is controlled only by the full ensemble. In both examples, the set of events that occured
before the time t < t∗ contain events of type 1−. But in the first example, these events
are a sampling artifact and their true probability is actually 0. In the second example, 1−
corresponds to a real possibility with non-zero probability.
The cutoff in eternal inflation defines the ensemble Now let us return to eternal
inflation. In order to regulate its divergences, we define a cutoff that picks out a finite
spacetime region, for example the region prior to some constant light-cone time t. Naively,
this seems rather similar to the examples above, where we sampled a large ensemble by
considering only the events that happened prior to a time t < t∗ . But we learned that such
samples cannot answer the question of whether the histories of type 1− are real or artifacts.
To answer this question, we had to look at the full ensemble. We found in the first example
that 1− was real, and in the second that 1− was an artifact, even though the sample looked
exactly the same in both cases. In eternal inflation, therefore, we would apparently need to
“go beyond the cutoff” and consider the “entire ensemble” of outcomes, in order to decide
whether 1− is something that can really happen.
But this is impossible: the whole point of the cutoff was to define an ensemble.
An infinite set is not a well-defined ensemble, so the set we obtained by imposing a cutoff is
the most fundamental definition of an ensemble available to us. We can argue about which
cutoff is correct: light-cone time, scale factor time, the causal patch, etc. But whatever
the correct cutoff is, its role is to define the ensemble. It cannot be said to select a sample
from a larger ensemble, namely from the whole multiverse, because this larger ensemble is
infinite, so relative abundances of events are not well-defined. If they were, we would have
had no need for a cutoff in the first place.

6.4

The Guth-Vanchurin paradox

Another way to see that the end of time is a real possibility is by verifying that it
resolves a paradox exhibited by Guth and Vanchurin [54]. Suppose that before you go to
sleep someone flips a fair coin and, depending on the result, sets an alarm clock to awaken
you after either a short time, ∆t ≪ 1, or a long time ∆t ≫ 1. Local physics dictates that
there is a 50% probability to sleep for a short time since the coin is fair. Now suppose
you have just woken up and have no information about how long you slept. It is natural
2

Actually it is faithful only in the limit as t is much greater than the characteristic growth timescale of
the civilization, because of the absence of any observers prior to t = 0.
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to consider yourself a typical person waking up. But if we look at everyone who wakes up
before the cutoff, we find that there are far more people who wake up after a short nap than
a long one. Therefore, upon waking, it seems that there is no longer a 50% probability to
have slept for a short time.
How can the probabilities have changed? If you accept that the end of time is a
real event that could happen to you, the change in odds is not surprising: although the
coin is fair, some people who are put to sleep for a long time never wake up because they
run into the end of time first. So upon waking up and discovering that the world has not
ended, it is more likely that you have slept for a short time. You have obtained additional
information upon waking—the information that time has not stopped—and that changes
the probabilities.
However, if you refuse to believe that time can end, there is a contradiction. The
odds cannot change unless you obtain additional information. But if all sleepers wake, then
the fact that you woke up does not supply you with new information.
Another way to say it is that there are two reference classes one could consider.
When going to sleep we could consider all people falling asleep; 50% of these people have
alarm clocks set to wake them up after a short time. Upon waking we could consider the
class of all people waking up; most of these people slept for a short time. These reference
classes can only be inequivalent if some members of one class are not part of the other.
This is the case if one admits that some people who fall asleep never wake up, but not if
one insists that time cannot end.

6.5

Discussion

Mathematically, the end of time is the statement that our spacetime manifold is
extendible, i.e., that it is isometric to a proper subset of another spacetime. Usually, it is
assumed that spacetime is inextendable [113]. But the cutoffs we considered regulate eternal
inflation by restricting to a subset of the full spacetime. Probabilities are fundamentally
defined in terms of the relative abundance of events and histories in the subset. Then the
fact that spacetime is extendible is itself a physical feature that can become part of an
observer’s history. Time can end.

6.5.1

Assumptions

We do not know whether our conclusion is empirically correct. What we have
shown is that it follows logically from a certain set of assumptions. If we reject the conclusion, then we must reject at least one of the following propositions:
Probabilities in a finite universe are given by relative frequencies of events or
histories This proposition is sometimes called the assumption of typicality. It forces us
to assign a nonzero probability to encountering the end of time if a nonzero fraction of
observers encounter it.
Even in a finite universe one needs a rule for assigning relative probabilities to
observations. This need is obvious if we wish to make predictions for cosmological obser-
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vations. But a laboratory experiment is a kind of observation, too, albeit one in which the
observer controls the boundary conditions. A comprehensive rule for assigning probabilities
cannot help but make predictions for laboratory experiments in particular. However, we
already have a rule for assigning probabilities in this case, namely quantum mechanics and
the Born rule, applied to the local initial conditions prepared in the laboratory. This must
be reproduced as a special case by any rule that assigns probabilities to all observations [23].
A simple way to achieve this is by defining probabilities as ratios of the expected number
of instances of each outcome in the universe, as we have done in Eq. (1.2).
Probabilities in an infinite universe are defined by a geometric cutoff This
proposition states that the infinite spacetime of eternal inflation must be rendered finite
so that the above frequency prescription can be used to define probabilities. Moreover, it
states that a finite spacetime should be obtained by restricting attention to a finite subset
of the infinite multiverse.3 It is possible that the correct measure cannot be expressed in
a geometric form. Imagine, for instance, a measure that makes “exceptions” for matter
systems that come into existence before the cutoff, allowing all events in their world volume
to be counted. A purely geometric prescription would have chopped part of the history
off, but in this measure, the cutoff surface would be deformed to contain the entire history
of the system. Such a cutoff would depend not only on the geometry, but also on the
matter content of spacetime.4 A more radical possibility is that the measure may not
involve any kind of restriction to a finite portion of spacetime. For example, Noorbala
and Vanchurin [85], who exhibit a paradox similar to that described in Sec. 6.4, but do
not allow for the possibility that time can end, advocate a nongeometric type of measure.
If such a prescription could be made well-defined and consistent with observation (which
seems unlikely to us), then one might escape the conclusion that time can end. Similarly,
Winitzki [116–118] defined a measure where only finite spacetimes are considered, and in
this measure there is no novel catastrophe like the end of time.
The universe is eternally inflating To prove this proposition wrong would be a dramatic result, since it would seem to require a kind of fundamental principle dictating that
Nature abhors eternal inflation. After all, eternal inflation is a straightforward consequence
of general relativity, assuming there exists at least one sufficiently long-lived field theory
vacuum with positive vacuum energy (a de Sitter vacuum). This assumption, in turn,
seems innocuous and is well-motivated by observation: (1) The recent discovery of accelerated expansion [91, 95], combined with the conspicuous lack of evidence that dark energy
3
We have considered measures in which the cutoff is completely sharp, i.e., described by a hypersurface
that divides the spacetime into a region we keep and a region we discard. In fact this is not essential. One
could smear out the cutoff by assigning to each spacetime event a weight that varies smoothly from 1 to 0
over some region near the cutoff surface. There would still be a finite probability for time to end.
4
We have not attempted to prove this statement, so it should be considered an additional assumption.
Because the metric has information about the matter content, we cannot rule out that a geometric measure
could be formulated whose cutoff surfaces never intersect with matter. It seems unlikely to us that such a
cutoff could select a finite subset of the multiverse. A related possibility would be to define a global time
cutoff such that typical observers live farther and farther from the cutoff in the limit as t → ∞. This would
invalidate our analysis in Sec. 6.3.1, which assumed exponential growth in t.
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is not a cosmological constant [69], suggests that our own vacuum is de Sitter. If this is
the case, the universe must be eternally inflating. (2) Slow-roll inflation solves the horizon
and flatness problems. Its generic predictions agree well with the observed CMB power
spectrum. But slow-roll inflation requires a sufficiently flat scalar field potential. Eternal
inflation requires only a local minimum and so is less fine-tuned. How could we consider
slow-roll inflation, but exclude eternal inflation? — There are also theoretical motivations
for considering the existence of de Sitter vacua: (3) In effective field theory, there is nothing
special about potentials with a positive local minimum, so it would be surprising if they
could not occur in Nature. (4) String theory predicts a very large number of long-lived
de Sitter vacua [30,39,67], allowing for a solution of the cosmological constant problem and
other fine-tuning problems.

6.5.2

Observation

If we accept that time can end, what observable implications does this have?
Should we expect to see clocks or other objects suddenly disappear? In measures such as
scale factor time or light-cone time, the expected lifetime of stable systems is of order 5
billion years right now, so it would be very unlikely for the end of time to occur in, say, the
next thousand years. And even if it did occur, it would not be observable. Any observer
who would see another system running into the end of time is by definition located to the
causal future of that system. If the cutoff surface is everywhere spacelike or null, as is
the case for the light-cone time cutoff and the causal patch cutoff, then the observer will
necessarily run into the cutoff before observing the demise of any other system.
Though the end of time would not be observable, the fact that time has not ended
certainly is observable. If a theory assigns extremely small probability to some event, then
the observation of this event rules out the theory at a corresponding level of confidence.
This applies, in particular, to the case where the event in question is time-not-having-ended.
For example, Eq. (6.6) shows that the proper time measure is thus falsified.
An observation which indirectly probes the end of time is the value of the cosmological constant. For definiteness consider the causal patch measure, which predicts a
coincidence between the time when the observers live and the time when the cosmological
constant beings to dominate the expansion of the universe, tΛ ∼ tobs . This represents the
most important phenomenological success of the measure, and we will now argue that it is
tied intimately to the end of time.
The most likely value of the cosmological constant is the one which leads to the
most observers inside the causal patch. We will assume that there are a constant
√ number of
observers per unit mass, and will imagine scanning the possible values of tΛ ∼ 1/ Λ with tobs
held fixed. It’s most useful to think of the distribution of values of log tΛ , where the preferred
value is largely determined by two competing pressures. First, since the prior probability is
flat in Λ, there is an exponential pressure in log tΛ toward lesser values. Second, if tΛ < tobs
there is an exponential pressure in tΛ (superexponential in log tΛ ) toward greater values.
This is a simple consequence of the fact that all matter is expelled from the causal patch at
an exponential rate after vacuum domination begins. These two pressures lead to tobs ∼ tΛ .
The end of time is implicitly present in this argument. Suppose there are two
generations of observers, one living at tΛ and another at 10tΛ . Even if local physics says
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that there are the same number of observers per unit mass in each generation, the second generation must be atypical, and hence have fewer members, if the prediction for the
cosmological constant is to remain valid. Where are the missing members of the second
generation? The answer is that time has ended for them. They are not counted for the
purposes of any calculation, and so they do not exist. Clearly, the setup is identical to the
observers who see 1 o’clock and 2 o’clock discussed above.
In this chapter, we have considered sharp geometric cutoffs. However, intuition
from AdS/CFT [13,17,48] suggests that the cutoff should not be a completely sharp surface,
but should be smeared out over a time of order tΛ . If the cutoff is smeared, there could be
observable consequences of approaching the end of time; the details would depend on the
precise prescription for smearing the cutoff.

6.5.3

Interpretation

The notion that time can come to an end is not completely new. Space and time
break down at at singularities, which are guaranteed to arise in gravitational collapse [62].
But our conclusion is more radical: the world can come to an end in any spacetime region,
including regions with low density and curvature, because spacetime is incomplete.
One might speculate that semiclassical gravity breaks down on very large time
scales, say t3Λ , the evaporation time for a large black hole in de Sitter space, or exp(πt2Λ ),
the recurrence time in de Sitter space. But in the most popular measures, we are likely
to encounter the end of time on the much shorter timescale tΛ . Perhaps one could invent
a new cutoff that would push the end of time further into the future. But there is no
well-motivated candidate we are aware of, and, as we have discussed, one would be likely to
lose some of the phenomenological success of the measures in solving, e.g., the cosmological
constant problem.
How can we make sense of our conclusion? Is there a way of thinking about it that
would make us feel more comfortable about the end of time? Does it fit in with something
we already know, or is this a completely new phenomenon? The answer to this question
turns out to depend somewhat on which cutoff is used.
All measures One way to interpret the end of time is to imagine a computer just powerful
enough to simulate the cutoff portion of the eternally inflating spacetime. The simulation
simply stops at the cutoff. If the measure involves taking a late time limit, then one can
imagine building larger and larger computers that can simulate the spacetime until a later
cutoff. These computers can be thought of as the definition of the cutoff theory, much in
the same way that lattice gauge theory is used. There is no physical significance to any
time after the cutoff.5 This is an interesting rephrasing of the statement of the end of time,
but it does not seem to mitigate its radicality.
Causal patch only Our result appears to admit an intriguing interpretation if the causal
patch measure is used. The original motivation for the causal patch came from black
5

Ken Olum has pointed out for some time that one way to interpret a geometric cutoff is that “we are
being simulated by an advanced civilization with a large but finite amount of resources, and at some point
the simulation will stop.” The above interpretation adopts this viewpoint (minus the advanced civilization).
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hole complementarity [104]. Consider the formation and evaporation of a black hole in
asymptotically flat space. If this process is unitary, then the quantum state describing the
collapsing star inside the black hole is identical to the state of the Hawking radiation cloud.
Since these two states are spacelike separated, two copies of the quantum state exist at
the same time. But before the star collapsed, there was only one copy. This amounts to
“quantum xeroxing”, which is easily seen to conflict with quantum mechanics.
A way around this paradox is to note there is no spacetime point whose past lightcone contains both copies. This means that no experiment consistent with causality can
actually verify that xeroxing has taken place. Thus, the paradox can be regarded as an
artifact of a global viewpoint that has no operational basis. A theory should be capable
of describing all observations, but it need not describe more than that. Geometrically, this
means that it need not describe any system that cannot fit within a causal patch. What the
xeroxing paradox teaches us is that we must not describe anything larger than the causal
patch if we wish to avoid inconsistencies in spacetimes with black holes.
But once we reject the global description of spacetime, we must reject it whether
or not black holes are present. In many cosmological solutions, including eternal inflation,
the global spacetime is not accessible to any single experiment. This motivated the use of
the causal patch as a cutoff to regulate the infinities of eternal inflation [11, 22].
Let us return to the black hole spacetime and consider the causal patch of an
outside observer. This patch includes all of the spacetime except for the interior of the
black hole. As Susskind has emphasized, to an outside observer, the causal patch is a
consistent representation of the entire world. The patch has a boundary, the stretched
horizon of the black hole. This boundary behaves like a physical membrane, endowed with
properties such as temperature, tension, and conductivity. When another observer falls into
the black hole, the outside observer would say that he has been thermalized at the horizon
and absorbed into the membrane degrees of freedom. Later the membrane evaporates and
shrinks away, leaving behind a cloud of radiation.
It is very important to understand that this really is the unique and complete
description of the process from the outside point of view; the black hole interior does not
come into it. The process is no different, in principle, from throwing the second observer
into a fire and watching the smoke come out. Any object is destroyed upon reaching the
horizon. Yet, assuming that the black hole is large, the infalling observer would not notice
anything special when crossing the horizon. There is no contradiction between these two
descriptions, since they agree as long as the two observers remain in causal contact. Once
they differ, it is too late for either observer to send a signal to the other and tell a conflicting
story.
The end of time in the causal patch is an effect that fits well with the outside
observer’s description. When the infalling observer enters the black hole, he is leaving
the causal patch of the outside observer. In the language of the present paper, the outside
observer defines a particular causal patch, and the inside observer encounters the end of time
when he hits the boundary of this patch. We now see that there is a different, more satisfying
interpretation: the inside observer is thermalized at the horizon. This interpretation invokes
a relatively conventional physical process to explain why the inside observer ceases to exist.
Time does not stop, but rather, the observer is thermalized. His degrees of freedom are
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merged with those already existing at the boundary of the causal patch, the horizon.
If this interpretation is correct, it can be applied to black holes that form in the
eternally inflating universe, where it modifies the theory of the infalling observer. It is no
longer certain that an infalling observer will actually make it to the horizon, and into the
black hole, to perish only once he hits the future singularity. Instead, time might end before
he enters the black hole. How is this possible?
In the traditional discussion of black hole complementarity, one picks an observer
and constructs the associated causal patch. It is impossible, by construction, for an observer
to leave his own patch. In other words, time cannot end if we live in a causal patch centered
on our own worldline. In eternal inflation, however, one first picks a causal patch; then
one looks for observers in it. Some of these observers will be closer to the boundary and
leave the patch sooner than others, who happen to stay in the patch longer. Equivalently,
suppose we do want to begin by considering observers of a given type, such as an observer
falling towards a black hole. To compute probabilities, we must average over all causal
patches that contain such an observer. In some patches the observer will be initially far
from the boundary, in others he will hit the boundary very soon. This yields a probability
distribution for the rate at which time ends.
Suppose, for example, that we attempted to jump into a black hole of mass m in
our own galaxy (and neglect effects of gravitational tidal forces, matter near the black hole,
etc.). Using the ensemble of causal patches defined in Ref. [33], one finds that time would
probably end before we reach the horizon, with probability 1 − O(m/tΛ ). This probability
is overwhelming if the black hole is much smaller than the cosmological horizon.
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Chapter 7

Saturating the holographic entropy
bound
7.1

Introduction

Covariant entropy bound The covariant entropy bound [5] (see Ref. [9] for a review)
establishes a general relation between quantum information and classical geometry: The
entropy of matter on a light-sheet L (a non-expanding null hypersurface) orthogonal to a
spatial surface B cannot exceed the surface area A, measured in Planck units:
A(B)
.
(7.1)
4
This holds for arbitrary spacelike surfaces B of codimension two, open or closed, in any
spacetime satisfying Einstein’s equation with physically reasonable matter. It implies that
the entropy in the past of any event cannot exceed half of the maximum area of the past
light-cone (which is finite in cosmological spacetimes, for example).
The covariant bound appears to be rather rigid. Several other entropy bounds of
the form S ≤ A/4 have been formulated, which do not involve light-sheets or do not impose
the condition θ ≤ 0 on the expansion of the geodesics generating the light-sheet. A simple
example is the “spacelike entropy bound”, the claim that the entropy in any volume of space
is less than the area of its boundary. One finds that each of these bounds can be violated by
arbitrarily large factors [9, 41, 68] in perfectly physical spacetimes. Meanwhile, no counterexamples to the covariant entropy bound have been found [9], and sufficient conditions have
been identified that guarantee the bound’s validity in a large class of spacetimes [14, 42].
From the viewpoint of local field theory, the covariant entropy bound is surprising,
since one expects entropy to scale with volume. The holographic principle, in its most general form, is the conjecture that this surprising relation between geometry and information
must have a fundamental origin, in a theory of quantum gravity [6]. This expectation has
been borne out in a special case, by the AdS/CFT correspondence [81]. The number of
binary CFT degrees of freedom necessary to describe an AdS region of (sufficiently large)
surface area A is indeed of order A [103].
But the covariant entropy bound applies much more broadly. It holds in cosmological and other highly dynamical spacetimes that lack a fundamental quantum gravitational
S[L(B)] ≤
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description, such as the interior of black holes. In this general setting, one expects that
the bound will constrain how a quantum gravity theory should be formulated and how
spacetime should arise from it. Light-sheets on which the entropy is equal to the area seem
poised to play a distinguished role in the emergence of a classical geometry. Therefore,
matter systems that saturate the covariant entropy bound are of special interest.
Remarkably, no explicit examples of such systems have been found to date. Of
course, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of an event horizon is equal to the horizon area,
SBH = A/4, and so, in a sense,1 it saturates the bound. However, it is striking that no
material objects, with ordinary, non-Bekenstein-Hawking entropy, are known to saturate
the bound.
A stronger bound? In fact, it would appear that systems made from ordinary matter
obey the far stronger bound
S ≲ A3/4 ,
(7.2)
falling short of the holographic bound by a factor of A1/4 in Planck units, an enormous
factor for macroscopic systems.2 Consider, for example, a spherical box of radius R filled
with radiation at temperature T . By increasing T , one can increase the entropy, S ∼ R3 T 3 .
However, T is bounded from above by the requirement that the box should not collapse into
a black hole: E ∼ R3 T 4 ≲ R. The largest radiation entropy is attained at the threshold of
collapse, when S ∼ R3/2 , saturating the bound (7.2) but, in the semiclassical regime A ≫ 1,
falling far short of the holographic bound (7.1).
Another example that supports the stronger bound (7.2) obtains in cosmology.
Consider the past light-cone of an observer at the time tE in a radiation-dominated flat
FRW universe with vanishing cosmological constant. If one follows the light-cone towards
the past, its cross-sectional area initially expands, but then contracts until it vanishes at
the Big Bang. The sphere of maximum area, AAH ∼ t2E , can be regarded as the origin of
two light-sheets, one past-directed and one future-directed, which together form the past
light-cone. The covariant bound states that the entropy on each light-sheet must be less
than AAH /4. The actual entropy on each light-sheet can be estimated by noting that the
past light-cone has comoving size comparable to the volume enclosed by the Hubble horizon
at the time tE . Since the evolution is adiabatic, the entropy on the past light-cone is the
same as the entropy within the Hubble radius at the time tE . The proper energy density of
3/4
−3/2
radiation at this time is ρrad ∼ t−2
E , and the proper entropy density is s ∼ ρrad ∼ tE . The
3/4

proper horizon volume is ∼ t3E , so the total entropy on the light-sheet is S ∼ t3/2 ∼ AAH .
Again one finds the bound (7.2) approximately saturated, but the holographic bound far
from saturated, with a factor A1/4 to spare.
1

The black hole horizon is a light-sheet, which is crossed by the matter that created or fell into the black
hole. In order to say that a black holes saturates the covariant bound, one would like to view the black hole
as a kind of matter object whose worldline crosses a different light-sheet of initial area Ahor . This is possible
if one regards the stretched horizon as a timelike boundary of the black hole [104] and one terminates the
light-sheet there.
2
This stronger bound first appears as the maximum entropy of a matter system in a calculation by ’t
Hooft [106]. We are not aware of a place in the literature where a fundamental A3/4 bound for matter was
explicitly conjectured, but the bound itself is known lore.
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There is no contradiction here: the holographic bound is just an inequality, and it
is not surprising that many systems fall far short of saturating it. In most cases the ratio
S/A is even smaller than in the above examples: consider, for example, a sphere surrounding
a region with vanishing entropy, such as empty space or a crystal at zero temperature. What
is intriguing, however, is that it appears to be hard to exceed the ratio S/A ∼ A−1/4 attained
by the above two examples. Can we find ordinary matter systems whose entropy comes
close to saturating the covariant entropy bound? Or is the holographic bound needlessly
lenient?
If there truly was a universal bound of the form (7.2) for matter, we would be
forced to reconsider the significance of the covariant entropy bound and the holographic
principle. What importance could we ascribe to an upper bound that is far from saturated
in all known examples? Perhaps it is the quantity A3/4 that truly governs the information
content in quantum gravity?
In this chapter, based on [16], we rule out this possibility, and we reaffirm the
fundamental stature of the covariant entropy bound. We will find simple examples in which
the covariant entropy bound is indeed saturated, and an even larger class of examples where
the entropy on a light-sheet exceeds the stronger bound A3/4 by arbitrarily large factors.
These examples were discovered in the course of the investigations of the previous chapters.
Relation to previous work A number of works have considered systems that may
violate the naive bound S ≲ A3/4 or even saturate the holographic bound S ≤ A/4.
Prior to the covariant bound, Fischler and Susskind [41] proposed a cosmological
holographic bound S ≤ A/4 on the future light-cone of a point on the Big Bang, where A is
the area of the light-cone at some time t, and S is the entropy on the portion of the light-cone
below t. In flat or open universes, this light-cone is an allowed light-sheet off of any of its
cross-sectional surfaces, so the following example [41] applies also to the covariant entropy
bound. In a universe filled with a maximally stiff fluid (p = ρ), one finds S/A ∼ σ(t), where
σ is the comoving entropy density. The area of the light-cone grows with time, so A1/4 σ(t)
will eventually exceed unity, and the naive bound S ≲ A3/4 will be violated, assuming that
such a fluid can carry entropy and do so adiabatically (σ =const). Moreover, assuming that
one can achieve σ ∼ 1, the fluid will saturate the covariant bound for arbitrarily large area
A. Neither of these assumptions, however, has yet been justified in a microscopic model of
such matter. In our examples below, the entropy is that of ordinary pressureless particles
or radiation, and thus can be explicitly computed rather than posited.
In Ref. [5], a shell collapsing onto a black hole was considered and shown to obey the
covariant bound. Under a number of assumptions that erred on the side of larger entropy,
this shell was seen to saturate the bound on a light-sheet well inside a black hole. No
attempt was made to show that all the assumptions can in fact be satisfied, and it remains
unclear whether they can. The constructions given in the present paper, by contrast, are
completely explicit. Among them, the collapsing dust ball studied in Sec. 7.4 is perhaps
the example most similar to (yet definitely distinct from) the collapsing shell of Ref. [5].
“Monsters” [65, 66] are matter configurations that violate the spacelike entropy
bound, adding to a multitude of counterexamples [9]. But monsters do obey the covariant
bound, since the light-sheets off of their boundary surface are truncated by black hole
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singularities. No evidence has been presented that the stronger inequality S ≲ A3/4 is
violated on these light-sheets.
The scaling of entropy like Λ−1 (Λ−2 ) in open FRW universes with positive (negative) cosmological constant was noted earlier [29] in the context of the causal entropic
principle [11, 27].
Outline In Sec. 7.2, we will study open FRW cosmologies with zero, positive, or negative
cosmological constant. We will identify light-sheets with entropy S ≫ A3/4 , and we will show
that in the limit of early curvature domination, the holographic bound can be saturated:
S → A.
In Sec. 7.3 we will consider the past light-cone of an observer in such universes.
We will show that the observer’s sky can be filled with so much entropy as to saturate the
covariant bound. This shows that the results of Sec. 7.2 correspond naturally to directly
observable situations. As a corollary, we will find that the observable entropy in the presence
of a cosmological constant can exceed the naive bound ∣Λ∣−3/4 , and can become as large as
Λ−1 for Λ > 0, and Λ−2 for Λ < 0.
In Sec. 7.4, we will show that light-sheets with S ≫ A3/4 exist not only in open
universes. We will demonstrate that such light-sheets can be actively produced by setting
up a collapsing ball of pressureless matter with a particular velocity distribution. In Sec. 7.5,
we go further and show that a light-sheet with S ≫ A3/4 can be both set up and observed by
a single observer. One relevant example arises when a black hole is slowly fed with quanta
not much smaller than its own radius.
In Sec. 7.6 we will assess the possible role of the bound S ≲ A3/4 . We will briefly
explore the conjecture that this bound holds for static, weakly gravitating systems. The
final section will discuss the application of our results to the generalized covariant entropy
bound [42].

7.2

Saturating the holographic entropy bound in cosmology

In this section, we will identify an interesting class of light-sheets arising in open
FRW universes. We will show that the entropy on these light-sheets can exceed the naive
bound, S ≲ A3/4 , by arbitrarily large factors. We will also show that the holographic bound,
S ∼ A, can be saturated (but not violated), with ordinary matter or radiation, for arbitrarily
large A.
Before we begin our detailed description of these light-sheets, we should, for completeness, mention a class of counterexamples to S ≲ A3/4 which we will not discuss in
much detail. In a flat radiation-dominated FRW universe, consider spheres at very large
radius at some fixed time, t. Such spheres possess two past-directed light-sheets, ingoing
and outgoing. In the large radius limit, both satisfy
S
= t−1/2 .
A

(7.3)

The key point is that the right-hand side is independently of A. For sufficiently large radius,
one has A1/4 ≫ t3/2 and the naive bound S ≲ A3/4 is violated. The geometric reason for this
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behavior is that the light-sheets of large spheres are “truncated light-cones” [41] that end
on the Big Bang while their comoving radius is still large. Thus their comoving volume is a
shell whose width is independent of A and whose comoving volume and radiation entropy
grows in proportion to A. Similar light-sheets exist for pressureless matter, and they exist
also in open and closed FRW universes. To our knowledge, Eq. (7.3) has never been held
up as a counterexample to Eq. (7.2), though it is a perfectly valid one.
The counterexamples we will present in this section are closely related but arise
only in open FRW universes. They have the advantage that we will not need to require that
the initial sphere be far outside the particle horizon. This property, in turn, will be key
to our demonstration, in Sec. 7.3, that the maximum entropy in spacetimes with positive
(negative) cosmological constant is Λ−1 (Λ−2 ).

7.2.1

Light-sheets in open FRW universes
We consider spatially open FRW universes, with metric
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2 dH32 ,

(7.4)

dH32 = dξ 2 + sinh2 ξ dΩ2

(7.5)

where
is the metric on the unit three-hyperboloid. For later use we note that the area of a
sphere of radius ξ on the unit three-hyperboloid is Ac = 4π sinh2 ξ; the enclosed volume
is Vc (ξ) = π[sinh(2ξ) − 2ξ]. The physical area and volume are related to these comoving
quantities by factors of a2 and a3 , respectively.
The dynamics is governed by the Friedmann equation:
ȧ2 8πρ 1
=
+ 2 ,
a2
3
a

(7.6)

where ȧ = da/dt and ρ is the total energy density. The area of the apparent horizon at the
time t is [9]
3
.
(7.7)
AAH (t) =
2ρ(t)
Spheres of smaller area have only ingoing light-sheets (both past and future-directed); the
area along outgoing light-rays would increase, violating the nonexpansion condition demanded by the covariant entropy bound. Spheres outside the apparent horizon posses
two past-directed light-sheets, ingoing and outgoing. In this case, the area increases along
future-directed light rays, which are therefore forbidden. In Fig. 7.2.1, the apparent horizon is shown in a Penrose diagram, and the allowed light-sheet directions are indicated by
wedges.
We will consider cosmologies in which the energy density contains two components,
3
radiation and vacuum energy, so we may write ρ = ρr + ρΛ . The cosmological constant,
Λ = 8πρΛ , may be positive, negative, or zero. The energy density of radiation satisfies
8πρr t2c
= 4
3
a
3

This is not essential and can be replaced by nonrelativistic matter, as we shall see in Sec. 7.2.5.

(7.8)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.1: Conformal diagrams for FRW universes with (a) zero, (b) positive, and (c)
negative cosmological constant. Every point represents a sphere, and every sphere has at
least two orthogonal null directions along which the area is nonincreasing. According to
the covariant entropy bound, these are the allowed directions along which light-sheets can
be constructed. They are are indicated by wedges. An apparent horizon divides normal (>)
spheres from trapped (∨) and/or anti-trapped (∧) spheres.
where the constant tc characterizes the timescale when curvature begins to dominate over
radiation. Up to factors of order unity, the entropy density is given by the 3/4 power of the
radiation energy density:
3/2
tc
s ∼ ρ3/4
=
.
(7.9)
r
a3
The light-sheets of interest to us originate in, or encompass, the era of curvature
domination, when the last term in Eq. (7.6) dominates. With one exception (at the end of
Sec. 7.2.4), we will not consider cosmologies without such an era, i.e., we will require that
tc ≪ tΛ ,

(7.10)

where tΛ ≡ ∣3/Λ∣1/2 characterizes the timescale at which vacuum energy begins to dominate
the evolution of the universe. During the curvature era, tc ≪ t ≪ tΛ , Eq. (7.6) implies that
the scale factor is approximately equal to the age of the universe, a(t) = t. We will find it
convenient to use the scale factor, a, as a time variable also in other eras, when it does not
agree with proper time, t.
Now we specify a two-dimensional surface and construct an associated light-sheet.
Consider a sphere of comoving radius ξ0 during the curvature-dominated era, at the time
a0 ≫ tc . Its proper area is
A = 4πa20 sinh2 ξ0 .
(7.11)
We demand that the sphere lies on or outside of the apparent horizon, A ≥ AAH , so that
its outgoing past-directed light-sheet exists. That is, the cross-sectional area spanned by
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outward and past-directed lightrays orthogonal to the initial sphere must be non-expanding.
By setting ds = 0 in Eq. (7.4) and using spherical symmetry, we find that the light-sheet is
given by
t0 dt̄
ξ(t) = ξ0 + ∫
.
(7.12)
a(t̄)
t
a
˙ Using the Friedmann
Trading t for a as a time variable, this becomes ξ(a) = ξ0 + ∫a 0 dā/(āā).
equation,
a4
a2 ȧ2 = t2c + a2 ± 2 ,
(7.13)
tΛ

we find that the light-sheet is given by
ξ(a) = ξ0 + ∫

a

a0

√

dā
t2c + ā2 ± ā4 /t2Λ

.

(7.14)

The sign in the last term is the sign of Λ; the term is absent for Λ = 0.
Let a1 < a0 be the time at which the light-sheet ends, and let ξ1 = ξ(a1 ). The
entropy on the light-sheet is
S = σVL ,
(7.15)
where
VL = Vc (ξ1 ) − Vc (ξ0 )

(7.16)

is the comoving volume occupied by the light-sheet, and
σ ≡ sa3 ∼ t3/2
c

(7.17)

is the comoving entropy density.

7.2.2

Open universes with zero cosmological constant

Let us start by setting Λ = 0 (diagram in Fig. 7.2); then ρ = ρr , the last term
in Eq. (7.13) vanishes, and Eq. (7.14) can be integrated in closed form. We find that the
light-sheet is given by
ξ(a) = ξ0 + sinh−1 (a0 /tc ) − sinh−1 (a/tc ) .

(7.18)

Since we have chosen a0 ≫ tc and A ≥ AAH ∼ a4 /t2c , we have ξ1 > ξ0 ≫ 1, so we can
approximate Vc (ξ) ≈ (π/2) exp(2ξ) in Eq. (7.16).
3/2
In the regime tc ≪ a1 ≪ a0 , we thus find S ∼ Atc /a21 up to factors of order unity.
(Note that Vc (ξ0 ) ≪ Vc (ξ1 ), so make a negligible error by including the entropy missed by
the “hole” at the center of the light-sheet.) The inverse relation with a1 makes sense: the
smaller we chose a1 , the longer the light-sheet, and the more entropy it will contain.
Here we are interested in making S/A as large as possible, so we would like to
extend the light-sheet as far as possible. The light-sheet does not encounter caustics and
so can be extended all the way to the Big Bang, a1 → 0. For a1 ≪ tc , the total entropy on
A
1
the light-sheet is given by S ∼ 1/2
(1 − 2a
tc ). Thus, it does not make a big difference whether
tc
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A

tc
Ξ0

B
Ξ1

Figure 7.2: Conformal diagram of an open radiation-dominated Λ = 0 FRW universe. The
−1/2
spheres of interest to us, whose light-sheets have entropy S/A ∼ tc , lie in the unshaded
region to the future of t = tc and outside of the apparent horizon. Two examples are shown.
Light-sheet A starts on the apparent horizon at ξ = ξ0 and ends on the Big Bang at ξ = ξ1 .
Light-sheet B starts well outside the apparent horizon.
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we terminate the light-sheet at tc or extend it all the way to the Big Bang; up to order-one
1/2
factors, the entropy is S ∼ A/tc for all light-sheets ending at or within the era of radiation
domiantion, a1 ≲ tc :
S
∼ t−1/2
.
(7.19)
c
A
We have assumed that the sphere (a0 , ξ0 ), from which the light-sheet originates, is chosen
−1/2
deep within the regime of curvature domination: tc ≪ a0 . This implies tc
≫ A−1/4 .
Moreover, the time of curvature domination cannot be earlier than the Planck time: tc ≳ 1.
From Eq. (7.19), we thus obtain
A3/4 ≪ S ≲ A .
(7.20)
We conclude that the entropy in this example exceeds the naive “bound” S ≤ A3/4
by the arbitrarily large ratio (a0 /tc )1/2 . Note that tc can be chosen arbitrarily large while
keeping this ratio fixed, so the entire light-sheet lies in regions far from the Planck regime.
Thus, the covariant bound and semi-classical gravity are under arbitrarily good control.
We conclude, moreover, the holographic entropy bound can be saturated up to
factors of order unity, S ∼ A, by choosing the time of curvature domination to be very
early, tc ∼ 1. In this limit, the initial light-sheet surface, and all but the final edge of the
light-sheet, remain in well-controlled regimes where the curvature and densities are small,
and the initial area A can be chosen arbitrarily large. So our example is quite different
from the trivial way of saturating the holographic entropy bound (A ∼ 1, S ∼ 1), where the
whole light-sheet is immersed near or in the Planck regime. However, most of the entropy is
contributed by the outermost rim of the light-sheet, at times of order tc , which approaches
the Planck time in this limit. Thus, quantum gravitational corrections start becoming large.
The key point is that the maximum entropy that can be attained on a light-sheet while
keeping such corrections small is controlled by the area, not by some smaller power of the
area. By choosing tc ∼ −2 , we can achieve S/A ∼  for arbitrarily large A, for any  ≪ 1
that controls the size of corrections to semiclassical gravity.

7.2.3

Open universes with positive cosmological constant
In the presence of a positive cosmological constant, the apparent horizon is given

by
AAH (t) =

3
t2
1
= 4π ( c4 + 2 )
2(ρΛ + ρr )
a
tΛ

−1

.

(7.21)

Because of the cosmological term, the apparent horizon area does not grow without bound
at late times, but asymptotes to the area of the event horizon of de Sitter space,
AdS =

12π
,
Λ

(7.22)

for t ≫ tΛ . We will again consider only outgoing past-directed light-sheets, which exist for
spheres on or outside the apparent horizon, A ≥ AAH , as shown in Fig. 7.3.
For tc ≪ t0 ≲ tΛ (which implies a0 ≲ tΛ ), the a4 /t2Λ term in Eq. (7.13) can be
neglected. Then the analysis is identical to the case Λ = 0. In particular, the entropy
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C
tL
B

A
tc

Figure 7.3: Conformal diagram for an open, radiation-filled FRW universe with Λ > 0.
−1/2
Again, the light-sheets of interest (S/A ∼ tc ) lie in the unshaded region. Light-sheets
which start in the region t > tΛ have exponentially small S/A, except for the light-sheet C,
which coincides with the de Sitter event horizon.
exceeds A3/4 , and with tc → 1 the bound S ≤ A/4 can be saturated up to factors of order
one.
For a0 ≫ tΛ , Eq. (7.14) becomes
ξ1 − ξ0 ∼ ∫

a0

tΛ

tΛ dā
tΛ dā
tΛ
+
∼ log
,
∫
ā2
ā
tc
tc

(7.23)

where we have set a1 ∼ tc . (As before, this choice maximizes the entropy for a given initial
surface.) The entropy on this light-sheet is
S ∼ σVc (ξ1 ) ∼ e2ξ0

t2Λ
1/2

,

(7.24)

tc

For initial areas containing more than one curvature volume, ξ0 ≳ 1, the ratio S/A ∼
−1/2
−1/2
tc (tΛ /a0 )2 is much smaller than tc , so these light-sheets are of no interest to us. For
−1/2
ξ0 ≪ 1, we obtain S/A ∼ tc (AdS /A). The initial area satisfies AdS ≲ A ≪ a20 , where the
first inequality comes from the requirement A ≥ AAH and the second from the current case,
ξ0 ≪ 1. If we choose the initial area to be near the lower end of this range, we find again
that
S
∼ t−1/2
.
(7.25)
c
A
The most interesting special case is obtained by taking the limit a0 → ∞, ξ0 → 0 while
holding A = AdS fixed. The past-directed outgoing light-sheet off of this sphere corresponds
to the de Sitter event horizon. With early curvature domination, tc → 1, Eq. (7.25) implies
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that the entropy passing through the de Sitter horizon of a radiation-dominated FRW
universe can be comparable to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of empty de Sitter space.
It need not be much less, as has hitherto been believed. We will discuss this case further in
Sec. 7.3.

7.2.4

Universes with negative cosmological constant

In the presence of a negative cosmological constant (see Fig 7.4), the apparent
horizon is given by
−1
3
t2c
1
AAH (t) =
= 4π ( 4 − 2 ) .
(7.26)
2(ρΛ + ρr )
a
tΛ
The negative sign of the vacuum energy has important implications. At the intermediate

tf
tc'

t f 2
t*
B
A

tc

Figure 7.4: Conformal diagram for an open, radiation-filled FRW universe with Λ < 0,
which ends in a Big Crunch. Spheres in the unshaded regions have past-directed outgoing
−1/2
light-sheets with S/A ∼ tc . The apparent horizon diverges at t∗ ≡ (tΛ tc )1/2 , which means
that there are no anti-trapped spheres with t > t∗ .
time
t∗ = (tc tΛ )1/2 ,

(7.27)
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the total energy density vanishes and then becomes negative. The apparent horizon diverges
as t → t∗ and does not exist for t > t∗ . Outgoing past-directed light-sheets, which exist for
spheres on or outside the apparent horizon, A ≥ AAH (t), do not exist at all for t ≥ t∗ , so
we require in particular that a0 < t∗ . During this entire era, the a4 /t2Λ term in Eq. (7.13)
can be neglected, so the light-sheet analysis is identical to the case Λ = 0. In particular, the
entropy exceeds A3/4 , and with tc → 1 the bound S ≤ A/4 can be saturated up to factors of
order one.
With Λ < 0 there is an additional class of light-sheets with S ≫ A3/4 , which originate from spheres that are normal, i.e., neither trapped nor antitrapped. These examples
have no analogue in universes with nonnegative cosmological constant. Consider a sphere
at (t0 , ξ0 ). We assume that t∗ ≤ t0 < t′∗ ≡ tf − t∗ ; during this era there is no apparent horizon
and all spheres, no matter how large, are normal. We construct an ingoing light-sheet of this
surface, which we may take to be past-directed without loss of generality. We terminate the
light-sheet at the time t∗ . (Extending it further would complicate our analysis and can only
increase the entropy in any case.) The initial area is of order a20 exp(2ξ0 ). The comoving
radial extent of the light-sheet, ∆ξ ≡ ξ0 − ξ(t∗ ), can readily be seen to exceed unity as long
as t0 is at least a few times larger than t∗ . Therefore its comoving volume is VL ≈ Vc (ξ0 )
3/2
and the entropy on the light-sheet is of order e2ξ0 tc . We thus find
3/2

S tc
∼ 2 .
A
t0

(7.28)

By choosing t0 → t∗ ≡ (tc tΛ )1/2 the ratio S/A can be made as large as tc (tc /tΛ ) in this
−1/2
region. Since we have assumed tc ≪ tΛ , this is smaller than the ratio tc
attained by
antitrapped light-sheets. Nevertheless, for any value of t0 , normal light-sheets in this region
violate S ≲ A3/4 by arbitrarily large factors, if we choose the initial sphere sufficiently large.
None of these light-sheets, however, are entirely contained in the past or future light-cone
of any event, so we will not revisit them in the next section.
In a sense, this class of light-sheets continues to exist even for a flat FRW universe
(tc ≫ tΛ ) with Λ < 0. In this case the apparent horizon diverges only at the turnaround
time, tf /2, when a ∼ t∗ . This means that at large comoving radius ξ0 ≫ 1, normal spheres
exist only for a very short time and we might as well consider only t0 = tf /2. Terminating
the light-sheet at some early time of order t2Λ /tc , one finds that ∆ξ ∼ tΛ /tc ≪ 1, so the
3/2
comoving light-sheet volume can be treated as a thin shell. Therefore, S ∼ tc e2ξ0 ∆ξ; and
−1/2
with A ∼ t2∗ e2ξ0 , one finds S/A ∼ tΛ . This result connects smoothly with the result in
open universes, in the overlap limit tc → tΛ ). However, in the flat FRW case we are forced
to extend the light-sheets into the antitrapped region. Still, it is interesting that we have
thus found a cosmological example of S ≫ A3/4 which is spatially flat and in which the
relevant light-sheets originate from normal surfaces.
−1/2

7.2.5

Generalization to pressureless matter

In this section, we eliminate the assumption that the universe is filled only with
radiation and vacuum energy. In particular, we will show that light-sheets with entropy
−1/2
S/A ∼ tc
exist in an open FRW universe filled with pressureless dust. We will set Λ = 0
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in this section, though our results do generalize straightforwardly to universes with nonzero
cosmological constant, as long as tΛ ≫ tc , just as they did for radiation.
The energy density of pressureless dust satisfies
8πρ tc
= 3 .
3
a

(7.29)

With Λ = 0, the Friedmann equation reads
a2 ȧ2 = tc a + a2 .

(7.30)

As before, we consider a sphere of radius ξ0 > ξAH ≈ 21 log a0 /tc , and area A ∼ a20 e2ξ0 ,
during the curvature-dominated era, a0 ≫ tc . Its outward-going, past-directed light-sheet,
parametrized by a, has radius
ξ(a) = ξ0 + ∫

a0

dā

√

tc ā + ā2
√
√
= ξ0 + 2 sinh−1 ( a0 /tc ) − 2 sinh−1 ( a/tc ) .
a

(7.31)
(7.32)

The entropy density is of order the number density of particles:
s∼

ρ
tc
∼
,
m ma3

(7.33)

where m is the particle mass; the comoving entropy density is therefore σ ∼ tc /m. We
extend the light-sheet as far as possible to maximize the entropy on it: a1 → 0. As in
Sec. 7.2, however, the dominant contribution comes from the curvature dominated era, so
we may as well set a1 ∼ tc in Eq. (7.32). The comoving volume covered by this light-sheet
is VL ∼ e2ξ1 ∼ e2ξ0 a20 /t2c . With S = σVc , we find
S
∼ (mtc )−1 .
A

(7.34)

For mtc < A1/4 , the entropy exceeds the naive bound S ≲ A3/4 . As mtc → 1, the holographic
bound can be saturated, S/A → 1. So far, so good: this confirms our claim that high-entropy
light-sheets can be found not only in regions with radiation but also with nonrelativistic
particles. What is important is the open spatial geometry of the FRW solution, not the
matter content.
But Eq. (7.34) should make us suspicious: What is to prevent us from choosing mtc ≪ 1 and violating the holographic bound? Our formula for the entropy density,
Eq. (7.33), is valid only if the dust particles are dilute, i.e., nonoverlapping. This is the case
if the number density of particles, ρ/m, is less than one particle per Compton wavelength
cubed, i.e., if
tc
m4 > 3 .
(7.35)
a
If we want to use Eq. (7.33) along the whole light-sheet, we must ensure that the above
condition holds for all a in the interval a1 ≤ a ≤ a0 . Thus, we require
m > t−1/2
.
c

(7.36)
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If this inequality is saturated, i.e., if the matter first becomes dilute around the time tc ),
−1/2
we recover the relation S/A ∼ tc
once more. If it is violated, the entropy density will
be smaller than that of Eq. (7.33) and the light-sheet will contain less entropy than that
given in Eq. (7.34). Thus, the holographic bound cannot be violated by pressureless matter,
though it can be saturated.

7.3

Maximizing observable entropy

In the previous section, we found classes of light-sheets whose entropy is large compared to naive expectations (S ≫ A3/4 ), and which can even saturate the covariant bound
(S ∼ A). In this section, we show that a subclass of these light-sheets is entirely contained
in the past of a single event. In this sense, both the light-sheets and the corresponding
entropy are observable. Moreover, we will show that the maximum observable radiation
entropy is of order Λ−1 if the cosmological constant is positive, and Λ−2 if it is negative.
We consider the same FRW cosmologies as before: open; filled with radiation; with
positive, negative, or zero cosmological constant; and with a long curvature-dominated era
(tc ≪ tΛ ). By homogeneity, we need only consider an observer at the origin, ξ = 0. At the
time time tE , let L(tE ) be the past light-cone of the observer; i.e., L(tE ) is the boundary
of the past of an event at t = tE , ξ = 0. L(tE ) can be obtained from Eq. (7.14) by setting
ξ0 → 0 and a0 → a(tE ). The observer’s causal patch is the (disjoint) union of all these past
light-cones; this is the spacetime region that the observer can ever receive signals from. (If
Λ > 0, this is the interior of the event horizon; if Λ = 0, it is the entire spacetime.)

7.3.1

Entropy on the past light-cone at finite time

To demonstrate that a light-sheet constructed in the previous section is contained
in an observer’s past, it suffices to show that it lies on one of the past light-cones of the
observer. The cross-sectional area of any past light-cone L(tE ) in a Big Bang cosmology
vanishes both at its apex at tE , and at the Big Bang. Therefore, every past light-cone
possesses a sphere of maximum area, or apparent horizon. Let t0 be the time when this
maximum occurs. It can be shown that t0 is a monotonically growing function of tE in the
cosmologies considered here.
The apparent horizon divides L(tE ) into two pieces (see Fig. 7.5): the “inner”
piece, Lin , covers the range t0 ≤ t ≤ tE from the apparent horizon up to the apex t < t0 ; the
“outer” piece, Lout , ranges from the apparent horizon down to the Big Bang (t0 ≥ t > 0).
Because the apparent horizon is a local maximum, the cross-sectional area is decreasing
away from the apparent horizon along both pieces. In other words, the apparent horizon is
a surface from which two light-sheets Lin and Lout originate in opposite directions, which
together make up the past light-cone L [6]. The entropy in the past of an observer at
the time tE is the sum of the entropy on these two light-sheets. The light-sheet Lin is
future-directed and ingoing. The light-sheet Lout is past-directed and outgoing, like the
light-sheets we considered in the previous section. Thus, it may contain large entropy, in
the sense that
S(Lout )
t−1/2 .
(7.37)
AAH [t0 (tE )] c
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tE
Lin
Ht0, Ξ0L
tc

Lout

Figure 7.5: The dashed line shows the past light-cone of an observer at ξ = 0 at the time
tE ≫ tc , in a Λ = 0 radiation-dominated open FRW universe. Its area is maximal on the
apparent horizon, at (t0 , ξ0 ). This sphere has two light-sheets, Lin and Lout , which together
−1/2
comprise the past light-cone. The entropy on Lout satisfies S/A ∼ tc ; the entropy on Lin
−1/2
is negligible by comparison. The total entropy in the observer’s past is thus of order Atc ,
where A is the largest observed sphere.
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We will now show that it does, provided that tE ≫ tc .
For Λ = 0, we showed in Sec. 7.2 that the entropy on a past-directed outgoing
−1/2
light-sheet will satisfy S/A ∼ tc
if and only if its initial surface is well inside the regime of
curvature domination, t0 ≫ tc . For the light-sheet Lout that constitutes the “outer” portion
of a past light-cone with apex at tE , the condition t0 ≫ tc is satisfied if and only if the apex
itself occurs well inside this regime, i.e., if tE ≫ tc .
To prove this, assume that t0 ≫ tc and set a → tE and ξ(a) → 0 in Eq. (7.14). Since
the integration takes place entirely in the curvature-dominated era and we have assumed
Λ = 0, we can neglect the first and last term under the square root. By Eqs. (7.7) and (7.8),
the apparent horizon is located at ξ0 ∼ log(t0 /tc ). Solving for tE , we find
tE ∼

t20
.
tc

(7.38)

It follows that the conditions tE ≫ tc and t0 ≫ tc are equivalent, as claimed.
In the presence of a cosmological constant, Λ ≠ 0, Eq. (7.37) continues to hold,
even for the past light-cones of events in the vacuum-dominated era, tE ≳ tΛ . This follows
from the monotonicity of t0 (tE ) and from our result that all past-directed outgoing light−1/2
sheets with t0 ≫ tc (for Λ < 0), or with t0 ≫ tc and A ≲ AdS (for Λ > 0), satisfy S/A ∼ tc .
Note that the case discussed before Eq. (7.25), in which the initial area is much larger than
−1/2
AdS and S/A ∼ tc
does not hold, cannot arise for any light-sheet that lies on the past
light-cone of an event, since AAH < AdS by Eq. (7.21.)
We conclude that for all times tE ≫ tc , an observer’s causal past contains lightsheets that satisfy Eq. (7.19). In this era, the entropy in the causal past of an observer
is
,
(7.39)
S(L) ∼ AAH t−1/2
c
where AAH is the maximum area on the boundary of the observer’s past, and thus, the
largest sphere in the observer’s past. [Note that S(L) = S(Lin ) + S(Lout ) but the contribution from the inner light-sheet is negligible.] The observable entropy exceeds the naive
3/4
1/2
bound AAH (which does apply in flat FRW universes), by the arbitrarily large factor tE
for Λ ≤ 0, or by min{tE , tΛ }1/2 for Λ > 0. It can be comparable to the apparent horizon
area, S(L)/AAH → 1, in the limit of early curvature domination, tc → 1.

7.3.2

Entropy in the causal patch

Next, let us ask what the largest amount of entropy is that can ever be observed,
i.e., the entropy in the causal patch, in a universe with cosmological constant Λ ≠ 0. (With
Λ = 0, the observable entropy is unbounded in the limit tE → ∞.) In a flat radiationdominated FRW universe, the maximum observable entropy is ∣Λ∣−3/4 ; this has sometimes
been treated as a universal bound [78]. We will now show that the observable entropy is
much larger in an open universe: Smax ∼ Λ−1 for Λ > 0 and Smax ∼ Λ−2 for Λ < 0.
Positive cosmological constant For Λ > 0, we are interested in the limit as tE → ∞, in
which the past light-cone L(tE ) becomes the de Sitter event horizon. This null hypersurface
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is special: it is not the boundary of the past of any event, and its cross-sectional area is
everywhere decreasing towards the past. Thus, it consists not of two light-sheets, but only
of a single light-sheet, with initial area given exactly by AdS . In Sec. 7.2, we obtained the
same light-sheet by taking a slightly different limit after Eq. (7.25). All radiation that is
observable in principle passes through the event horizon, so S(L) = Smax for this light-sheet,
and Eq. (7.25) implies
AdS
Smax ∼ 1/2 ∼ Λ−1 t−1/2
.
(7.40)
c
tc
For tΛ ≫ tc , this vastly exceeds the naive bound Smax < Λ−3/4 . In the limit of early curvature
domination, the radiation entropy passing through the event horizon of an asymptotically
de Sitter, radiation-filled universe can be comparable to the final entropy, the BekensteinHawking entropy of the de Sitter horizon:
Smax → Λ−1 for tc → 1 .

(7.41)

Negative cosmological constant For Λ < 0, the evolution of the universe is symmetric
about the time of maximum expansion, tturn ∼ amax ≈ tΛ . In the limit as tE approaches the
Big Crunch, the observer’s past light-cone extends out to ξmax = 2ξturn , where
ξturn ≈ ∫

amax
0

√

dā
t2c + ā2 + ā4 /t2Λ

≈∫

amax

tc

dā
tΛ
≈ log
ā
tc

(7.42)

is the comoving distance travelled by a light-ray during each half of the universe’s history.
3/2
The entropy within a comoving sphere of radius ξ is S(ξ) = σVc (ξ). Using σ ∼ tc and
Vc ∼ e2ξmax = e4ξturn , we find that the entropy in the causal patch is
Smax ∼

t4Λ
5/2
tc

.
∼ Λ−2 t−5/2
c

(7.43)

This shows that the observable entropy in an open universe with negative cosmological
constant can vastly exceed the naive bound ∣Λ∣−3/4 (which does hold in spatially flat FRW
universes. In the limit of early curvature domination, the observable entropy approaches
Smax → Λ−2 for tc → 1 .

(7.44)

For the record we note some properties of the maximum area of the past lightcone in the limit where tE approaches the crunch. From the monotonicity of t0 (tE ) and
Eq. (7.27) we know that the boundary of the causal patch intersects the apparent horizon
long after curvature domination but long before the turnaround: tc ≪ t0 ≪ tΛ . At this
time, the comoving radius of the boundary of the patch is ξ(t0 ) = ξmax − log t0 tc , and its
proper area is of order
AAH ∼ t20 e2ξ(t0 ) ∼ Λ−2 t−2
(7.45)
c .
[Comparison with Eq. (7.26) reveals that t0 ≈ t∗ but we will not need this result here.]
−1/2
Note that Smax /AAH ∼ tc . This is consistent with Eq. (7.19), since Smax ≈ S(Lout ),
i.e., the entropy on the future-directed ingoing light-sheet of the apparent horizon sphere
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Figure 7.6: Conformal diagram for a collapsing ball of pressureless matter, the edge of
which is labeled “Matter”. We consider the future-directed outgoing light-sheets of spheres
in the shaded region, deep inside the black hole event horizon. Light-sheets which remain
−1/2
inside the matter ball until tc satisfy S/A ∼ tc . (Light-sheets which reach the edge of the
−1/2
matter ball before tc satisfy S/∆A ∼ tc ; see Appendix 7.7.)
is negligible compared to the entropy on the past-directed outgoing light-sheet, to which
Eq. (7.19) applies. Note also that the area of the largest sphere in the causal patch can
thus be much greater than ∣Λ∣−3/4 , its value in spatially flat FRW universes with negative
cosmological constant. In the limit tc → 1 the maximum area approaches Λ−2 .

7.4

Saturating the entropy bound in gravitational collapse

The cosmological solutions we have discussed thus far are interesting because they
lead to situations where the entropy is maximized in the past light-cone of an observer (as
discussed in Sec. 7.3). The initial conditions for these solutions are specified on a large
spatial slice near the Big Bang, consisting of many causally disconnected regions. Such a
slice is not in the future light-cone of any observer, and so it would be impossible for an
experimentalist to create such a system from scratch. In this section we will explore solutions
which describe systems an experimentalist could create starting in flat space, and which
also contain a light-sheet that beats the naive S ∼ A3/4 bound. The key difference between
the present discussion and that of Sec. 7.3 is that here we want the entropy-saturating
light-sheet to be contained in the future light-cone of a single observer, rather than the past
light-cone.

7.4.1

A collapsing ball of dust

The solution for pressureless matter we presented in Sec. 7.2.5 approaches flat
Minkowski space in the far future. By time-reversing the solution, we find a collapsing
universe which is arbitrarily dilute, and arbitrarily flat, in the far past. The observer of
Sec. 7.3, whose past light-cone in the original solution contained the saturating light-sheet,
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becomes an observer whose future light-cone contains the saturating light-sheet. The timereversed cosmology will be our model for a collapsing ball of pressureless dust created by
an experimentalist. The dust ball consists of the time-reversed cosmology out to a maximal
comoving radius ξmax , together with vacuum outside. By Birkhoff’s theorem, the geometry
outside of the ball is just a portion of the Schwarzschild black hole metric:
ds2 = − (1 −

2M
2M −1 2
) dτ 2 + (1 −
) dr + r2 dΩ2 .
r
r

(7.46)

Our first task is to determine the relationship between the Schwarzschild variables (M, r, τ )
describing the space outside of the ball, and the cosmological variables (tc , ξ, t) describing
the dust ball itself.
Consider a geodesic in the cosmology at fixed comoving coordinate ξmax , which
is the boundary between the FRW and Schwarzschild regions. It is the worldline of one
of the dust particles on the edge of the dust ball. As such it must be a radial, timelike
geodesic from both the FRW point of view and the Schwarzschild point of view. The FRW
coordinate time t is the proper time along the geodesic, so its relation to Schwarzschild
coordinates is
dt2 = (1 − 2M /r)dτ 2 − (1 − 2M /r)−1 dr2 .
(7.47)
Schwarzschild geometry possesses a timelike Killing vector τ a , and by contracting with the
four velocity v a of the geodesic we can construct a dimensionless conserved quantity, γ:
γ = −gab τ a v b = (1 −

2M dτ
)
.
r
dt

(7.48)

This equation is more useful in the form
ṙ2 2M γ 2 − 1
= 3 +
,
r2
r
r2

(7.49)

where ṙ = dr/dt. At some fixed t, the collection of all comoving geodesics at radius ξmax
form a 2-sphere of area a(t)2 sinh2 ξmax . This must match the area obtained for the same
surface using the Schwarzschild metric, which gives us the relation
r(t) = a(t) sinh ξmax .

(7.50)

Upon substitution, the conservation equation for γ becomes Eq. (7.30), the Friedmann
equation:
ȧ2
2M
γ2 − 1
=
+
.
(7.51)
a2 a3 sinh3 ξmax a2 sinh2 ξmax
By inspection we discover that γ = cosh ξmax and 2M = tc sinh3 ξmax .
Further insight is gained by examining the dust ball in the dilute limit. In the
dilute limit (that is, t → ∞ in FRW coordinates and r → ∞ in Schwarzschild coordinates),
both metrics reduce to Minkowski space and we can ask how the matter is distributed on
a constant-Minkowski-time slice. The Schwarzschild coordinates (τ, r) approach the usual
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time and radial coordinates of Minkowski space, while the FRW coordinates (t, ξ) reduce
to Milne coordinates:
τ = t cosh ξ,

r = t sinh ξ .

(7.52)

On a slice of constant τ = τ0 , the particles of matter occupy (be definition) the region of
space 0 ≤ r ≤ rmax and move in the radial direction. Since the comoving geodesics are paths
of constant ξ, the particle speeds on constant-τ slices are given by v = dr/dτ = tanh ξ. This
means that the conserved quantity γ we computed above can be interpreted as the usual
Lorentz boost factor in the dilute limit. Furthermore, this tells us how a particle’s speed
depends on its radial position at a given time: v(r) = r/τ0 .
Since we know what the energy-momentum tensor looks like in FRW coordinates, a
straightfoward coordinate transformation gives us the Minkowski-space energy-momentum
tensor:
3tc dt2 3tc (τ dτ − rdr)2
Tab = ρdt2 =
.
(7.53)
=
8π t3
8π (τ 2 − r2 )5/2
Here we have assumed that we are in the dilute limit, so a(t) = t. We can read off the
energy density as the coefficient of dτ 2 . Incidentally, this lets us check one of our earlier
calculations by computing the total energy at time τ0 :
E = 4π ∫

rmax
0

(

τ02
tc
3tc
) r2 dr = sinh3 ξmax ,
2
2
5/2
8π (τ0 − r )
2

(7.54)

where tanh ξmax = rmax /τ0 . Of course, this matches our result for the Schwarzschild mass
M.
Now we would like to know the number density of particles. We know from relativistic mechanics that a particle of mass m and boost γ has energy γm. So if we divide
the energy density by this factor we will find the number density:
n(r) =

τ02
1 3tc
3tc
τ0
=
.
2
2
2
5/2
mγ 8π (τ0 − r )
8πm (τ0 − r2 )2

(7.55)

The total number of particles is
N = 4π ∫

0

rmax

(

ξmax
τ0
3tc
3tc
3tc
) r2 dr =
Vc (ξmax ) ,
sinh2 ξ dξ =
∫
2
2
2
8πm (τ0 − r )
2m 0
8πm

(7.56)

which is a result we could have anticipated by examining the cosmological solution.

7.4.2

Maximizing the entropy

If one were to attempt to create this collapsing of matter artificially by assembling
a ball of dust in Minkowski space, how should the initial positions and velocities of the
matter be arranged? In this section we answer this question by describing the collapsing
ball in terms of Minkowski space variables, demonstrating explicitly how a light-sheet with
entropy S ≫ A3/4 can be created.
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r = r0

Ξ=
Ξ0

Τ = Τ0

Figure 7.7: From the Minkowski space point of view, the ball of matter starts at τ = τ0
as a dilute gas with a specific radial number density discussed in the text. The velocities
of the particles in this must be arranged so that the particles converge to a single point,
illustrated in this cartoon by the dashed trajectories all reaching the origin.
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To keep track of our efficiency in this task, we introduce a parameter α encoding
the amount by which we beat the naive bound:
S = αA3/4 .

(7.57)

Optimally we would find α ∼ A1/4 , but we will consider ourselves successful if α > O(1).
To accomplish this feat we will gather a large number N of particles, each of mass
m, and arrange them in a ball of radius rmax . The initial velocities are such that all of
the particles converge to a single point in the future, v(r) ∝ r. Since we are interested
in speeds near the speed of light, it will be more convenient to parametrize the speeds by
their Lorentz boost factors γ(r) = (1 − v(r)2 )−1/2 . An additional parameter is the boost
factor of the most energetic particles, γmax ≡ γ(rmax ), which determines how much time
passes before the particles collide. Finally, to ensure that the light-sheet is properly formed
according to the description in the previous sections, the number density n(r) must follow
Eq. (7.55), n(r) ∝ γ(r)4 .
We know from the previous section that the ball of dust will evolve like a portion
of an open FRW universe. To maximize the entropy in our light-sheets, we need to make
sure the open nature of the geometry is visible. This means we must have γmax ≫ 1.
In the language of the previous section, γmax = cosh ξmax , so we will freely approximate
sinh ξmax ≈ cosh ξmax ≈ exp(ξmax )/2 throughout the following discussion. To make contact
with the formulas of the previous section, we notice that the derived quantity tc is defined
by Eq. (7.56) to be
8πN m
Nm
tc =
∼ 2 .
(7.58)
3Vc (ξmax )
γmax
For the light-sheets which extend to FRW time t = tc inside the ball of matter, the entropy
they see is related to their area according to Eq. (7.34) by
S ∼ (mtc )−1 A ∼

2
γmax
A.
N m2

(7.59)

Combining this with Eq. (7.57) we learn that
3/2

γmax
α ∼ 3/4 3/2 S 1/4 .
(7.60)
N m
With γmax , N , and m fixed, the entropy S on the light-sheet depends on which light-sheet
we choose to look at. Here we learn that the light-sheet with the best chance of beating
A3/4 is the one that sees the most entropy. The maximum entropy any light-sheet can see
is S ∼ N , and there is a light-sheet starting on the apparent horizon for which this is true:
Simply take the light-sheet which reaches ξ = ξmax at the time t = tc . With this optimal
choice, we have
1/2
3
γmax
)
,
(7.61)
α∼(
N m3
which can be made large, as we will now show. Recall from Sec. (7.2.5) that m > tc
is
required for our entropy counting to be accurate, and saturating this inequality gives the
−1/2
largest possible S/A. Setting m ∼ tc
implies
−1/2

2
γmax
∼ N m3 ,

(7.62)
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and hence
1/2
α ∼ (N m3 )1/4 ∼ γmax
.

(7.63)

Since γmax > O(1) throughout this discussion, there is no obstruction to getting α > O(1).

7.4.3

Example

It is interesting to consider the possibility of actually creating such a ball of matter
out of the materials found in our own universe. One constraint on our ability to perform
this experiment is the energy cost. The total energy required is, from Eq. (7.54),
E ∼ N mγmax ∼ m−2 α6 .

(7.64)

The most plentiful element in our universe is hydrogen, so we will attempt to build our
dust ball from hydrogen molecules. The relevant mass, then, is the proton mass, m ∼ 10−19
in planck units. The energy we have available to us (from processing all of the stars in our
horizon, for instance) is E ∼ 1058 . This implies the largest α we can manage is
α ∼ 103.3 .

(7.65)

(Not all of the stars can be processed for energy; some hydrogen must remain to form the
dust ball itself. The rest mass of the dust ball is only a small fraction α−2 of the total
energy, though, so the number of stars we need to set aside for this purpose is negligible.)
This represents a significant improvement over the naive α ∼ 1, and it is somewhat
remarkable that we can accomplish the task even in principle given that our starting material
is so far from the optimal m ∼ 1. (However, we make no attempt to analyze the stability of
this solution or to quantify the extent of fine-tuning in the initial conditions.)

7.5

Saturating the entropy bound in a causal diamond

We have found many examples of light-sheets with S ≫ A3/4 . This rules out the
naive bound S ≲ A3/4 as a general bound on the entropy of matter. However, perhaps the
bound may still hold under certain restrictions. It is interesting, from this point of view,
that we have found no light-sheet with S ≫ A3/4 which also lies within a causal diamond.
The causal diamond for a worldline [8] is the region which can both send and
receive signals from that worldline, so it is the largest region an observer following that
worldline can probe. We showed in sections Sections 7.3 and 7.4 that the entropy bound
can be saturated on light-sheets that lie within a past or future light-cone. But none of
them lies within both the past and the future of a single worldline. That is, they do not
fit within the causal diamond. This implies that a single observer cannot both set up the
system and then observe the entropy. In this section, however, we will show that this, too,
can be arranged.
We will give three examples. First, we modify our cosmological examples by
replacing the singular Big Bang with a nonsingular bubble nucleation event. This allows us
to extend worldlines farther back into the past, enlarging the causal diamond so that the
light-sheets of Sec. 7.3 now fit within the causal diamond. Then we give two noncosmological
examples: the slow feeding of a black hole, and a shell of dust in Anti-de Sitter space.
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Figure 7.8: By replacing the Big Bang singularity of the radiation dominated open FRW
universe with a bubble nucleation event in a false parent vacuum, the light-sheets shown in
Fig. 2 can be made to fit into the causal diamond of a single observer (dashed line).

7.5.1

Coleman-DeLuccia decay

There is a simple, well-motivated modification of our cosmological examples which
allows the light-sheets of interest to fit inside one causal diamond. Suppose that instead
of beginning with a singular Big Bang, as we have been assuming, an open FRW universe
begins by the formation of a Coleman-DeLuccia (CDL) bubble within a false vacuum of
larger, positive cosmologica constant. This is a natural assumption in the context of an
eternally inflating multiverse. In particular, our own Big Bang may well have been a bubble
nucleation.
The spacetime resulting from a CDL bubble is nonsingular, but it is not quite
classical because the nucleation is a quantum process. To make it classical, we can imagine
classically forming a critical bubble of true vacuum by locally exciting the tunneling field.
Once the critical bubble of true vacuum has formed, the expansion of the bubble into the
false vacuum and the open FRW universe within the bubble evolve classically (see Fig. 7.8).
The causal diamond of a worldline which begins in the false vacuum is bounded,
within the open FRW universe, by the backward light-cone of the observer. In other words,
the causal diamond is equivalent to the causal patch within the open FRW universe, and
we showed in Sec. 7.3 that the entropy bound is saturated on light-sheets within one causal
patch. Of course, an actual observer is unlikely to survive the transition between vacua.
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But this example demonstrates that there is no obstruction to fitting the light-sheets we
found earlier into a single causal diamond.

7.5.2

Shell of dust in AdS

We will now show that a shell of matter in Anti-de Sitter space gives rise to lightsheets with entropy S ≫ A3/4 . This example is closely related to the “normal” light-sheets
discussed in Sec. 7.2.4: by keeping a portion of an open Λ < 0 FRW universe, one would
obtain a ball of dust collapsing to form a Schwarzschild-AdS black hole. After removing
part of the interior of the ball, one obtains a shell of dust instead, which makes the relevant
light-sheets fit within a causal diamond. Here we will simply describe the resulting shell.
Empty AdS space can be written in the “cosmological” coordinates
ds2 = −dt2 + a2 (τ )(dχ2 + sinh2 χdΩ22 )

(7.66)

where a(t) = tΛ sin(t/tΛ ). We now add some matter, but for convenience we add a low
density of matter so that we can continue to use the vacuum metric. Worldlines with
constant values of the spatial coordinates in this metric are geodesics, so if we add dust at
rest it will remain at rest in the probe approximation.
Suppose we add a shell of matter which is spherically symmetric and extends from
some comoving radius χmin out to χmax . We will find that the most interesting shells for our
purposes are at large radius χ ≫ 1 and extend over one curvature radius, ∆χ ∼ 1. Making a
thicker shell does not add much entropy, because in an open geometry an order one fraction
of the entropy is in the outermost curvature radius.
We add the matter so that it is a small perturbation at the “turnaround” time
t = tΛ π/2 when the scale factor is maximal. For the matter to be a small perturbation, the
density must be small compared to the vacuum energy,
ρm ≪

1
t2Λ

(7.67)

Because the matter is following geodesics that converge, as the system evolves the probe
approximation will no longer be good.
As another check of the probe approximation, one could check that the matter
is well outside its Schwarzschild radius. For this, it is more convenient to use the global
coordinates for AdS where the timelike Killing vector is manifest. For the large radius shells
of interest, this criterion leads to the same condition (7.67).
The spacetime in the vacuum region inside the shell is unperturbed AdS, while
the metric within the shell is approximated by (7.66) only as long as the matter density
is small compared to the vacuum energy. The spacetime outside the shell is a piece of an
AdS-Schwarzschild black hole. An approximate conformal diagram is shown in the figure.
Consider now the ingoing light-sheets- one past directed and one future directedthat begin at the outer edge of the shell at the turnaround time. The system is time
symmetric about the turnaround time, so these light-sheets are identical and we discuss the
future-directed one. We are interested in whether such a light-sheet gets to the origin so
that all of the matter is contained in a single observer’s causal diamond, and also the ratio
S/A.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.9: A collapsing shell of dust in the probe approximation (left) and including
backreaction (right). The dashed lines are two light-sheets that contain the entire shell.
They fit inside a single causal diamond.
The radial null rays satisfy
dχ =

dt
a(t)

(7.68)

It is more convenient to write ∆χ in terms of the scale factor. Using the FRW equation
ȧ2 = 1 −

a2
t2Λ

(7.69)

gives
da
dχ = √
a 1 − a2 /t2Λ

(7.70)

which integrates to
tΛ
)
(7.71)
a
We want the light-sheet to escape from the shell into the interior vacuum region before
we start to mistrust the probe approximation. (7.71) shows that the light ray travels one
curvature radius, ∆χ = 1, in the time it takes the scale factor to decrease to a few times
smaller than tΛ . Because dust evolves as ρm ∼ a−3 , the density increases by a factor of
∆χ = cosh−1 (
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(a few)3 . Assuming we started with a matter density comfortably less than the vacuum
energy, the probe approximation does not break down before the light-sheet of interest exits
the matter shell.
Having escaped into the interior, the light-sheet is guaranteed to reach the origin
before a singularity forms. The metric inside the shell is vacuum AdS by construction,
and the innermost matter particles are following timelike geodesics, so the light rays get to
the origin before the metric is affected by the incoming shell of matter. (The proper time
between the arrival of the light-sheet and the arrival of the matter will be quite small for
the shells of interest at large χ.)
Now it remains to compute S/A for this light-sheet. If the matter is nearly relativistic, then the entropy density is related to the energy density,
3/4
s ∼ ρm

(7.72)

The entropy passing through the light-sheet is bounded below by the entropy on the spatial
slice at the turnaround time, which is
3/4
AtΛ
S = sV = ρm

(7.73)

since the shell is one curvature radius thick, and at the turnaround a = tΛ .
To be in the probe approximation we need ρm < ρΛ . Therefore the ratio is
S
−1/2
3/4
tΛ ≲ tΛ
∼ ρm
A

(7.74)

Thus we have constructed light-sheets causally accessible to a single observer on which the
entropy is proportional to the area for arbitrarily large S. By choosing A ≫ Λ−1 , we obtain
light-sheets with S ≫ A3/4 which are contained within a causal diamond.

7.5.3

Slow feeding of a black hole

So far we have analyzed cosmologies and portions thereof. We will now show the
horizon of a black hole can be a light-sheet with S ≫ A3/4 .
Consider a black hole of radius R; it will not matter how this black hole was
created. We will add individual massless quanta of wavelength λ to the black hole, one
by one. Each quantum carries energy λ−1 , so the energy and radius of the black hole will
have doubled after about Rλ quanta have been sent across the horizon. The horizon will
now have cross-sectional surfaces of area 4π(2R)2 . Any such surface admits a past-directed
ingoing light-sheet, which contains the portion of the black hole event horizon across which
the Rλ quanta have travelled (see Fig. 7.10). Thus, the entropy on the light-sheet is of
order Rλ. The area is of order R2 , so
S λ
∼
A R

(7.75)

Naively, the covariant bound can be violated in this process by choosing λ ≫ R. However,
such large quanta will not be absorbed by the black hole. The process we have described
can be carried out only if λ ≤ R. Therefore, the covariant bound is satisfied. (This had
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Figure 7.10: Doubling the radius R of a Schwarzschild black hole by adding massless quanta
of wavelength λ ≤ R, one-by-one. The horizon (diagonal line) can be viewed as a pastdirected ingoing light-sheet starting at its largest area (the final area of the black hole, near
the top right corner). The entropy passing through this light-sheet satisfies S/A ∼ λ/R.
This ratio can approach unity, saturating the covariant bound and exceeding the naive
bound S ≲ A3/4 .
better be the case, since the covariant bound reduces to the generalized second law of
thermodynamics in the special case of light-sheets that coincide with event horizons [42].)
Nothing prevents us from making the wavelength nearly as large as the black hole.
In this limit, λ → R, the covariant bound is approximately saturated. More generally, as
long as λ ≫ R1/2 , the stronger bound S ≲ A3/4 is violated. (An analogous process can be
described for the de Sitter event horizon.)
Note that the black hole event horizon is a portion of the boundary of the causal
diamond of an observer at fixed radius outside the black hole. Thus, our example shows that
light-sheets with S ≫ A3/4 can exist within a causal diamond. Indeed, unlike the previous
example, this situation can be set up in a laboratory independently of initial conditions,
i.e., without relying on the existence of positive vacuum energy and a lower-energy true
vacuum.
As originally formulated [5], the covariant bound applies to situations in which
corrections due to quantum gravitational effects are negligible. It does not apply in regimes
with Planck-scale curvatures, nor does it apply in regimes where the backreaction from
Hawking radiation becomes a large correction to the geometry. This occurs on the black
hole event horizon if we follow a light-sheet for a time of order R3 , the time it takes the
black hole to emit a significant fraction of its mass [7, 9, 80]. (Extensions of the covariant
bound to this regime have been considered [102].) In our example, the time it takes to throw
in Rλ quanta of wavelength λ, one by one, is of order Rλ2 . Thus, in the regime λ ≪ R, we
are operating well within the regime of validity of the covariant bound. In the saturation
limit, λ → R, we approach the edge of the regime of validity. However, corrections will be
no larger than factors of order unity, which are neglected here in any case.
It is interesting that in all of our examples, the edge of the regime of validity of the
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covariant bound is approached in the saturation limit, though in two very different ways.
In all previous sections, it arises because most of the entropy on light-sheets with S ∼ A
lies in a near-Planckian regime, even though A may be large. In the present section, the
breakdown of the bound comes from the fact that the backreaction of Hawking radiation is
becoming important.

7.6

A conjecture concerning the bound S ≲ A3/4

We have presented a number of counterexamples to the bound S ≲ A3/4 . Therefore, this bound cannot be universally valid. It remains possible that this bound is valid in
a more restrictive setting. This would be of interest as long as the regime of validity can be
easily and sharply defined. As an example, let us consider the following
Conjecture: Static, weakly gravitating systems satisfy the stronger bound S < A3/4 .
We have no deep reason for believing the above conjecture, but we have not yet been able
to find counterexamples.
In Sec. 7.5.2 we studied a large shell of matter that collapses under geodesic motion
in Anti-de Sitter space. One might think that it would not be difficult to stabilize this shell,
i.e., to prevent its collapse. This would render the system static and thus turn it into a
counterexample to the above conjecture.
To stabilize the shell, we will attempt to build a wall to keep the particles out
at large radius. Consider a thin spherical wall of radius r0 , located just inside the shell of
matter. We require that this wall be constructed from matter that satisfies the dominant
energy condition (roughly, the requirement that the speed of sound not exceed the speed
of light). This limits the amount of external pressure, p, that can be resisted by a wall of a
given mass per unit area, ς [10]:
ς ≥ ∣p/K∣ ,
(7.76)
where K is the trace of the extrinsic curvature of the wall worldvolume. For r0 ≫ tΛ , we
have K ≈ 1/tΛ . The wall has to at least hold up its own mass. But a wall element of mass
ς dA sitting at constant r has proper acceleration 1/tΛ ; in other words, it feels a gravitational
force dF = ς dA/tΛ . The pressure is the force per unit area, so gravity exerts a pressure
p=

ς
tΛ

(7.77)

Using the bound on the energy density (7.76), we see that an ideal wall saturating (7.76)
can just barely hold itself up. It cannot support any additional matter.
We conclude that a conventional wall cannot prevent a large shell of matter in
AdS space from collapsing. Stabilization may still be possible using D-branes or fluxes, or
by giving the particles angular momentum or charge; we will not investigate these possibilities here. It will be interesting to find counterexamples or further support for the above
conjecture, or to establish other simple sufficient conditions for the bound S ≲ A3/4 .
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7.7

Saturating the generalized covariant entropy bound
In this section, we study the generalized covariant entropy bound [42],
S≤

∆A
,
4

(7.78)

where ∆A = A0 − A is the difference in areas between the initial area of a light-sheet and its
final area. The final area is non-zero if the light-sheet is terminated prematurely. We will
consider past-directed outgoing light-sheets in open, radiation-dominated FRW universes,
as we did in Sec. 7.2. There, we extended the light-sheets all the way to the Big Bang, or
to the beginning of curvature domination, tc (which gave the same entropy up to factors
of order unity). Here, we will prematurely terminate our light-sheets at ξ(a) with a ≫ tc .
We will show that the entropy on such light-sheets can saturate the generalized covariant
−1/2
entropy bound, up to a tunable factor tc .
For simplicity, we will focus on the case Λ = 0. We consider past-directed outgoing
light-sheets with a0 ≫ a ≫ tc . Recall that the initial surface must be outside the apparent
horizon,
tc sinh ξ0 > a0 ,
(7.79)
which implies ξ(a) ≫ 1. To O(t2c /a2 ), the comoving radius is
ξ(a) = ξ0 + sinh−1 (a0 /tc ) − sinh−1 (a/tc ) ≈ ξ0 + log(a0 /a) −

t2c
.
4a2

(7.80)

We have neglected terms of O(t4c /a4 ) and O(t2c /a20 ). As we will shortly see, the area would
not change at all without the O(t2c /a2 ) term we have included. One might worry that we
will lose too much accuracy in approximating sinh ξ ≈ exp(ξ)/2 when computing the area
since we needed to keep a higher order term in the ξ(a) expansion. To be safe, we will keep
the next order term beyond the exponential in the expansion of sinh ξ until we can verify
that it is unnecessary. For the area, we have
2

A(a) = 4πa2 sinh2 ξ(a) = πa2 e2ξ(a) (1 − e−2ξ(a) )
≈ πa2 e2ξ(a) − 2πa2
≈ πa20 (1 −

(7.82)

t2c
) e2ξ0 − 2πa2
2a2

= πa20 e2ξ0 −

(7.81)

πt2c a20 2ξ0
e − 2πa2 .
2a2

(7.83)
(7.84)

Subtracting this from A0 = A(a0 ) and dropping a term of O(a2 ) we get
∆A = A0 − A(a) ≈

πt2c a20 2ξ0
e − 2πa20 .
2
2a

(7.85)

Finally, from Eq. (7.79), we have tc exp ξ0 > a0 ≫ a, so we can neglect the second term and
reach our final conclusion:
πt2 a2
∆A ≈ c 2 0 e2ξ0 .
(7.86)
2a
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Now we will compute the entropy on the terminated light-sheet. In the regime a0 ≫ a ≫ tc ,
3/2

S=

t3/2
c (Vc (ξ(a)) − Vc (ξ0 ))

πtc a20 2ξ0
≈
e .
2a2

(7.87)

So the entropy on the terminated light-sheets saturates the bound S ≤ ∆A/4, up to a factor
−1/2
of order tc , which can be chosen to approach unity.
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